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*Council Public Excluded Session
Moved, seconded that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely
a) To approve minutes of the Council Public Excluded meeting held on 29 July 2020
b) To approve minutes of the Extraordinary Public Excluded meeting held on 11 August 2020
c) Information relating to CE recruitment
The general subject matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing this resolution
in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) and 7 of the Local Government
Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
General subject of each to be
considered

Reason for excluding the public

Grounds of the Act under which this resolution is made

To approve minutes of the
Council Public Excluded meeting
– 29 July 2020

The exclusion of the public from the
whole or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting is necessary
to enable the Local Authority to
deliberate in private on its decision or
recommendation.
To enable any local authority holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations)
and commercial activities.
To enable Council to consider agency
approvals including commercial and
confidential information

Section 7(2)(i) to enable the Council to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations.
Section7(2)(a)) Protect the privacy of natural persons.

To approve minutes of the
Extraordinary Public Excluded
meeting – 11 August 2020 re
Selecting a recruitment agency –
CE position

Information
recruitment

relating

to

CE

To enable Council to receive information
relating to CE recruitment and protect the
privacy of a natural person.

Section 7 protect information where the making available of
the information—
2(b)(ii) would be likely unreasonably to prejudice the
commercial position of the person who supplied or who is the
subject of the information.
2(h) enable any local authority holding the information to carry
out, without prejudice or disadvantage, commercial activities;
or
2(i) enable any local authority holding the information to carry
on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).
Section 7(2)(i) to enable the Council to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations.
Section7(2)(a)) Protect the privacy of natural persons.
2(i) enable any local authority holding the information to carry
on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).

MEETING RULES:
"Audio recordings will be made of this meeting for the purpose of assisting the minute taker to create accurate minutes. Audio recordings should not be
taken of any confidential, public excluded or otherwise sensitive matters. The Chair of the meeting is responsible for indicating if/when recording should
be stopped and restarted. While held, the audio recordings are subject to LGOIMA, they may be released in line with Councils LGOIMA processes
and/or at the discretion of the meeting Chair. A copy of the guidelines and principals for the use of recordings is available on request"
* Public Forum – maximum of 10 minutes.

Report to:
Date:

Finance Audit & Risk Committee
1. 25 August 2020

Subject:

Finance Report to 30 June 2020

Prepared by:

C Kaa, Management Accountant

Input sought from:
Authorised by:

S Poulsen, Finance Manager
Murray Dickson, Senior Manager Corporate Services

1.

SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the financial position of the Council as at
30 June 2020. The following provides a summary on the interim financial statements and the
results are subject to year-end adjustments, including adjustments for any prepayments,
accruals, provisions, depreciation and forestry not already captured.
The net surplus for the year is $10.909M.
This compares to a budgeted surplus of $15.655. As reported in earlier meetings the lower year
end result is largely due to CAPEX revenue being lower than budgeted (mainly related to Covid19 and rebuild delays).

2.

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Committee receives this report.

3.

YEAR TO DATE FINANCIAL RESULTS - SUMMARY
Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and Expense (Profit and Loss)
At the end of June 2020, there was a net surplus of $10.909M, which is $4.746M lower than our
budgeted net surplus of $15.6559M.
3.1 Revenue
Overall revenue from CAPEX Grants and Subsidies is well below budget (CAPEX subsidies are
down $6.9M and operating grants are up $2.7M). The variance in CAPEX subsidies are a
permanent difference for this financial year as the EQ Rebuild have reduced their capital work
with the removal of the Clarence Valley Road access into the 2021 year and the overall
programme extending through to November 2020. All other operating revenue is tracking close
to budget. This is broken down further in the Variance Report on page 4.
3.2 Expenses
Expenses for the year are $16.765M compared to budget of $16.433M, overall an increase of
$322K. As highlighted in previous meetings depreciation is a large part of this variance with
revaluations done in 2019 and Rebuild infrastructure assets being completed.

Revenue
As at June, grants and subsidies made up 64% of our revenue, with rates being 28% as
highlighted in the Revenue YTD by Category graph.
Rates Revenue
Year to date rates revenue is $7.7M, this is up $54K on the year to date budget. The rates relief
package for Covid-19 states ratepayers can defer instalment 4 to the 20 July 2020, this impacted
on our cashflow with $200K of rates being paid in July relating to the 4th rates instalment
normally paid in June.
Water meter charges
Water meter readings were carried out in July for the 6 monthly period ending 30 June. Water
meter charges for the year are $155K compared to the budget of $130K. We have not noticed a
reduction in water usage yet as a result of Covid-19.
User fees & charges
User fees and charges are up $197K on budget at $1.771M for the year due to outsourcing of
building consents and the fees being fully on charged. For the month of June user fees are up
$59K on budget.
Grants & subsidies
Grants and subsidies are down $4.196M year to date. Year to date CAPEX grants and subsidies
are down $6.969M while operating grants are up $2.773M most of this variance relates to the
EQ rebuild. There is also some end of year adjustments made to allocate grants received in 2020
as revenue in advance (including the PGF funding received of $900K).
Interest & other revenue
Other revenue includes petrol tax, waste minimisation levy and infringement fees. Other
Revenue is currently showing a variance of $456K, however the share of MRF income has not
been accounted for yet.
Expenses
Personnel expenses
Employee costs are up $119K on budget at $4.045M year to date, all known provisions have
been included at this time including costs as a result of the proposal for change. Please note
some the personnel costs are funded through grants received.
Financing expenses
Loan interest costs are $152K for the year, down on budget by $170K. We have accrued interest
on the LGFA loans at 30 June 2020 as these are incurred at maturity. Loan interest costs are
significantly lower than budget due to repaying the BNZ loans and moving to LGFA.

Other Expenses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EQ Expenses are well below budget as assessments and contingencies have not been
required.
Depreciation is $1.2M up on budget as detailed in previous reports
Professional and Consultancy fees are $16K up on budget these variances have been
outlined in previous reports
Repairs and Maintenance – Roading is up on budget by $81K mainly due to higher than
budgeted unsealed and sealed pavement repairs.
Repairs and Maintenance – Reticulation is $181K down on budget due to the work
completed in the EQ rebuild
Repairs and Maintenance – Facilities is up $118K on budget due to unplanned
maintenance on Kaikoura Urban Water Scheme and the Sewerage facilities.
Other expenses are up $867KK on budget for year to date and includes various line
items, the main variance relates to $429K loss on revaluation of assets, costs to be
recovered (mainly EQ rebuild), building consent processing fees, website and general
admin and community swimming pool expenses.

4. VARIANCE REPORTS
INCOME JUNE-20
YEAR TO DATE

Actual

Roading

$2,295,200

$2,635,996

-8.44%

-$340,796

-$202,895

Water Services

$1,561,866

$1,528,565

-0.77%

$33,301

-$11,318

Sewerage

$844,846

$835,421

12.10%

$9,425

$100,831

Stormwater

$109,665

$114,250

27.42%

-$4,585

$31,234

Refuse & Recycling

$269,256

$318,432

-15.43%

-$49,176

-$49,131

$1,384,089

$1,719,558

-8.98%

-$335,469

-$150,533

Commercial Activities

$300,475

$750,275

119.55%

-$449,800

$285,710

Leadership & Governance

$739,460

$765,560

-24.61%

-$26,100

-$186,875

Building and Regulatory

$829,211

$690,340

14.22%

$138,871

$92,112

Community Services

$167,289

$99,154

109.82%

$68,135

$106,243

District Development

$928,294

$593,347

54.33%

$334,947

$317,926

$15,227,455

$19,089,792

-21.83%

-$3,862,337

-$3,823,386

$1,343

$2,947,568

0.00%

$1,343

$294

$2,998,253

$0

0.00%

$50,685

$58,999

$18,089
$27,674,792
-$11,941,888
$15,732,904

$0
$32,088,258
-$18,911,058
$13,177,200

0.00%
-13.75%
-36.85%
19.39%

$18,089
-$4,413,466

$9,615
-$3,421,175

Community Facilities

Earthquake Event
Interest
Rates
Other - Civic shares dividend
Total Gross Operating Revenue
Less Capital Subs & Grants
Total Net Operating Revenue

Budget

% Variance $ June Variance $ May Variance

$2,555,704

EXPENDITURE JUNE-20
YEAR TO DATE

Actual

Roading

$2,872,183

$2,272,999

25.54%

-$599,184

-$535,782

Water Services

$1,436,821

$1,357,714

11.65%

-$79,107

-$144,183

Sewerage

$994,229

$1,059,894

-0.70%

$65,665

$6,895

Stormwater

$138,206

$150,082

3.95%

$11,876

-$5,371

Refuse & Recycling

$1,031,560

$564,763

78.09%

-$466,797

-$421,502

Community Facilities

$2,524,259

$2,397,792

7.48%

-$126,467

-$166,723

$183,248

$939,995

-66.38%

$756,747

$274,680

Leadership & Governance

$1,934,059

$2,098,522

-9.61%

$164,463

$181,240

Building and Regulatory

$1,123,748

$1,075,403

5.46%

-$48,345

-$54,075

Community Services

$1,069,739

$1,000,475

-0.83%

-$69,264

$7,740

District Development

$1,324,850

$1,159,359

14.67%

-$165,491

-$157,771

Earthquake Event

$1,612,076

$2,356,060

-28.87%

$743,984

$622,254

$520,446

$0

0.00%

-$520,446

-$6,637

2.02%

-$332,364

-$399,234

Commercial Activities

Bad Debt
Total Operating Expenses

$

16,765,422 $

Budget

% Variance $ June Variance $ May Variance

16,433,058

The variance report looks at revenue and expenditure by cost centre and excludes
capital subsidies and grants. Analysis of these variances will be investigated further for
the Annual Report.
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Roading – Income is down on budget, largely relating to work not undertaken
on streetlights therefore subsidy not being received. Expenditure is up on
budget due to $156K of unsubsidised roading and increased depreciation
Water Services – Revenue is on budget with expenditure up by $79K largely
due to depreciation.
Sewerage – Revenue is on budget, expenditure is down slightly from budget.
Stormwater – Revenue is on budget and expenditure is down slightly on
budget.
Refuse & Recycling – Revenue is $49K under budget due to a timing of a grant
not received, and depreciation on the landfill provision is causing the
variance in expenditure.
Community Facilities – Revenue is down as Council building rental was
budgeted as income but now treated as an internal transfer, expenditure is
on track aside from depreciation.
Commercial Activities – Revenue is down on budget due to MRF not being
accounted for yet, expenditure is well below budget as we had budgeted
demolition expenses for Wakatu Quay which haven’t yet commenced and
will be included in the PGF Project.
Leadership and Governance – Revenue is down due to a CAPEX betterment
grant not received due to other projects taking precedent, this will be a
permanent difference.
Building and Regulatory – Revenue is up $139K and expenditure is up $50K
on year to date.
Community Services – Revenue is up due to the Violence Free co-ordinator
grant being unbudgeted, expenditure is up $69K from budget.
District Development – Revenue is up due to the timing of the natural
hazards grant; expenditure is also up on budget in line with the natural
hazards’ grant.
Earthquake Event – Operating revenue is down $3.9M on budget due to
timing of works completed, expenditure is also down $744K.

5. WORKING CAPITAL & LIQUIDITY
Working capital (current assets over current liabilities) is negative, with $7.4 million in current
assets and $8.5 million in current liabilities. The Working Capital Graph indicates how this
fluctuates largely between months.
The Liquidity Ratio is 0.87:1, meaning there is $0.87 in cash for every $1 due to be paid. We are
now looking at options to lock in future debt at the low rates being offered by LGFA.

6. STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Cash on hand at June is $4.3M due to the borrowing of $7M through LGFA. Cashflow from
operations is positive at $4.1M which shows our day to day operations are performing well. Our
capital activity show grants received of $10.3M for capital work and $17.3M paid out which
highlights the intense rebuild phase.

7. STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Total Assets are $210.501M with $7.400M being current assets and $203.100M non-current
assets. Trade and Other Receivables are $2.882M, with most of the amount being current.
Total liabilities are made up of $8.459M current and $4.861M non-current. Trade Payables are
$4.123M, which are made up of accruals, accounts payable, GST and deposits and bonds held.

8. CAPEX REPORT
Overall CAPEX expenditure for June was $1.523M which is slightly higher than the forecasted
amount of $1.513M. The total year to date spend is $18.156M compared to a year to date
budget of $25.398M. As highlighted last month some of this is due to delays from Covid-19, the
removal of the Clarence Bridge, projects not progressing this year and some projects being
carried over to next year.
Analysis of Jobs Not Progressing
Job #
J00027

Description
Urban Water
Reticulation
Peketa Water Facilities

Amount
$165,042

Reason
Funds diverted to EQ Rebuild, Fords Reservoir

$172,733

Analysis shows no real need to shift source
water to a new bore and provide associated
new treatment plant

$281,610

Landfill has longer use than anticipated

J04425

Resource Recovery
Centre Improvements
Airport Terminal

$43,466

Works delivered for less than expected costs

J00030

Ocean Ridge Facilities

$63,925

J00003

South Bay Harbour

$200,000

Assessment of treatment at Ocean Ridge has
determined that the allowed budget was over
estimated
Works will now await PGF business case

J00214

Pavement
Rehabilitation

$175,200

J00038

J00063

Project not subsidized by NZTA, so have
reduced budget and works by half

J04414

Former DC Building

$48,058

Report received and extra was to be spent to
look at options, cost of options not considered
manageable
Repairs considered aesthetic rather than
urgent

J04421

Amphitheatre & Bridge

$65,000

J00006

Computers & Hardware

$12,872

Underspent on allowed budget

J00022
J00044

Stormwater Renewals
Stormwater Facilities

$10,257
$80,000

J04417

Tennis Courts

$100,000

J04420
J04431

Swimming Pool
Pensioner Flats

$200,000
$2,423

No project identified
No project identified, develop stormwater
management plan that will identify required
projects going forward
Agreement required with Runanga around
complex issues
Replaced with grant to Pool Trust
Underspent on allowed budget

9. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:
Monthly monitoring and reporting on the Council financials are required as there is a risk that
the Council's financial position could deteriorate with an increase in debt levels; lowered credit
rating; or that revenue flows are lower than budgeted and expenditure is higher than projected.

10. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES SUPPORTED:
The work is in support of all community outcomes.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.

Our District is economically
diverse, attractive to investment
and provides certainty around
business and employment
continuity.

Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way
that benefits our future.

Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Residents and visitors enjoy an
improved quality of life in our
District.

11. SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISION:
This report is for information only; however, it may form the basis upon which other decisions
are made (those which have a financial impact).

12. RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
The Local Government Act 2002 states that a local authority should ensure prudent stewardship
and the efficient and effective use of its resources in the interests of its district or region.

KEY INDICATORS
AS AT 30 JUNE 2020
FINANCIAL STATEMENT MEASURES
OPERATING RESULT

OPERATING COSTS

operating surplus/(deficit)

costs to deliver existing levels of service

$10.91m

$16.77m

$4,746k unfavourable v/s year to date budget of $15,655k

$332k unfavourable v/s year to date budget of $16.43m

TOTAL EXTERNAL BORROWING

INTEREST ON DEBT

total borrowings from bank

cost to service debt

$7.00m

$152k

$2,455k favourable v/s full year budget of $9.5m

$170k favourable v/s year to date budget of $321k

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS

cost of new &/or replacement of assets

received for district growth

$18.16m

$31.3k

$7.1m favourable v/s year to date budget of $25.2m

$50.2k unfavourable v/s year to date budget of $82k

LONG TERM PLAN MEASURES
DEBT AFFORDABILITY BENCHMARK

EBID

financing expenses as a % of rates

earnings before interest and depreciation

2.0%
8.0% favourable v/s council approved limit of 10.0%

$14.40m
$3,746K unfavourable v/s year to date budget of $18.15m

BALANCED BUDGET BENCHMARK

BORROWINGS TO EQUITY

revenue equal or greater than expenses

Term loans as a % of equity

165%
65% favourable v/s council benchmark of 100%

3.55%
1.54% favourable v/s full year budget of 5.09%

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2020
BUDGET
to year end
$

ACTUAL
30/6/2020
$

ACTUAL
30/06/2019
$

500,000

4,314,538

1,925,162

Trade & other receivables

3,956,000

2,882,322

2,250,823

Prepayments & inventory

98,000

204,009

228,676

4,554,000

7,400,870

4,404,661

-

85,481

138,819

Forestry assets

2,583,000

2,404,732

2,404,732

Investment property

2,513,000

2,070,000

1,915,000

-

48,000

-

187,767,000

198,491,427

184,499,470

Total non-current assets

192,863,000

203,099,640

188,958,021

TOTAL ASSETS

197,417,000

210,500,510

193,362,682

1,658,000

4,123,476

3,368,326

Employee liabilities

180,000

325,957

275,807

Borrowings – current

658,000

4,000,000

430,010

-

10,015

2,496,000

8,459,448

4,084,157

-

1,468,475

1,468,475

8,736,000

3,000,000

1,146,833

565,000

392,919

392,919

9,301,000

4,861,394

3,008,227

121,488,000

105,170,226

98,865,440

62,234,000

85,622,375

85,622,375

1,898,000

6,387,067

1,782,483

Total equity

185,620,000

197,179,668

186,270,298

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

197,417,000

210,500,510

193,362,682

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash & cash equivalents

Total current assets
Non-current assets
Intangible assets

Financial Assets
Property, plant & equipment

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Trade & other payables

Landfill Provision - current
Total current liabilities

10,015

Non-current liabilities
Provisions
Borrowings – non current
Other term debt
Total non-current liabilities
EQUITY
Public equity
Asset revaluation reserve
Special funds & reserves

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE & EXPENSE
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
ACTUAL YTD
30/06/2020
$

BUDGET YTD
30/06/2020
$

VARIANCE
30/06/2020
$

7,722,683

7,667,970

54,713

154,906

130,000

24,906

1,770,920

1,574,258

196,662

17,636,655

21,832,910

(4,196,255)

31,337

81,515

(50,178)

1,407

0

1,407

11,428

0

11,428

Other revenue1

345,457

801,605

(456,148)

Total revenue

27,674,792

32,088,258

(4,413,466)

Personnel

4,045,176

3,926,427

(118,749)

Depreciation

3,341,789

2,172,577

(1,169,212)

151,775

321,414

169,639

Personnel Related Expenses

319,399

329,778

10,379

EQ Expenses

767,885

1,609,164

841,279

Electricity, Insurance, Cleaning & Rent

854,578

974,104

119,526

Grants Paid

338,854

313,250

(25,604)

Network Management

415,370

450,500

35,130

Project Expenses

587,882

682,774

94,892

Professional & Consultancy Fees

783,362

766,922

(16,440)

Repairs & Maintenance - General

846,383

878,720

32,337

Repairs & Maintenance - Roading

247,155

166,200

(80,955)

Repairs & Maintenance - Reticulation

238,515

420,080

181,565

Repairs & Maintenance - Facilities

376,053

257,599

(118,454)

-

510,025

510,025

445,412

515,070

69,658

3,005,835

2,138,454

(867,381)

Total expenses

16,765,422

16,433,058

(332,364)

Operating surplus/(deficit)

10,909,370

15,655,200

(4,745,830)

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE &
EXPENSE

10,909,370

15,655,200

(4,745,830)

REVENUE
Rates revenue
Water meter charges
User fees & charges
Grants & subsidies
Development contributions
Interest revenue
Gain

EXPENSES

Financing expenses
Other Expenses:

Share of MRF Expenses
Office Expenses
Other Expenses2

1
2

Other revenue includes Marlborough Regional Forestry joint venture revenue, penalties on overdue leases, and petrol tax.
Other Expenses includes eighty types of costs.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
BUDGET
to year end
$

ACTUAL
30/06/2020
$

ACTUAL
30/06/2019
$

7,667,969

7,722,683

6,886,892

19,379

1,407

43,580

23,141,878

9,056,250

8,488,309

(14,152,516)

(12,540,389)

(12,862,208)

(316,335)

(151,775)

(121,666)

-

16,129

123,726

16,360,375

4,104,306

2,558,633

10,345,322

2,474,993

(337,500)

-

-

-

-

-

(25,061,231)

(17,333,746)

(5,152,054)

Purchase of forestry assets

-

-

-

Purchase of intangible assets

-

-

-

Payment into term deposits

-

-

-

(25,398,731)

(6,988,425)

(2,685,602)

Movement in borrowings

5,096,772

5,423,157

(1,692,280)

Net Cash from Finance Activities

5,096,772

5,423,157

(1,692,280)

(3,941,584)

1,566,169

(2,224,000)

4,501,946

1,925,162

3,744,410

560,362

4,314,538

1,925,162

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from rates
Interest received
Receipts from other revenue
Payments to employees & suppliers
Interest paid
Goods & services tax (net)
Net Cash from Operating Activities

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Grants received for capital work
Purchase of investment property
Sale of forestry
Purchase of property, plant & equipment

Net Cash from Investing Activities

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS
OPENING CASH
CLOSING CASH BALANCE

Operating Revenue vs Budget
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Operating Expenditure vs Budget
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Operating Exp

Jan
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YTD - Expenditure by Activity (excl EQ)
Bad Debt Collection fee & Losses
District Development
Community Services
Building and Regulatory
Leadership & Governance
Commercial Activities
Community Facilities
Refuse & Recycling
Stormwater
Sewerage
Water Services
Roading
$0
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$3,500
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YTD - Revenue by Activity (excl EQ)
Other & Civic shares

Rates
Interest
District Development
Community Services
Building and Regulatory
Leadership & Governance
Commercial Activities
Community Facilities
Refuse & Recycling
Stormwater
Sewerage
Water Services
Roading
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REVENUE YTD BY CATEGORY

Forestry & Other Development
Contributions
1%
Water Meter
0%
Charges
1%

Interest
0%
Targeted Rates
17%

Subsidies - CAPEX
43%

General Rates
11%

Gains
0%
User Fees &
Charges
6%

Grants &…

Working capital is calculated by subtracting current liabilities from current assets and is an
indicator of our ability to pay our commitments to suppliers when payments fall due. Please refer
to the Finance Report narrative for more information.

Working Capital
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KDC - CAPITAL PROJECTS 2020
Summary June 2020
Total Project
Budget
Job No
J00003
J00004
J00005
J00006
J00008
J00010
J00011
J00022
J00027
J00028
J00030
J00031
J00032
J00034
J00036
J00038
J00040
J00042
J00044
J00055
J00063
J00071
J00072
J00074
J00075
J00076
J00082
J00083
J00084
J00211
J00212
J00213
J00214
J00222
J00341
J00443
J04410
J04412
J04414
J04416
J04417
J04418
J04420
J04421
J04425
J04431
J04435
J04436
J04438

J04350
J04351
J04009
J04010
J04100
J04110
J04200
J04300
J04320

TOTAL

PM
SM
SP
SM
SP
SP
CB
CB
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
BA
DC
SM
SM
DC
SM
MH
SM
PT
BA
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
MD
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT

Description
South Bay Harbour-Gen Capex
Office Furniture & Equipment
Footpath Renewals
Computers & Hardware
Vehicle purchase
Book Purchases
DVD's
Stormwater Renewals
Urban Water- Reticulation
Urban Water- Facilities
Ocean Ridge - Facilities
East Coast - Reticulation
East Coast - Facilities
Kincaid Water - Facilities
Fernleigh Water - Facilities
Peketa Water - Facilities
Oaro Water - Facilities
Sewerage - Facilities
Stormwater - Facilities
New Recycling Stations
Resource Recovery Centre Imprv
SCADA UPGRADE
New Pump Mackles Bore
Adapt Asset Management
Streetlights - LED Conversion
Natural Hazard Projects
Urban Water - Facilites
Tablet for RAMM
West End Parking Machines
Unsealed Pavement Renewals 211
Sealed Pavement Renewals 212
Kerb & Channel Renewals 213
Pavement Rehabilitation 214
Traffic Service Renewals 222
Minor Improvements 341
Airport 157 works
CF Parks and Reserves
CF Cuddon Building
CF Former DC Building
CF Memorial Centre
CF Tennis Courts
CF Drill Hall
CF Swimming Pool
CF Amphitheatre & Bridge
CF Airport Terminal
CF Pensioner Flats
CF Wakatu Quay
CF Airport Hangars
CF West End Public Toilet
TOTAL BAU Programme
EQ Programe
EQ Roading Structures
Clarence Valley Bridge
EQ Water Kaik Urban Reticulation
EQ Water KK Urban Structures
EQ Sewerage Reticulation
EQ Sewerage Structures
EQ Stormwater Reticulation
EQ Roading Sealed Pavements
EQ Roading Drainage
TOTAL EQ Programe

Live to Date Costs

Budget 2020

Actual Cost for
Month

Previous Costs

a

Actual YTD
Costs

Actual/Budget

b

Previous
Forecast Cost

Revised
Forecast Cost

Remaining
Budget

Variance
from Budget

a
300,000
14,000
140,000
40,000
41,812
26,284
8,341
10,257
400,000
3,000
73,000
6,671
7,200
23,000
3,000
225,000
50,500
40,000
100,000
45,000
500,000
97,500
50,000
113,920
96,917
235,915
159,000
4,550
4,588
180,000
302,901
100,000
307,200
52,466
52,000
150,000
4,200
422,610
60,000
822,478
100,000
38,000
200,000
85,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
60,000
210
5,986,520

d
300,000
14,000
140,000
40,000
41,812
26,284
8,341
10,257
400,000
3,000
73,000
6,671
7,200
23,000
3,000
225,000
50,500
40,000
100,000
45,000
500,000
97,500
50,000
133,461
96,917
235,915
159,000
4,550
4,588
180,000
302,901
100,000
307,200
52,466
52,000
150,000
4,200
422,610
60,000
822,478
100,000
38,000
200,000
85,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
60,000
210
6,006,061

(a-b)
300,000
8,896
136,450
12,872
(3,399)
9,246
(8,540)
10,257
375,042
3,000
63,925
(6,671)
7,200
23,000
3,000
197,733
47,494
16,982
100,000
37,665
481,610
39,909
44,661
(133,461)
96,917
(235,915)
108,440
(4,550)
(4,588)
21,434
(2,901)
28,157
307,200
(14,466)
52,000
77,942
(495)
(78,910)
60,000
(72,478)
100,000
27,156
200,000
85,000
53,466
2,423
83,608
50,436
(210)
2,706,537

0
0
0
0
(3,399)
0
(8,341)
0
0
0
0
(6,671)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(133,461)
0
(235,915)
0
(4,550)
(4,588)
0
(2,901)
0
0
(14,466)
0
0
(4,200)
(85,110)
0
(72,478)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(210)
(576,290)

77%

276,150
0
481,000
592,276
1,087,423
1,097,777
358,184
(0)
0
3,892,810

5,240,039
203,407
496,673
1,444,499
6,869,410
2,965,976
365,517
86,229
124,133
17,795,883

5,995,588
348,933
487,192
1,540,879
6,865,597
3,442,421
365,517
86,229
193,621
19,325,977

3,621,170
(348,933)
247,104
250,929
(241,750)
1,294,458
(7,333)
(86,229)
(193,621)
4,535,795

3,345,020
(348,933)
(233,896)
(341,347)
(1,329,173)
196,681
(365,517)
(86,229)
(193,621)
642,985

(755,549)
(145,526)
9,481
(96,380)
3,813
(476,445)
0
0
(69,488)
-1,530,094

71%

7,175,637

21,724,043

25,332,038

7,242,332

66,695

-1,549,635

300,000
14,000
140,000
40,000
38,413
26,284
10,257
400,000
3,000
73,000
7,200
23,000
3,000
225,000
50,500
40,000
100,000
45,000
500,000
97,500
50,000
96,917
159,000
180,000
300,000
100,000
307,200
38,000
52,000
150,000
337,500
60,000
750,000
100,000
38,000
200,000
85,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
60,000
5,429,771

0
0
3,550
-11,043
0
992
199
0
-132
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,400
0
20,456
0
10,542
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-3,705
-6,200
-46,117
-8,650
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-38,708

0
5,104
0
38,171
41,812
16,045
8,341
0
25,090
0
9,075
6,671
0
0
0
27,267
3,006
23,018
0
5,935
18,390
37,135
5,339
122,920
0
235,915
50,560
4,550
4,588
158,566
302,901
71,843
0
52,466
0
72,058
4,200
422,610
46,117
831,128
0
10,844
0
0
46,534
27,577
16,392
9,564
210
2,761,942

0
5,104
3,550
27,128
41,812
17,038
8,540
0
24,958
0
9,075
6,671
0
0
0
27,267
3,006
23,018
0
7,335
18,390
57,591
5,339
133,461
0
235,915
50,560
4,550
4,588
158,566
302,901
71,843
0
52,466
0
72,058
495
416,410
0
822,478
0
10,844
0
0
46,534
27,577
16,392
9,564
210
2,723,234

0%
36%
3%
68%
109%
65%
0%
6%
0%
12%
0%
0%
0%
12%
6%
58%
0%
16%
4%
59%
11%

17,131,577

6,336,720
163,287
1,545,061
6,924,185
3,043,535
7,333
560,746
1,074,843
19,655,710

1,106,819
67,768
1,816
2,450
279,416
33,098
1,816
0
69,488
1,562,672

4,612,619
281,165
4,375
946,153
5,498,758
2,311,546
5,517
86,229
124,133
13,870,495

5,719,438
348,933
6,192
948,603
5,778,174
2,344,644
7,333
86,229
193,621
15,433,167

61%

1,341,229
2,708,897
9,666,048
8,102,571
621,772
1,398,028
865,150
41,835,272

9,340,608
253,296
1,199,532
5,536,424
3,639,102
19,968,962

49,330,043

23,679,807

25,398,733

1,523,963

16,632,437

18,156,401

0%
32%
88%
101%
72%
0%
138%
0%
48%
123%
0%
110%
0%
29%
0%
0%
47%
92%
16%
16%
50%

2%
79%
104%
64%

(a-d)

FFC
Carried
Not
TOTAL
Movement
Forward
Progressing
for Month
(c-d)
2020/2021
2020
0
100,000
200,000
300,000
0
8,896
8,896
0
136,450
136,450
0
12,872
12,872
0
0
0
9,246
9,246
0
0
0
10,257
10,257
0
210,000
165,042
375,042
0
3,000
3,000
0
63,925
63,925
0
0
0
7,200
7,200
0
23,000
23,000
0
3,000
3,000
0
25,000
172,733
197,733
0
47,494
47,494
0
16,982
16,982
0
20,000
80,000
100,000
0
37,665
37,665
0
200,000
281,610
481,610
0
39,909
0
39,909
0
44,661
44,661
(19,541)
0
0
96,917
96,917
0
0
0
108,440
108,440
0
0
0
0
0
21,434
21,434
0
0
0
28,157
28,157
0
307,200
307,200
0
0
0
52,000
52,000
0
77,942
77,942
0
3,705
3,705
0
6,200
6,200
0
60,000
60,000
0
0
0
100,000
100,000
0
27,156
27,156
0
200,000
200,000
0
20,000
65,000
85,000
0
10,000
43,466
53,466
0
2,423
2,423
0
83,608
83,608
0
35,436
15,000
50,436
0
0
(19,541) 1,393,011
1,890,015
3,283,026

(d-b)
300,000
8,896
136,450
12,872
(0)
9,246
(199)
10,257
375,042
3,000
63,925
0
7,200
23,000
3,000
197,733
47,494
16,982
100,000
37,665
481,610
39,909
44,661
(0)
96,917
(0)
108,440
0
0
21,434
(0)
28,157
307,200
0
52,000
77,942
3,705
6,200
60,000
(0)
100,000
27,156
200,000
85,000
53,466
2,423
83,608
50,436
0
3,282,827

5,104
3,550
27,128
41,812
17,038
8,540
24,958
9,075
6,671
27,267
3,006
23,018
7,335
400,120
141,501
40,130
149,386
472,007
50,560
4,550
4,588
158,566
302,901
71,843
52,466
72,058
495
575,427
1,162,385
10,844
78,174
27,577
16,392
27,416
210
4,024,097

300,000
14,000
140,000
40,000
38,413
26,284
10,257
400,000
3,000
73,000
7,200
23,000
3,000
225,000
50,500
40,000
100,000
45,000
500,000
97,500
50,000
96,917
159,000
180,000
300,000
100,000
307,200
38,000
52,000
150,000
537,500
60,000
1,500,000
100,000
263,000
900,000
85,000
100,000
30,000
100,000
250,000
7,494,771

Cost to
Complete

276,150
481,000
592,276
1,087,423
1,097,777
358,184

3,892,810
5,285,821

1,890,015

276,150
0
481,000
592,276
1,087,423
1,097,777
358,184
0
0
3,892,810
7,175,836

Report to:
Date:

Finance Audit & Risk Committee
1. 25 August 2020

Subject:

Financial Update 31 July 2020

Prepared by:

C Kaa, Management Accountant

Input sought from:
Authorised by:

S Poulsen, Finance Manager
Murray Dickson, Senior Manager Corporate Services

1.

SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the financial position of the Council as at
31 July 2020.
Due to the Annual Plan not being adopted, the draft annual plan has been used to get the
budget figures as a comparison to actual in regards to the revenue and expenditure.
The net surplus for the month is $1.596M.
There are no concerns regarding the result for the month of July 2020.

2.

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Committee receives this report.

3.

FINANCIAL RESULTS JULY 2020 - SUMMARY
Draft Annual Plan
Budget YTD

Actual YTD
31/07/20

Variance
31/07/20

Total Revenue

$2,250,924

$2,493,776

$242,851

Total Expenses

$1,361,245

$898,149

$463,096

$889,679

$1,595,627

$705,948

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

Draft Annual Plan
Budget at 30 June 2021
Current Assets

$9,124,846

Actual YTD
$6,049,413

Non-Current Assets

$216,472,527 $203,995,530

TOTAL ASSETS

$225,597,373 $210,044,530

Current Liabilities

$2,623,470

$6,496,519

Non-Current Liabilities

$10,734,494

$4,861,394

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$13,357,964

$11,357,914

TOTAL EQUITY

$212,239,409 $198,687,029

4. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:
Monthly monitoring and reporting on the Council financials are required as there is a risk that
the Council's financial position could deteriorate with an increase in debt levels; lowered credit
rating; or that revenue flows are lower than budgeted and expenditure is higher than projected.

5. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES SUPPORTED:
The work is in support of all community outcomes.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.

Our District is economically
diverse, attractive to investment
and provides certainty around
business and employment
continuity.

Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way
that benefits our future.

Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Residents and visitors enjoy an
improved quality of life in our
District.

6. SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISION:
This report is for information only; however, it may form the basis upon which other decisions
are made (those which have a financial impact).

7. RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
The Local Government Act 2002 states that a local authority should ensure prudent stewardship
and the efficient and effective use of its resources in the interests of its district or region.

MINUTES OF THE KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL MEETING HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 29 JULY 2020, 9.00AM, AT TŌTARA ROOM, COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, 96 WEST END, KAIKŌURA
PRESENT:

Mayor C Mackle (Chair), Councillor N Pablecheque
Councillor L Bond, Councillor V Gulleford, Councillor R Roche,
Councillor T Blunt, Councillor D Millton

IN ATTENDANCE:

A Oosthuizen (Chief Executive), M Dickson (Senior Manager Corporate
Services), D Clibbery (Senior Manager Operations), B Makin (Executive
Officer).

1. KARAKIA
2. APOLOGIES
Apologies for Deputy Mayor J Howden were accepted.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr L Bond
Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST Nil
4. PUBLIC FORUM
9.01am B Todhunter and C Wilson
A submission in relation to the East Coast Water Scheme was presented by B Todhunter and C Wilson.
They commented that council charges had risen significantly over the last four years and then queried
the justification of the water charge for 2019 and 2020 (to date) of $21,734. They claimed that the
scheme was independently run and asked Councillors to intervene.
9.08am R Watherston
R Watherston explained that a resource consent will be submitted next week for a Business Park on
the corner of Inland Road. He hoped Council would support him with rezoning the area. He stated that
planners did not recommend a land use change, hence why he is submitting a resource consent. Over
half of the Business Park has been sold to civil works and construction, subject to resource consent
being issued by Kaikoura District Council. A truck stop over 5 hectares of land will host a motel with 20
beds, fast food / tearoom for truck drivers, WOF, tire station and will have its own onsite sewage.
9.18am – S Rayner
Ideas from the community for utilising the Lions Pool were brought to Council’s attention by S Rayner
in the public forum, some of these included; a skate park, add on for the community markets and
other initiatives to increase the wellbeing of the community. She asked if funding could be made
available through the Provincial Growth Fund and commented that major sponsors and community
fund raising could be organised.
5. PRESENTATION TO COUNCIL – ART SCULPTURE
M Moriarty presented a proposal for the development of seven monolithic structures (made of corten
steel), inspired by, and enhancing the historic sites along Kaikoura coastal areas, including a town site.
The whaling history in Kaikoura strongly influences M Moriarty’s designs. He explained that the sites
will have bollards (as protection from the road) and signage detailing the art and the historic site it
relates to. The sculptures will also be documented in a catalogue that could be purchased.

M Moriarty advised that the second round of funding for Creative Arts opens in August and he is
seeking a letter of support from Council and the Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura for his application, that is due
by 31 August 2020. He commented that the estimated cost for the art sculptures is $120,000 + GST.
Mayor C Mackle highlighted the importance of Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura support being received.
6. FORMAL DEPUTATIONS Nil
7. ADJOURN TO WORKS AND SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
The Meeting closed at 9.45am to commence the Works and Services Committee Meeting.
The Meeting re-convened at 10.55am
8. MINUTES TO BE CONFIRMED
8.1 Council meeting minutes dated 24 June 2020
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
• Confirms as a true and correct record, the circulated minutes of a meeting of Council held on 24
June 2020.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr N Pablecheque
Cr V Gulleford
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

8.2 Extraordinary meeting minutes dated 29 June 2020
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
• Confirms as a true and correct record, the circulated minutes of an Extraordinary meeting held on
29 June 2020.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr V Gulleford
Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

8.3 Extraordinary meeting minutes dated 13 July 2020
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
• Confirms as a true and correct record, the circulated minutes of an Extraordinary meeting held on
13 July 2020.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr D Millton
Cr R Roche
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

9. MATTERS ARISING AND ACTIONS
The Matters Arising and Action list was reviewed by Council, the following was noted:
• Kiwa Road; A Oosthuizen raised concern that the deadline for Kiwa Road negotiations is
September. Mayor C Mackle and Cr R Roche advised they will be speaking to the Te Rūnanga o
Kaikōura today and would follow up on this
• Procurement policy; D Clibbery will be holding a procurement workshop with Councillors.
Cr D Millton queried if the southern access route at Clarence Bridge would be funded by NZTA if
Option 2(a) on the draft annual plan was approved. D Clibbery confirmed that this is correct. The
southern access would be NZTA funded until the NZTA recommended bridge was opened. NZTA have
only approved to fund 95% if their preferred option was approved.
10. MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE TO BE RAISED AS URGENT BUSINESS
Cr N Pablecheque had a question in relation to the Works & Services agenda. This is to be raised in the
Public Excluded section of the meeting to protect privacy of a person.
11. MATTERS FOR INFORMATION
11.1 Mayoral Update - Verbal
Mayor C Mackle provided a verbal update to Council. Funding received for the community pool was
fantastic news and meant stage 1 building could commence. The community would still need to continue
fundraising for fittings (and any extras).
The draft annual plan community meetings were enjoyable, turn-out was good at the Memorial Hall and
he felt a sense of community relationship between Councillors and residents.
Mayor C Mackle explained that the funding applications being prepared by the Kaikōura Economic
Recovery Advisory Group would assist with job creation in the immediate to short term.
The Kaikōura Volunteer Fire Brigade received funding for a new fire station to be built, this should be
complete by 2021. He believes this will encourage new members.
He concluded, from discussions with residents in Kaikōura and Nelson, that Kiwis who would usually be
overseas are enjoying travelling around New Zealand and that people are spending wisely.
11.2 CEO Report
A Oosthuizen presented the CEO report and provided further detail on the government water reforms
meeting held on 28 July 2020. The government announced funding would be available for Kaikōura’s
three waters – expected announcement would be later that week. The DIA are working through what
the structure would look like, with consideration to sharing the resource and cost with neighbouring
Councils across the Region. Council would be required to sign a Memorandum of Understanding to opt
in to cooperate and codesign the structure to receive a share of the funding.
A Oosthuizen noted that the information they have on the three waters reform will be included in the
long term plan as an assumption.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
1. Endorse the proposal compiled by the KERAG in principle to be submitted for funding to various
Crown agencies and
2. Receives this report for information
3. Note the information included on the 3 Water Legislative reform

4. Note that Councillors and CEO to bring back information from the 3 Water roadshow on the 28
July for discussion and a decision that is required by 31 August 2020.
A spelling mistake on the report ‘poha’ was noted.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr D Millton
Cr V Gulleford
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.3 Long-Term Plan timeline
A Oosthuizen ran through the Long-Term Plan timeline. She clarified why the financials for Innovative
Waste Kaikōura (IWK) were consolidated into Kaikōura District Councils, including any borrowing by
IWK, therefore a Statement of Intent is required from IWK, by February 2021.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The report be received for information.
Notes the risk regarding Audit New Zealand timing
Discuss the timetable, with a final to be confirmed at the next meeting
Receives monthly updates on this key project

Moved:
Seconded:

Cr L Bond
Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.4 Financial Corporate Sustainability Update Report
RESOLUTION
THAT Council:
1. Notes the attached dashboard
2. Directs the Chief Executive to forward the attached dashboard to the Department of Internal Affairs
for information.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr N Pablecheque
Cr R Roche

Against:

Cr D Millton
CARRIED

The Meeting adjourned at 12.00pm for lunch.
The Meeting reconvened at 12.30 pm.
11.5 Community Services Update
The Community Services Update was presented by S. Haberstock. There are some exciting upcoming
community events and discussions underway such as; discussions with DJ’s in Nelson to play at two
events for youth in Kaikōura; local businesses will be hosting late-night Saturday shopping with drinks
and nibbles and a winter festival is being organised for the town.

RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report for information.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr N Pablecheque
Cr L Bond
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.6 Te Korowai update from meeting 6 July 2020
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr N Pablecheque
Cr V Gulleford
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.7 Horizonal Infrastructure Rebuild Report
It was noted that the rebuild project is progressing well with a projected shortfall of $196,000 (out of
$38million).
D Clibbery clarified again that once Councillors have approved option 2(a) of the Clarence Bridge in the
draft annual plan, 95% will be funded by NZTA.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr N Pablecheque
Cr D Millton
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.8 Scout Hall Upgrade
D Clibbery stated the importance of managing the expectations of the community so they are aware of
the approach that is being taken and that the work would be restricted to funding available.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr L Bond
Cr R Roche
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.9 Building and Regulatory Update
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr T Blunt
Cr L Bond
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

11.10 Planning Update
M. Hoggard advised that a report released today will impact the production of the District Plan. The
report recommended government to review the Resource Management Amendment Act.
Direction on car parks has been issued in the National Policy Statement on urban areas for 2020. He
explained that this is intended for populations over 10,000 and that Kaikoura is not affected by this
statement.
M Dickson clarified the statement heard in the public forum that we ‘did not recommend a land use
change’ was incorrect.
RESOLUTION
THAT Council receives this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Mayor C Mackle
Cr N Pablecheque
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

12. PUBLIC EXCLUDED ITEMS
RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC
Council Public Excluded Session
Moved, seconded that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely
a) To approve minutes of the Council Public Excluded meeting held on 24 June 2020
b) To approve minutes of the Extraordinary Public Excluded meeting to approve awarding of
contract for demolition to buildings at Wakatu Quay held on 13 July 2020
c) CE Review
The general subject matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) and 7 of the Local
Government Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
General subject of each to be
considered

Reason for excluding the public

Grounds of the Act under which this resolution is made

To approve minutes of the
Council Public Excluded meeting
– 24 June 2020

The exclusion of the public from the
whole or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting is necessary
to enable the Local Authority to
deliberate in private on its decision or
recommendation.

Section 7(2)(i) to enable the Council to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations.
Section7(2)(a)) Protect the privacy of natural persons.

To approve minutes of the
Council
Public
Excluded
Extraordinary meeting of 13 July
2020 re: awarding the contract
for demolition of buildings at
Wakutu Quay

The report contains information withheld:
to enable any local authority holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations)
and commercial activities

Section 7 protect information where the making available of
the information—
2b(ii) would be likely unreasonably to prejudice the
commercial position of the person who supplied or who is the
subject of the information;
2(h) enable any local authority holding the information to carry
out, without prejudice or disadvantage, commercial activities;
or
2(i) enable any local authority holding the information to carry
on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).

CE Review

Moved:
Seconded:

This item contains information related to
the privacy of a natural person and
information subject to an obligation of
confidence, and enables Council to carry
on without prejudice or disadvantage,
negotiations

Section7(2)(a)) Protect the privacy of natural persons.
Section7(2)(c)
protect information which is subject to an obligation of
confidence or which any person has been or could be
compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment,
where the making available of the information—
Section7(2)(c)(i)
would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar information,
or information from the same source, and it is in the public
interest that such information should continue to be supplied
Section7(2)(i) enable any local authority holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage,
negotiations
(including
commercial and
industrial
negotiations).

Mayor C Mackle
Cr N Pablecheque
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Public Excluded portion of the Committee meeting occurred from 1.45pm.
13. REOPENED MEETING
The Public Excluded portion of the Committee meeting closed at 2.45pm

.

14. NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Committee will be held on 26 August 2020.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 2.45pm

CONFIRMED

___________________________ Chairperson
____________________________ Date

.

MINUTES OF THE KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL EXTRAORDINARY
MEETING HELD TO HEAR SUBMISSIONS TO THE
DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN 2020/2021 ON TUESDAY 11 AUGUST 2020,
9.00AM, TOTARA, 96 WEST END, KAIKŌURA
PRESENT:

Mayor C Mackle (Chair), Deputy Mayor J Howden, Councillor N Pablecheque
Councillor R Roche, Councillor T Blunt, Councillor D Millton, Councillor V
Gulleford and Councillor L Bond

IN ATTENDANCE:

M Dickson (Senior Manager Corporate Services), D Clibbery (Senior Manager
Operations), Bridget Taylor (minutes for the first half of the meeting), Becky
Makin (minutes for the second half of the meeting)

1. KARAKIA
2. APOLOGIES Nil
3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST Nil

4.

4.1 Full submissions received
Tabled
4.2 Summary of Submissions to the draft Annual Plan 2020/2021
Tabled

5. Submitters to be heard Tuesday 11 August 2020:
9.00am - Ralph Hogan – Submission Number 19
Mr Hogan and his wife had moved to Kaikōura 12 years ago and this decision was based in part on
Kaikōura’s Zero Waste policy and incentive to recycle with no curb-side rubbish collection. Mr Hogan
felt there had been inaccuracies published in the Kaikōura Star in recent months and suggested that
‘the ethos that the zero-waste policy is not working’ was flawed. Further, he felt that without
financial figures of rubbish/recycling options, which he had been advised Council did not have, he
was doubtful an informed decision could be made. Mr Hogan emphasised that the ‘cost’ of
rubbish/recycling was environmental, not just financial.
The application of development contributions for subdividing land had changed in 2015 – Mr Hogan
requested this matter be revisited in the Long Term Plan process.
9.20am - Justine Schroder – Submission Number 21
Education was the key to encourage people to make the right choices regarding rubbish and
recycling. Mrs Schroder supported option 4 as this most aligned with a ‘user pays’ system. Careful
consideration was required going forward to ensure irresponsible dumping did not increase.

Mrs Schroder felt rural rate payers were lumbered with a disproportionately high annual rates bill.
She wanted the rates differential increased to lessen the burden on rural properties with a high
capital value to make it fair across all ratepayers.
Mrs Schroder noted that the proposed operational costs were very high and that the bridge did not
span the whole river.
9.30am - Chris Wilson - Submission Number 26
Mr Wilson (on behalf of ECCO) advocated for a user pays system for rubbish/recycling and that the
rural properties would “sort themselves out”.
Mr Wilson supported option 2 for the replacement of the Glen Alton bridge as this secured the
highest contribution from NZTA. Mr Wilson felt the aquatic centre was not a big issue for the rural
community and that the lowest investment from Council was appropriate.
Mr Wilson felt that the rates differential for rural properties needed to be lowered and that
commercial properties needed to be pick up their fair share of the rates burden. Mr Wilson further
added that he felt the Kaikōura District Council was not financially sustainable.
9.35am - Murray Busbridge - Submission Number 41
Mr Busbridge felt it was imperative that preferred option ‘2’ for the Glen Alton bridge be
implemented – this would secure significant funding from NZTA. He further added that in future
years a bridge would be required to extract timber from up the Valley. He felt strongly about
potential safety risks of the river crossing remediation.
9.40am - Janelle White - Submission Number 29
Janelle White was a zoologist, conservationist and marine scientist who became the owner of the
Kaikōura Aquarium 5 months before the earthquake of November 2016. Ms White had set up a notfor-profit trust and had a vision to create a fun, educational and engaging marine experience for
locals and tourists alike. This could potentially lead to marine preservation, sustainability and
rehabilitation.
9.50am - Ted Howard- Submission Number 33
Mr Howard questioned the proposed reduction in recycling services and suggested that individual
households making their own way to IWK would be worse for the environment then one truck doing
a collection around the District.
9.55am - Cheryl Hodson - Submission Number 18
Mrs Hodson had attended the May, June and now July Council meetings to request that a kerbside
refuse collection be introduced to the District, in part because of the decrease in materials that can
be recycled. She suggested that it could be a fortnightly collection and noted that this was not
provided for in the options put forward in the Draft Annual Plan. Mrs Hodson felt rubbish and
recycling services should be tendered out as the cost and service from IWK was not unsatisfactory.
KD Scattergood - Submission Number 30 – Did not present.
The Meeting adjourned for break at 10.10am
The Meeting reconvened at 10.25am

10.25am - Jackie Remihana - Submission Number 52
Ms Remihana was the General Manager of IWK. It was regrettable that there had been
misinformation printed in the Kaikōura Star which had added further confusion to the recent
changes in recycling for the District.
Ms Remihana summarised 6 requests from IWK to KDC
• IWK ask that KDC consider a partnership with IWK to seek funding for educational activities.
• IWK ask that KDC consider adoption of a food waste collection service to protect the landfill and
environment and provide education about food waste.
• IWK encourage KDC to continue to plan for the closure of the landfill and building of a transfer
facility.
• IWK encourage KDC to uplift the Tourism Infrastructure funding and work with IWK on the
installation of recycling bins throughout the District.
• IWK encourage KDC to work in partnership to provide a comprehensive cost-effective recycling
and waste service to the community.
• IWK urged KDC to refrain from landfilling viable recyclables.
Ms Remihana advised the renewal of the contract between IWK and KDC was commercially sensitive
– the contract had not been renewed for several years and revenue from selling plastic had dropped,
and costs associated with health, safety and compliance and wages had increased.
10.40am - Ailsa Howard & Sabrina Luecht - Submission Numbers 27 and 28
Mrs Howard and Ms Luecht were present to request support from KDC to address the issue of
domestic, stray and feral cats on the environment and birdlife. There was no legal redress to cat
owners, as there was for dogs. It was imperative that cat owner behaviour was regulated. There was
evidence spanning years documenting the devastation on wildlife because of cats. Cat owners
should be encouraged to be responsible (desexing & microchipping) and keep cats indoors at night
to reduce predation.
11.10am - Councillor Edge - ECAN (via Teams) - Submission Number 51
Councillor Edge joined the meeting via ‘Teams’ on behalf of Jenny Hughey. Cr Edge felt ECan and
KDC working together in partnership was crucial, especially in the uncertain times of COVID-19. The
Zone Committee, as part of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy, had been carrying out
waterway, biodiversity and drinking water enhancements. ECan would continue to support KDC with
changes to the Natural Hazards chapter of the District Plan.
11.20am - John Murray - Submission Number 43
Mr Murray did not present this item – the submission was read and concerns about the safety and
design of Valley access was noted as per Mr Murrays written submission.
The Meeting adjourned for break at 11.30am
The Meeting reconvened at 11.45am
11.45am - Jody Weir - powerpoint - Submission Number 42
A recent ‘Whale Count’ event of counting the number of whales that passed Kaikōura for the annual
whale migration north had been a great success. Ms Weir had a desire to continue this research and
had 5 objectives:
• To unite the Kaikōura Community in a positive and engaging connection to our local wildlife
• Provide training for volunteers on how to collect valuable information on whale movements and
behaviours

•
•
•

Estimate the number of humpback whales passing the Kaikōura Peninsula on their northward
migration during June
Through boat-based efforts, use photo-ID to learn which whales pass though Kaikōura
To draw attention to Kaikōura’s whales and the incredible wildlife along our coast, from the local
community to the rest of New Zealand and the World.

The Meeting adjourned for lunch at 12.15pm
The Meeting reconvened at 1.00pm
1.00pm - Kevin Cole - Submission Numbers 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22
Four of Kevin Cole’s submissions were focussed on immediate improvements and two others related
to long term planning. He asked if roads would be repaired on the Kaikōura flats as part of NCTIR’s
remediation works. He felt that industrial activity should be directed away from the Kaikōura flats by
Council and be situated along the state highway.
The future improvements he identified was based on a strategic approach for an expansion of the
town and a proposal called the ‘Kingstown Proposal’. This included ideas such as directing all
industrial trains away from the town centre, restoring the train turntable and creating a viewing
platform on the Top-10 site, expanding South Bay and the marina, and using Mt Fyffe as a place of
leisure with a gondola, restaurant and better walking tracks.
1.15pm - Nigel Muir - Submission Number 53
Nigel Muir and Tessa Murray (Sports Tasman) presented data on community wellbeing and youth,
the impact of COVID-19 and barriers to physical education.
They asked Council to promote and connect with Sports Tasman with regards to sports funding
applications and community grants. Funding had been secured for the Kaikōura High School hockey
team from the Sports Tasman allocation.
The hearing for this submission adjourned at 1.43pm
The hearing for this submission reconvened at 1.52pm
The pop-up pool was a success last summer and is in storage on stand-by for this year, if needed.
Sports Tasman require a community partner for a Government pilot project that will look to run over
the next three years. A $15,000 contribution is required from the community partner.
1.43pm - 1.52PM Peter Turner - Submission Number 32
Peter Turner, member of the local cricket club advised that the old turf at the South Bay cricket
grounds has deteriorated and the uneven ground has caused injuries. The cricket club requested
funding in the region of $8,000 to replace the turf.
Nigel Muir (Sports Tasman), who was present in the public hearings, advised that he would contact
Peter Turner to discuss possible funding from the Sports Tasman allocation.
2.00pm - Ian Simmons - Submission Number 1
Ian Simmons, the Chairman of the NZ Motor Caravan Association (NZMCA), explained that the Beach
Road site has been well used by members since it opened and on average takes 40-50 movements of
vehicles per night. Half of those members use e-bikes for general site seeing and grocery shopping.

He requested a bike link to the cycle trail from the end of Mill Road to avoid cyclists having to travel
down Beach road to join the cycle trail from the back of New World. NZMCA offered to partner with
Kaikōura District Council to get this underway.
2.15pm - Colin Nimmo - Submission Number 9, 35
Colin Nimmo commented that there was no mention of farming in the draft annual plan. He felt that
the economy was reliant on tourism and Council should focus on making assets self-sufficient, such
as to charge per head for all tourists using the harbour (similar to the charge at the airport).
He asked Council to support the use of Council facilities. He raised that A&P running costs continue
rising with various consents being required for marquees and stalls. Colin felt that the traffic
management at events was not effective and asked if this was a statutory requirement.
2.25pm - Mel Skinner and Suzanne Syme (Future Kaikōura) - Submission Number 48
Mel Skinner and Suzanne Syme jointly spoke on behalf of the Future Kaikōura submission. A survey
was put out to the local businesses and the data was shared in the submission. This covered a wide
range of topics such as rates, roading, leadership and governance, building, loan funding, economic
governance, support for Option 1 of rubbish and recycling, earthcheck, the lions pool,
communications and natural hazards. Future Kaikōura are currently promoting the reduction of
waste in Kaikōura.
Mel Skinner asked Council staff for clarification on a loan of $45,000 relating to domestic funding
2.35pm - Darlene Morgan Submission Number 47
The submission was read out by Darlene Morgan, she queried the consultation process, in particular
that of Wakatu Quay. Darlene felt that there was no transparency or consultancy from Council such
as on the finance and corporate sustainability project. She believes that personnel cost savings could
have been achieved with better planning. Darlene Morgan asked why there was an increase of
$1million in personnel costs when comparing to the three year plan figures.
The Meeting adjourned for break at 3.00pm.
The Meeting reconvened at 3.30pm
3.30pm - Kaikōura Youth Council - Submission Number 49
Six representatives from the Kaikōura Youth Council spoke to their submission and commented that
safer cycling/walking routes to school should be looked at as they were concerned about the safety
of cyclists and pedestrians on beach road. The Kaikōura Youth Council were satisfied with the new
LED lighting installed and asked if more lighting along parts of Beach Road, South Bay, the Esplanade
and Mt Fyffe.
The skate park at Gooches beach will no longer be maintained by the Kaikōura Youth Council due to
high cost and lack of use. The skate park will remain until deemed unfit and removed by Council.
The results of a survey showed that youth strongly supported recycling but asked for an easier
system to identify recyclable materials. The Kaikōura Youth Council requested space to be allocated
in the Scout Hall - for youth to spend time after school.
4.00 pm - John Murray - Submission Number 43 – Did not present.

There being no further business the Meeting was declared closed, with deliberations to continue on
Thursday 13 August.
Moved:
Seconded:

Cr D Millon
Cr N Pablecheque
Hearings ended at 3.45pm

Note: The following submitters chose not to speak – their submissions are in the full document in
item 4.1 of the Agenda.
Name
Federated Farmers
John and Tina Peters, NZMCA members and Motorhome owners
Bill
William Lonsdale
Lesa Bdo
Jacqui Hamilton
Murray Harford
Alan Gulleford
Peter Hamilton
Barry Dunnett
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MINUTES OF THE KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL EXTRAORDINARY
MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY 11 AUGUST 2020, 3.45PM, TOTARA, 96 WEST
END, KAIKŌURA
PRESENT:

Deputy Mayor J Howden (Chair), Mayor C Mackle, Councillor V Gulleford,
Councillor L Bond, Councillor N Pablecheque, Councillor R Roche, Councillor T
Blunt, Councillor D Millton

IN ATTENDANCE:

B Makin (minutes)

1. KARAKIA
2. APOLOGIES Nil
3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST Nil
4. PUBLIC EXCLUDED ITEMS
RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC
Resolve that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
Selecting a recruitment agency – CE position
The general subject matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing this resolution
in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
General subject of each to
be considered

Selecting a recruitment
agency – CE position

Moved:
Seconded:

Reason for excluding the public

Grounds of the Act under which this resolution
is made

To enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations
(including commercial and
industrial negotiations) and
commercial activities.
To enable Council to consider
agency approvals including
commercial and confidential
information

Section 7 protect information where the
making available of the information—
2(b)(ii) would be likely unreasonably to
prejudice the commercial position of the
person who supplied or who is the subject of
the information.
2(h) enable any local authority holding the
information to carry out, without prejudice
or disadvantage, commercial activities; or
2(i) enable any local authority holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).

Cr D Millton
Cr N Pablecheque
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

The Public Excluded portion of the Committee meeting occurred from 3.50pm.

5. REOPENED MEETING
The Public Excluded portion of the Committee meeting closed at 4.10pm.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 4.10pm.

CONFIRMED

___________________________ Chairperson
____________________________ Date

MINUTES OF THE KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL EXTRAORDINARY
MEETING CONTINUATION OF HEARINGS AND DELIBERATIONS TO
THE DRAFT ANNUAL PLAN 2020/2021 ON THURSDAY 13 AUGUST
2020, 1.00PM, TOTARA, 96 WEST END, KAIKŌURA
PRESENT:

Mayor C Mackle (Chair), Deputy Mayor J Howden, Councillor N Pablecheque
Councillor R Roche, Councillor T Blunt, Councillor D Millton, Councillor V
Gulleford and Councillor L Bond

IN ATTENDANCE:

M Dickson (Senior Manager Corporate Services), D Clibbery (Senior Manager
Operations), Sheryl Poulsen (Finance Manager), Becky Makin (minutes),

1. KARAKIA
2. APOLOGIES Nil
3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST Nil

4.

DELIBERATIONS

4.1 Draft Changes to the Annual Plan
Mayor C Mackle left the room 1.06pm and re-entered at 1.10pm.
A report detailing the changes which had arisen and been made prior to the submissions and
hearings was presented by M Dickson. He advised that the staff change proposal is still in progress
and a reduction of $272,309 in personnel costs (to date) was included on page 2 of the report.
The recent Government announcement of funding for the three waters reform will have an impact
on the annual plan, with a subsequent paper on its impact to be provided to Council.
M Dickson clarified that the amount added to Economic Recovery Governance Group related
expenses was enabled by staff reductions. Part of the proposal was to go to a multi-source of
professionals for advice as required.
4.2 Submission Summary and Discussion
Each of the written submissions were reviewed and discussed. This included the Submission
Summary document, together with the analysis/comments. Commentary was provided by Council to
assist in written responses to the submitters.
The Council considered the three formal consultation topics in light of the submissions:
Clarence Valley Access
Council noted the support for Option 2.

Aquatic Centre
Council noted the support for Option 1 but also noted that subsequent Government funding means
this will not be required.
Rubbish & Recycling
The Council noted the varied nature of the submissions and discussed their disappointment with the
number of submitters.
Following discussion, and in light of this information, Council requested staff to consider next steps
in the process.
RECOMMENDATION
It was recommended that:
•

Rubbish & Recycling is investigated further by staff to consider the next steps and that
Council plan on a basis of 9 months of status quo. Council note there may be a shortfall.

Moved:
Cr T Blunt
Seconded: Cr R Roche
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Other Topics Considered
Fees and Charges – Camping Fees, Harbour, Other Fees
Council noted the submission to have the harbour self-sufficient and that a working group has been
established to initiate harbour conversations.
Rates
Council acknowledged that rates have been further reduced to 4%.
East Coast Water Scheme
This will be discussed by Council in Item 4.3 of the agenda.
Sustainability
The financial sustainability of Kaikōura District Council will be clearer in the long term plan, which
will provide the most robust view of future financial commitments.
Community Facilities
Council noted that Central Government is aware of the impact of tourism on the infrastructure of
small towns, like Kaikōura.
Permanent Public Wheelchair Toilet in Churchill Park
This is the second time a submission for a permanent wheelchair accessible public toilet has been
requested for Churchill Park. Council staff were asked to provide further information on costs /
maintenance.

Staffing/Operations
Council staff noted the personnel costs from the three year plan and provided an update on the
differences and changes over that 3 year period. They clarified some of the obvious changes from
the forecasts 3 years in advance prepared in an uncertain EQ recovery mode.
Council would like to encourage ECAN to have more regional forums online.
Horizonal Infrastructure Rebuild
Discussions have been held with regards to the remediation of haul roads post NCTIR.
Roads and Footpaths
Council noted that a shovel ready application of $55,000 has been submitted to perform the crossing
to the bike link from Mill Road.
Traffic management of the A&P show was discussed by Council. It was agreed for the CEO to talk to
the Roading Engineer and look at trigger points of traffic management in statutory guidelines.
Cat ByLaw Proposal
Council agreed some form of responsibility on cat owners should be considered and suggested
forming a community working group.
Break at 3.00pm
Reconvened at 3.15pm
Cr N Pablecheque left the Meeting at 3.40pm.
4.3
East Coast Rural Water Scheme Report
The report on the East Coast Rural Water Scheme was discussed by Council. A question was raised
on why the overheads have increased.
Council staff explained that a methodology had been applied for overheads across all cost centres in
2019/2020, with the East Coast scheme then having some allocation moderated and instead
allocated to other water schemes. Financial and corporate sustainability project consultants advised
that a formal methodology should be implemented.
Should the overheads for the East Coast scheme be reduced then these costs would be absorbed by
either another water scheme or Council activity. Following discussion Council asked staff to provide
figures based on an allocation of overheads for individual properties in the water schemes.
RECOMMENDATION
•

That Council staff and the CEO will look at different methodologies including based on
individual properties.

Moved:
Cr V Gulleford
Seconded: Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4.4

Rates Contribution by Area including Northern Community

M Dickson explained that Council were approached by the Northern community requesting a
comparison of rates contribution to other areas.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
•

Receives the report.

Moved:
Deputy Mayor J Howden
Seconded: Cr T Blunt
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
5.

CLOSE MEETING
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 5.15pm.

CONFIRMED

___________________________ Chairperson
____________________________ Date

1

COUNCIL actions as at 21 August 2020
Open Items
DUE
ACTION ITEM
ASSIGNED TO
C Mackle
Sep 20
Initiate the Kiwa Road working group set up.

2

Freedom camping parking fire station site.
Review with working group bylaw for minor
amends. Schedule for September

3

Report on the Suburban water scheme rating
amendment.

4

Contract with Te Whare Putea until 28 Feb 21

5

Procurement policy to be updated

6
7
8

3 Waters reform – engage with Te Runanga o
Kaikoura
Art project – engage with Te Runanga o
Kaikoura
East Coast Water Scheme – response

Completed Items
ACTION ITEM
Mike Gibson response
Circulate FCS update to Councillors

M Hoggard

Sep 20

M Dickson,
S Poulsen

Aug 20

M Dickson

Aug 20

D Clibbery

Sep 20

A Oosthuizen

Aug 20

STATUS
Discussions are progressing with
Te Runanga o Kaikoura
Date set for meeting - 24 August
2020
In progress – Finance and
Operations team working
together. Financial effects
remain small
MBIE providing draft documents
– not yet received – First draft
of License to Occupy being
reviewed
Workshop to be rescheduled for
September
Discussion and awareness
undertaken

C Mackle
D Clibbery,
M Dickson

ASSIGNED TO
A Oosthuizen
A Oosthuizen

Paper presented to Council.
Further paper on agenda – and
changes in draft Annual Plan

DUE

STATUS
Complete 31/07/20
Complete 05/08/20

Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Input sought from:
Authorised by:

Council
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1 SUMMARY
A proposed schedule of works to utilise the first tranche of funding from the DIA’s Three Water Reform
Program is presented. Most of the proposed expenditure is on capital upgrading work, and in some
cases significant increases in future OPEX are likely to be associated with this, particularly for the
Fernleigh and East Coast water schemes.
2 RECOMMENDATION
That the Council:
Approves the presented proposed usage of the first tranche of grant funding from the Crown Three
Waters Reform Program, subject to any agreed amendments, with potential exclusion of the
treatment improvements to the Fernleigh and East Coast water supplies, subject to feedback from
customers of those schemes.
3 BACKGROUND
It has been recently announced that as part of the proposed national reform of waters service delivery
all councils will be granted amounts of funding to support improvements to those services. In the case
of KDC it has been indicated that the value of the first tranche of funding (including both the direct
$0.94 million allocation to KDC and a similar pro-rata share of the regional allocation) will be $1.88
million.
Councils are required to indicate to government by 30 October how they propose to use this funding
with associated works to have commenced by not later than March 2021 and to be completed by not
later than March 2022.
The funding must be used for new works or works that have been deferred as a result of impacts from
COVID19.
At the time of the government announcement a substantial forward program of waters improvement
works for KDC had not been defined, largely because of uncertainties regarding asset renewal
requirements arising from weaknesses in asset data. These data deficiencies are currently being
worked on with a new ADAPT Asset Management System recently commissioned and data
improvements underway.
Whilst it is believed that works to replace water, wastewater and stormwater pipes damaged in the
2016 earthquake will significantly enhance the overall condition of those assets in Kaikoura, the
possibility does however remain that there is other reticulation that may be approaching a point
where renewal is required but which has not yet been identified.
Without such information on urgent pipe renewals it is however not realistic to target the granted
funds for such a purpose, and the approach proposed is instead to generally use these funds for
improvements rather than renewals.
A prioritised list of potential works or projects is attached. Prioritisation has been based on assessed
benefits in respect of health and safety, environmental protection, resilience, and operational cost
reduction.

The list contains more projects than are likely to be affordable using the available funding, and likely
cut-off points for affordability are shown in the table based on both an initial assessment of project
rough order costs, and a more conservative assessment that includes 20% contingencies.
The difference between these two approaches in respect of how many projects can be afforded (the
green shaded cells) is relatively small because the estimated costs of the individual projects around
the limit point are relatively large.
It is unfortunate that in only a few cases do the proposed works have the potential to result in
operational cost savings, and more usually upgraded infrastructure is likely to result in increased costs
for ongoing operation and maintenance.
The most significant such OPEX increases would be associated with potential upgrades to water
treatment on the East Coast and Fernleigh supplies, and these are discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
It is suspected that such increases in operating costs may be a feature of the arrangements that come
out of the three waters reforms for rural Councils, and that if there are potential savings through
economies of scale and socialisation of costs under the new delivery models that these will be largely
or completely offset by cost increases associated with achieving higher levels of regulatory
compliance.
Fernleigh Treatment Upgrade
The Fernleigh scheme is small, and whilst it has more than 30km of reticulation there are only 20
properties connected to it, for which 80 units in total have been assigned. Of these users 14 are
relatively small (2 units or less, presumably ‘lifestyle’ properties) and only 2 are what would be
considered very large (more than 10 units per day).
Currently the only treatment of the water is infrequently monitored chlorination, which is considered
inadequate, resulting in the supply being put on a permanent boil water notice. An upgrade to provide
the filtration, UV treatment and chlorine monitoring required to achieve compliance with the NZ
Drinking Water Standards (DWS) has been estimated to have a capital cost in the order of $100,000.
The commissioning of such a system would however require additional operating and maintenance
inputs including electrical power, consumables (filters and UV lamps), inspections and monitoring.
With KDC previously having little involvement in the operation of Fernleigh it is difficult to assess the
extent of associated costs but it is suspected that annual Opex for the supply (excluding depreciation)
would be increased by at least $10,000 per annum.
East Coast Treatment Upgrade
The East Coast supply has over 100km of reticulation, and serves 34 properties, of which 20 are
relatively small users in and around the Clarence village. The only treatment of the water is currently
chlorination, and this is potentially ineffective as a barrier to bacteria since the long lengths of pipeline
are understood to result in little if any residual chlorine remaining in the more remote parts of the
network.
The extensive reticulation and very high proportion of water volume likely to be used for agricultural
purposes is likely to make bulk treatment of all scheme water inefficient, and it is believed that a best
value approach would be to bulk treat the water going to the Clarence village, with small ‘point of use’
treatment systems being employed where potable water is needed at the other properties.
It is suspected that the capital cost for such a treatment upgrade might be in the order of $200,000,
which would be fairly evenly split between the village and rural groups of users.
Typical costs of good ‘point of use’ treatment systems (disposable cartridge filters and UV treatment
units) inclusive of installation are likely to be between $4,000 and $5000 per unit, and it would be
expected that many of the larger properties would require more than one unit.

Ongoing operation of these units requires provision of electrical power, periodic replacement of filters
and UV lamps, and occasional inspection to ensure they are functioning as intended. The costs
associated with such operation can be quite variable depending on the quality of the water supplied
to them and the quantity of water treated, but figures contained in the report ‘Drinking Water
Standards New Zealand Cost Benefit Analysis – Engineering Input’ prepared for the Ministry of Health
in 2010 suggest that allowing for inflation a typical guideline figure might be between $800 and $1000
per unit per annum. These costs would be in addition to existing charges, and it is envisaged that these
costs would be allocated directly to individual users rather than spread over the entire scheme.
Smaller additional operating costs – perhaps half of that for the rural properties - would be expected
for the properties in the village that receive bulk treated water, but these are nevertheless still
substantial, and yielding an overall increase in OPEX for the supply well in excess of $15,000 per
annum.
Whether these improvements to the Fernleigh and East Coast water supplies are justified in pure
cost/benefit terms is disputable, since the MoH study of which the previously referenced report form
part indicated that for most small water supplies the cost of achieving compliance with NZ Drinking
Water Standards exceeded the value of the associated health benefits.
Such a lack of cost/benefit justification is however now academic because NZ DWS compliance has
been made mandatory, and it is likely that at some point in the future action will be taken by the newly
created water regulatory authority to more actively enforce this requirement for both community and
privately owned supplies, though it is unclear when that is likely to be.
It is however certain that having KDC owned water supplies that do not achieve compliance with the
drinking water standards does pose a risk to both Council and the residents making use of those
supplies, and that it would be desirable to eliminate those risks. These are the type of issues that the
funding being provided through the three waters reform program is intended to address.
It can also be argued that with apparent government commitment to implementing substantial
change through the three Waters Reform Program Council should not avoid investing in upgrades to
its water services that result in increased operating costs because it is expected that ownership and
operation of those assets and liabilities will in future be assumed by another larger entity that will be
funded from a much larger customer base.
There are of course further questions regarding when such a change will take place, and whether the
new funding arrangements will be to the advantage or disadvantage of particular groups of customers.
If the new delivery model adopted follows what has been done in other countries it seems likely that
standard schedules of charges will be applied over relatively large numbers of different water
schemes, and that this will initially be done without full recognition of variations in levels of service or
cost that may exist between those schemes. In such an ‘averaging’ charge arrangement the water
schemes that have the lowest levels of service may initially be significantly penalised in respect of
charges, and it would therefore appear to make sense to enter such a new delivery arrangement with
levels of service that are at a median level of service or above for that type of supply.
Whilst over time it would be expected that a new large water service delivery entity would endeavour
to put in place relatively uniform levels of service within particular supply groupings – for example
large urban, small urban, rural residential and rural agricultural - very substantial work and
investments would be required to achieve this, and the resources of the new entity will not be
unlimited. As such there could be an extended period during which supplies with lower than average
levels of services could continue to be disadvantaged.
For these reasons it is suggested that it might be prudent to include the treatment upgrading of the
Fernleigh and East Coast supplies in the first tranche of funding provided to support the Three Waters

Reforms, even though this would result in significant increases in costs for properties connected to
those schemes.
In suggesting this it is recognised that it would be appropriate to seek feedback from the customers
of these water schemes on such potential changes, but ultimately whilst the supplies remain in the
ownership of KDC there are decisions relating to public health and associated responsibilities and
liabilities of KDC that should be made by Council.
Should it be that a large majority customers of either supply were strongly opposed to a significant
increase of water charges associated with enhanced levels of water treatment an option could be for
a transfer of the ownership and operation of those supplies from KDC to another entity representing
the relevant community, in accordance with Section 131 of the Local Government Act 2002. The
relevant provisions of the Act are as follows:131Power to close down or transfer small water services
(1) Despite section 130(2), a local government organisation may, in relation to a water service that it
is no longer appropriate to maintain,—
(a) close down the water service; or
(b) transfer the water service to an entity representative of the community for which the service is
operated.
(2) A local government organisation must not close down or transfer a water service unless—
(a) there are 200 or fewer persons to whom the water service is delivered and who are ordinarily
resident in the district, region, or other subdivision; and
(b) it has consulted on the proposal with the Medical Officer of Health for the district; and
(c) it has made publicly available in a balanced and timely manner—
(i) the views of the Medical Officer of Health; and
(ii) the information it has received in the course of—
(A) undertaking a review, assessment, and comparison under section 134(a) and (b);
or
(B) preparing a management plan and making assessments under section 135(a), (b),
and (c); and
(d) the proposal is supported, in a binding referendum conducted under section 9 of the Local Electoral
Act 2001 using the First Past the Post electoral system,—
(i) in the case of a proposal to close down a water service, by 75% or more of the votes cast in
accordance with subsection (3); and
(ii) in the case of a proposal to transfer a water service, by more than 50% of the votes cast in
accordance with section 132.
132 Eligibility to vote in referendum
A person is eligible to vote in a referendum conducted under section 131(2)(d) if the person is qualified
as either—
(a) a residential elector under section 23 of the Local Electoral Act 2001 and the address in respect of
which the person is registered as a parliamentary elector is a property serviced by the water service
that is the subject of the referendum; or
(b) a ratepayer elector under section 24 of the Local Electoral Act 2001 and the property, for the
purposes of section 24(1)(a) or (b) of that Act, is a property serviced by the water service that is the
subject of the referendum.
135 Criteria for transfer of water service
A local government organisation may only transfer a water service under section 131(1)(b) if it has
first—
(a) developed a draft management plan under which the entity representative of the community
would maintain and operate the water service; and

(b) assessed the likely future capital and operating costs of the entity representative of the
community to maintain and operate the water service; and
(c) assessed the ability of the entity representative of the community to maintain and operate the
water service satisfactorily.
It appears that for both supplies these requirements of the Act would not pose a barrier to a transfer.
Whilst consultation is required with the Medical Officer of Health the views expressed by the officer
do not determine the outcome, and it is left to Council and the customers of the supply to make a
decision based on those views.
At present it seems unlikely that customers of the Fernleigh scheme would desire such a transfer,
given that representatives of that scheme have recently been expressing a desire to move away from
the current employment of Downer and for KDC to assume all operational responsibility for the
scheme.
Conversely it would be expected that the expressed dissatisfaction of East Coast scheme customers
with KDC’s current charges in respect of that scheme might make such a transfer attractive to that
group. An entity representing that schemes customers would need to be established, which would
then assume all responsibility and liability for the operation of the supply, providing the true precise
allocation of cost that members of that scheme appear to seek, but which is not practically achievable
by other means whilst the supply remains under the management of Council.
Comments on some of the other large or otherwise potentially interesting items on the prioritised list
are as follows:
Project Management Resources
The delivery of almost $2 million of diverse additional work broken down into at least 15 separate
projects within a period of less than 18 months is beyond the capacity of the existing small Council
engineering team which is already heavily loaded with work including that necessary for the
preparation of the LTP.
Approximately 10% of the total grant has therefore been set aside for additional human resources to
manage these projects. It is believed that the most effective way to provide this resource would be
though contract employment of perhaps 1.5FTE staff for a period of up to 18 months, but it is also
recognised that there it has in the past been very difficult to recruit suitably capable technical staff,
even to permanent positions, and that whilst use of consultants for project management is not
considered desirable, it might be necessary.
Lyell Creek Pump Station Completion
Upgrading of the Lyell Creek sewer pump station is the final project to be funded using the $2.4 million
of rebuild betterment funding provided by the Crown, but the cost of the project cannot be fully met
from within that funding, with a possible (likely worst case) shortfall of over $300,000.
It had previously been envisaged that such a shortfall might be met by Council, but given other
financial pressures on Council arising from COVID19 it is now believed that this is no longer realistic,
which has led to a proposal that the project is deferred or abandoned, which is still practical since a
contract for the main works has not yet been awarded.
Not awarding this contract would however be undesirable given the benefit of the improvements
(which include a significant health and safety component) and that significant investments have
already been made in design and procurement processes. One of the criteria under which funding
from the first tranche of the Water Reform Funding can be applied is for works deferred as a result of
COVID19 and it is believed that on this basis that the shortfall of $270,000 should be obtained from
this source.

Potential Contribution to Regional 3 Waters Review
The first tranche of funding is being granted to councils conditional upon their participation in the
reform process. Such participation is likely to include jointly funding consultant-led investigations of
alternative delivery models, and $75,000 of the tranche 1 funding provided to KDC is proposed to be
set aside for this purpose.
Oxidation Pond Sludge Removal
With the oxidation and anaerobic ponds containing relatively high levels of solids it is believed that at
least a partial removal of some of this sludge would be beneficial to maintain treatment process
efficiency.
Connection of Suburban water scheme to the Mackles Supply
The potential for this project, to enhance the safety and resilience of the Suburban scheme by
converting it from a surface sourced supply to bore water, has been previously discussed with Council.
4.
COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relates to the community outcomes below, but it is recognised that
the nature of the discussion poses questions regarding whether some outcomes should be reviewed.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’ s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our District is economically
diverse, attractive to investment
and provides certainty around
business and employment
continuity.
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Proposed Awarding of Council 3 Waters Contract
2. Dave Clibbery – Senior Manager Operations
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1 SUMMARY
It is proposed that subject to satisfactory completion of negotiation, that a contract is awarded to IWK
for the operation and maintenance of KDC’s three water services for a period of three years to 1 July
2023.
2 RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves
a) That the Chief Executive be authorised to enter into a contract with Innovative Waste Kaikoura
for the delivery of operation and maintenance of Council’s 3 waters services subject to
finalisation of contract details and conditional upon the annual contract price for the first year
of the contract not being more than 7% above that paid in the previous 2019/20 financial year.
3 DISCUSSION
The Three Waters Reform Program that has been announced by government is likely to have a broad
range of impacts on Council.
Prior to the announcement of the reform program it was envisaged that a review of how KDC delivered
its water services in accordance with the requirements of section 17A of the Local Government Act
2002 would be part of the Financial and Corporate Sustainability exercise that has also been funded
by the Department of Internal Affairs.
With the reform program now signalling that the likely delivery of water services within 3 years will
be by large new multi-regional entities rather than individual councils, there does not appear to be
any value in undertaking such a review of water service delivery specific to KDC, since the probability
is that by the time a local review was completed and associated changes agreed and fully
implemented, the new arrangement would only be in place for a very short period before it was swept
away by the national reform.
As such it is believed that a more realistic objective is to ensure that stable and reliable arrangements
for the operation and maintenance of water services remain in place until that greater reform takes
place.
Currently these services are provided by Innovative Waste Kaikoura (IWK) and during 2019 IWK were
invited to submit a price for a new broad new contract included all of the solid waste, 3 waters and
public toilet maintenance works that they had previously undertaken for KDC. Some elements of those
submitted prices (in particular for solid waste services) were very substantially higher than what is
currently paid, and were considered unaffordable, with the result that it was considered inappropriate
to award that contract as a whole.
Other elements within those submitted prices did not however have such large increases. In particular
the 3 waters component of the contract, whilst incorporating some enhancements to services that
were necessary to meet the increasing regulatory requirements of central government and asset
management requirements of Council, was priced at around 7% above what was currently paid.
This pricing was considered to be very reasonable for what is required, particularly given that there
has not been a significant contract price adjustment for some years.

The operation and maintenance of treatment and reticulation for water supply and drainage requires
specialised skills that are unlikely to be widely available in a community such as Kaikoura. Such skills
(and substantial local knowledge) are however present within the IWK waters team, and it is
considered likely that even if KDC was to move to another contractor that the many of the same
people would still be undertaking the works, just employed by another party, who would be taking a
profit margin out of the community.
For this reason it has always been believed that there is probably little potential for significant benefit
through changes to the operational delivery of KDC’s three water services, and this view is now even
more strongly held given the challenges that the national reform has potential to bring. It would seem
extremely unlikely that an external contractor with the capability necessary to effectively manage the
water services of KDC would at this time be willing to tender a ‘sharp’ price for delivery of what are by
most contracting standards very small scale services at a remote location, particularly when there is a
likelihood that within 3 years those services would be taken over by the new entity created by the
reforms.
Similarly any notion of entering into some form of shared water service with a neighbouring council
can now also be discounted, for similar reasons.
Unlike solid waste services where the lack of prescriptive regulation enables a potentially wide range
of level of service options, most 3 waters activities are already heavily regulated, and will become
even more so in the future. As such there is very little opportunity for the works that are required to
be configured differently. Treatment plants have to be operated to standards set by government or
Ecan, pumps and other infrastructure has to be maintained, repaired or replaced at certain intervals,
and these things and the materials, labour and services required to achieve them are to a large extent
out of the control of Council, and changing the contractor has little potential to change these
fundamental costs.
As such it is believed that KDC only has a very limited range of realistic options for both how and who
undertakes operation and maintenance of its water services at this time, and the simplest and most
satisfactory of those options is a new contract with IWK.
Such a new contract, for delivery of three waters services only for a term of three years has been
prepared and presented to IWK and negotiations are currently underway to ‘fine tune’ this. The likely
contract value over the full 3 years term (excluding provisional sums) is expected to be in the order of
$1.7million. It is currently believed that this negotiation can deliver a good outcome for all parties.
It is important to recognise that at this time the only new contract proposed to be entered into with
IWK is one for operation and maintenance of the three waters services , and that what is to be done
in respect of solid waste services is still unresolved, and should not be influenced by the decision made
in respect of this matter.
4. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relate to the following community outcomes:
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met
Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and
able to withstand our natural
hazards.

Our District is economically
diverse, attractive to investment
and provides certainty around
business and employment
continuity.
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1 SUMMARY
A new drainage bylaw is proposed to be made, which largely retains the content of the previous KDC
Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999 but with minor amendments made to extend some provisions of
the former bylaw to also cover stormwater drains, and to further restrict potential construction of
buildings over sewers and stormwater drains. system.
2

RECOMMENDATION
1.
That report be received, and;
2.
That public consultation, in accordance with the Special Consultative Process of the Local
Government Act 2002, be conducted in respect of a proposal (further described in the attached
Statement of Proposal’ that a new Bylaw – the ‘Drainage Bylaw 2020’ – be made to replace the
Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999, with the new Bylaw having substantially the same content
as the previous Bylaw, with two principal amendments, these being:
a) Extension of the controls of the 1999 bylaw in respect of sewers to also cover stormwater
drains.
b) Amended provisions to further restrict potential construction of buildings over sewers and
stormwater drains
3.
That the proposed KDC policy for Building over Services Reticulation be adopted subject to any
agreed changes.

3 DISCUSSION
Council made a Waste Water Drainage Bylaw in 1999. This put in place a framework of controls relating
to the discharge of waste to drainage systems operated by Kaikoura District Council and the form and
protection of those systems.
Local authorities are authorised to make bylaws for purposes which include protecting the public from
nuisance and protecting, promoting and maintaining public health and safety. It is clear that making a
bylaw for the purpose described previously aligns with this authorisation.
Aspects relating to drainage that have the greatest potential to require control through a bylaw are
believed to be:
a. Nature of substances that can be discharged to drains; and
b. Definition of the point at which responsibility for drains transitions between private and public;
and
c. Enabling protection and maintenance of drains, including control of construction over drains
and other interference.
The previous bylaw attempted to address these aspects, and it is believed that it generally did so in an
appropriate way, and that a very substantial revision of content is therefore not required. Furthermore
given the likelihood of very significant changes to the ways in which water services are delivered and
managed in NZ in the relatively near future it would seem inappropriate to undertake a major revision
at this time, as there may be associated standardisation of water related regulations in the future.

Whilst it is believed that the most practical approach is to largely retain the provisions of the 1999
Bylaw and make as few changes as possible, there are however two significant amendments that are
considered worthwhile, which are as follows:
a. Control and protection of stormwater system
Though an attempt was made to have the 1999 bylaw also manage some issues related to stormwater
(in particular through section 1.8, on asset protection), control over a number of issues regarding the
public stormwater system were not covered by that bylaw, or any other KDC bylaw.
The need for regulation of discharges to the public stormwater system was increased in the early
2000’s with regional Councils introducing requirements for local authorities to hold resource consents
for stormwater discharges from their urban communities, setting standards for the quality of those
discharges.
This placement of responsibility on local authorities to ensure consent compliance does however also
create a need for councils to be able to exercise control over what was discharged into the public
stormwater system. Most local authorities created or modified bylaws for this purpose but KDC has
not, and as such this leaves a significant weakness in our regulatory framework.
The suggested remedy to this deficiency of the 1999 Bylaw is to include a further section 1.3.3 as
follows (in italics):
1.3.3 Stormwater
Unless authorised by Council no person shall:
(a)
Cause, permit or suffer any pollutant, noxious or offensive matter to be discharged to
stormwater drains or to any conduit connected to stormwater drains;
(b)
Cause or permit or suffer any steam, or any other matter (solid or liquid) at a temperature
higher than 50°C to be discharged to stormwater drains or to any conduit connected to
stormwater drains;
(c)
Cause, permit or suffer any pollutant, noxious or offensive matter to be stored, transported,
handled or used in a way that does not adequately protect against the potential entry of those
materials into stormwater drains.
In addition to this, a number of other minor amendments have been made to also apply to stormwater
drains other protections previously afforded to sewers.
b. Building Over Pipes
The other perceived significant deficiency of the 1999 bylaw is that it did not contain a clear general
prohibition of constructing buildings over drains. The 1999 bylaw prohibited such construction over
public sewers or drains only for pressurised (‘rising’) mains or ‘trunk’ sewers, where ‘trunk’ was defined
as ‘generally greater than 150mm in diameter, but much of the Kaikoura sewer network is comprised
of 150mm gravity mains and as such was not subject to this prohibition, and similarly this prohibition
did not appear to apply to stormwater drains.
Whilst there were provisions in the 1999 Bylaw that attempt to reduce the effects of placing a drain
under a building, these did not fully address the challenge that is likely to exist if a sewer pipe or
stormwater drain beneath a significant building was in future to fail. Though in such a situation the
pipes might be replaced or rehabilitated through in-situ techniques such as thrusting or pipe bursting,
these methods are often much more difficult and expensive than simple open trench renewal, and it
is therefore suggested that the general rule should be that building over public drains is not permitted
with exceptions only perhaps made in exceptionally compelling circumstances.
The suggested remedy to this deficiency of the 1999 Bylaw is to replace section 1.8.2 with the following
(in italics):

1.8.2 Building over public sewers
No building shall be constructed over any public sewer or closer than the greater of:
a. 1.5 metres from the centre of any such sewer, or
b. The depth from the surface to the invert of the sewer, plus the diameter of the sewer plus 0.2
metres from the centre of that sewer subject to compliance with section 3.1 of NZS 3604;
Unless such building meets all of the conditions of Kaikoura District Council’s Policy for Building Over
Services Reticulation, a copy of which is attached to this Bylaw.
A copy of a possible (though perhaps too detailed) form of such a policy is attached. This policy is not
proposed to be part of the bylaw, so that it could be amended by resolution of Council without the
need to go through a public consultation process.
4. PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
The procedures for making, amending or revoking bylaws are set out in sections 155 to 157 of the Local
Government Act 2002. The following content of section 156 is relevant at this point:1) When making a bylaw under this Act or amending or revoking a bylaw made under this Act, a local
authority must—
(a) use the special consultative procedure (as modified by section 86) if—
(i) the bylaw concerns a matter identified in the local authority’s policy under section 76AA as
being of significant interest to the public; or
(ii) the local authority considers that there is, or is likely to be, a significant impact on the public
due to the proposed bylaw or changes to, or revocation of, the bylaw; and
(b) in any case in which paragraph (a) does not apply, consult in a manner that gives effect to the
requirements of section 82.
Since the management of wastewater and stormwater drains is considered to be of interest to and
potentially have impact on the public it is believed that the Special Consultative Procedure of the Local
Government Act should be followed in the making of the proposed new bylaw, and accordingly a
suggested Statement of Proposal and summary of information (for advertising purposes) for such a
procedure is also attached to this report.
5. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relate to the following community outcomes:
We value, protect and enhance
Our District is economically
Kaikōura’ s unique natural
diverse, attractive to investment
environment and biodiversity and
and provides certainty around
sustainably manage disposal of
business and employment
waste.
continuity.
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met
Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way
that benefits our future.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
This bylaw is for drainage from both domestic and trade
premises to a system operated by the Kaikoura District
Council. The quality and quantity limits that separate
domestic wastewater from trade waste are to be found in
"New Zealand Standard Model Bylaws Chapter 23 (Int)
Trade Waste". The Kaikoura District Council hereby resolve
by way of special order to make the following Bylaw
pursuant to the Local Government Act 1974 and all other
powers and authority enabling it to make bylaws.

1.1.1 Commencement:
The Bylaw shall come into force on ?? November 2020.
1.2

Definitions
For the purposes of this bylaw the following definitions
shall apply:

ACCEPTABLE DISCHARGE means a wastewater with physical and
chemical characteristics which comply with the requirements of the
Kaikoura District Council as scheduled in "New Zealand Standard Model
Bylaws Chapter 23 (Int) Trade Waste".or by an officer of the Kaikoura
District Council authorized for that purpose.
BURIED SERVICES means all public sewers, rising mains,
stormwater drains and other underground utilities under the
responsibility of the Kaikoura District Council.
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE means a certificate registering the
freehold ownership of land available to any owner(s) under the
Land Transfer Act 1952.
CHARACTERISTIC means any of the physical or chemical
characteristics of a trade waste referred to in "New Zealand
Standard Model Bylaws Chapter 23 (Int) Trade Waste".
COUNCIL means the Kaikoura District Council (‘KDC’)
CUSTOMER means a person who either discharges or has
obtained a consent to discharge or direct the manner of discharge
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of wastewater from any premises to the public sewer of the
Kaikoura District Council.
DEED OF COVENANT means an agreement whereby a party
stipulates as to the truth of certain facts, or binds any persons to
give something to another, or to do or not to do any act.
DISCONNECTION means the physical cutting and sealing of
the drain from a premises.
DOMESTIC WASTEWATER means either that wastewater
which is discharged from premises used solely for residential
activities, or wastes of the same character discharged from other
premises, provided that the characteristics of the wastewater
and/or stormwater are an acceptable discharge. Such activities
shall include the draining of domestic swimming and spa pools
subject to 1.6.1.
DRAIN means that section of private drain between the
customers’ premises and the point of discharge through which
wastewater is conveyed from the premises. This section of drain
is owned and maintained by the customer (or group of customers).
DRAINAGE DISTRICT means the district or part thereof of the
territorial authority for which the Council may provide a drainage
system, including, with the consent of the territorial authority, any
area within that district.
INFILTRATION means water entering a public sewer or private
drain from ground water through defects such as poor joints, and
cracks in pipes or manholes. It does not include inflow.
INFLOW means water discharged into a private drain from noncomplying connections or other drainlaying faults. It includes
stormwater entering through illegal downpipe connections or from
low gully traps.
LEVEL OF SERVICE means the measurable performance
standards on which the Kaikoura District Council undertakes to
receive wastewater from its customers.
MEMORANDUM OF ENCUMBRANCE means an agreement
for the payment by any person or persons by yearly or periodical
payments or otherwise of any annuity, rent/charge, or sum of
money other than a debt where land owned by the person or
persons is legally defined and used as security should failure to
pay occur.
PERSON includes a corporation sole and also a body of persons
whether corporate or incorporate.
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POINT OF DISCHARGE means the boundary between the
public sewer or public stormwater drain and a private drain.
PREMISES means either:
(a) A property or allotment which is held under a separate
certificate of title or for which a separate certificate of title
maybe issued and in respect to which a building consent has
been or may be issued, or
(b)

A building that has been defined as an individual unit by a
cross-lease, unit title or company lease and for which a
certificate of title is available, or

(c)

Land held in public ownership (e.g. reserve) for a particular
purpose.

PROHIBITED CHARACTERISTICS means a wastewater
which shall not be discharged into the Kaikoura District Council
system, as scheduled in "New Zealand Standard Model Bylaws
Chapter 23 (Int) Trade Waste".
PUBLICLY NOTIFIED means published on at least one
occasion in a newspaper circulating in the Kaikoura District
Council wastewater drainage area, or, under emergency
conditions, by the most practical means available at that time.
RISING MAIN means a sewer through which wastewater is
pumped.
SCHEDULE OF RATES AND CHARGES means the list of
items, terms and prices for services associated with the discharge
of wastewater as approved by the Kaikoura District Council.
SERVICE OPENING means a manhole, or similar means for
gaining access for inspection, cleaning or maintenance, of a public
sewer.
SEWER means the main public conduit and lateral connections
that carry away wastewater from the point of discharge. The
public sewer is owned and maintained by the Kaikoura District
Council.
STORMWATER means all surface water run-off resulting from
precipitation.
STORMWATER DRAINS means the main public stormwater
drain and lateral connections that carry away stormwater from the
point of discharge. The public stormwater drain is owned and
maintained by the Kaikoura District Council.
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TERRITORIAL AUTHORITY (TA) means a city council or a
district council.
TRADE PREMISES means any premises used or intended to be
used for carrying on any trade or industry, and includes any land
or premises wholly or mainly used for agricultural or horticultural
purposes.
TRADE WASTE means any liquid, with or without matter in
suspension or solution, that is or may be discharged from a trade
premises in the course of any trade or industrial process or
operation, or in the course of any activity or operation of a like
nature, but does not include condensing water, stormwater or
domestic wastewater.
Condensing or cooling waters, and
stormwater which cannot practically be separated from
wastewater may be included subject to specific approval.
WASTEWATER means water or other liquid, including waste
matter in solution or suspension, discharged from a premises to a
sewer.
WASTEWATER AUTHORITY (WWA) means the unit of a
territorial authority including its authorized agents, responsible for
the collection, treatment and disposal of wastewater.
1.3

Acceptance of discharge
1.3.1 Domestic wastewater
Every domestic premise shall be entitled to have its wastewater
accepted by the KDC subject to:
(a)

The premises lying within a "drainage district" if such an
area has been designated by the KDC under the Local
Government Act 1974 (LGA), and

(b)

The premises lying within an area which is served by public
sewers, and

(c)

Payment of the appropriate rates and charges in respect of
that premises in general and wastewater services in
particular, and

(d)

Fulfillment of the requirements of this bylaw.

1.3.2 Trade waste
The acceptance of trade wastes is not governed by this bylaw.
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1.3.3 Stormwater
Unless authorised by Council no person shall:

1.4

(a)

Cause, permit or suffer any pollutant, noxious or offensive
matter to be discharged to stormwater drains or to any
conduit connected to stormwater drains; or

(b)

Cause or permit or suffer any steam, or any other matter
(solid or liquid) at a temperature higher than 50°C to be
discharged to stormwater drains or to any conduit
connected to stormwater drains; or

(c)

Cause, permit or suffer any pollutant, noxious or offensive
matter to be stored, transported, handled or used in a way
that does not adequately protect against the potential entry
of those materials into stormwater drains.

Approval to connect
1.4.1
No person other than the authorised agents of the KDC, shall
without approval, make any connection to or otherwise interfere
with any part of the KDC's wastewater or stormwater drainage
systems.

1.5

Continuity of discharge
1.5.1
The KDC does not guarantee to receive wastewater without
interruption, however the KDC will use all reasonable endeavors
to ensure that any disruption is kept to a minimum.

1.6 Premises
1.6.1 Flowrate
The maximum instantaneous flow rate discharged from a
domestic premise to the public sewer shall not exceed
2.0 litres/sec. The KDC may also set a maximum daily flow rate
discharged from a domestic premise.
1.6.2 Prohibited characteristics
No wastewater with prohibited characteristics shall be discharged
into the KDC sewer system.
1.6.3 Waste minimization
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In order to meet the principles of sustainable management as
promoted by the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), the
KDC recommends customers fit the devices contained in table 1.
1 on all new installations.

Table 1.1 - Waste minimization devices
Device
Insert devices,
e.g.: Dual flush toilet cistern
Low flow shower heads
Urinal flushing control

Value
Flush 1
3 litres
Flush 2
6 litres
Max.
8 litres/min
On-Demand Controller

1.6.4 Access
1.6.4.1 Access for inspection
The customer shall allow the KDC, or its agents, access to and
about the point of discharge for the purposes of monitoring,
testing, and maintenance work between 7.30 am and 6 pm on any
day. The KDC shall give 24 hours previous notice to the customer
of the intended entry.
Under emergency conditions, or for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the drains are being misused, the customer shall allow the
KDC free access to and about the point of discharge at any hour.
1.6.4.2 Non-complying connections
The customer shall allow the KDC with any necessary equipment,
access to any area of the premises for the purposes of ascertaining
whether non-complying connections have been made.
1.6.5 Prevention of inflow and infiltration
The customer shall prevent any stormwater or groundwater
entering the wastewater drainage system. This includes roof
downpipes, surface water run-off, overland flow, and sub-surface
drainage.
1.7 Disconnection
1.7.1
A customer shall give 7 working days notice in writing of his or
her intention to demolish or remove a building connected to the
sewer. The demolition or removal shall not commence until the
property has been disconnected from the sewer by the KDC.
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A customer shall give 2 working days notice in writing to the
KDC of his or her requirement for disconnection of the discharge
connections if relaying of the private drain is required.
1.8 Public drainage system
1.8.1 General
For the purposes of this clause 1.8, the term ‘public sewers’
includes Council’s stormwater drains. With respect to building or
loading over buried services, or excavation near public sewers, the
restrictions described in 1.8.2 to 1.8.4 shall apply. Other
restrictions may be applied by the KDC for the protection of the
public drainage system after consideration of proposed work
methods, depth of excavation, soil physical properties, and other
site specific factors.
1.8.2 Building over buried services
No building shall be constructed over any public sewer or closer
than the greater of:
a.

1.5 metres from the centre of any such sewer, or

b.

The depth from the surface of the centreline of the sewer,
plus the diameter of the sewer plus 0.2 metres from the
centre of that sewer subject to compliance with 3.1 of NZS
3604;

Unless such building meets all of the conditions of Kaikoura
District Council’s Policy for Building Over Services Reticulation.
1.8.3 Loading or material over public sewers
No person shall cause the crushing load imposed on a public
sewer to exceed that which would arise from the soil overburden
plus a HN-HO-72 wheel or axle load (as defined by Transit New
Zealand Bridge Manual).
No person shall place any additional material over or near a public
sewer without approval.
Service openings shall not be covered in any way unless
approved. Removal of any covering material or adjustment of the
opening shall be at the property owner's expense.

1.8.4 Excavation near drains
No person shall excavate, or carry out piling or similar work
closer than 5 metres from the centre line of any public sewer or
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stormwater drain without approval. Such approval may impose
conditions on the carrying out of any work near the sewer or
drain.
1.9

Storage of hazardous materials
1.9.1
The occupier shall not store raw material, products or wastes
containing corrosive, toxic, biocidal, radioactive, flammable, or
explosive materials, or any material which, when mixed with the
wastewater or stormwater stream, is likely to generate toxic,
flammable, explosive or corrosive materials in quantities likely to
be hazardous, or any other material likely to be deleterious to the
KDC wastewater or stormwater systems or the health and safety
of KDC staff and the public, without taking all reasonable steps to
prevent entry into the KDC sewer or stormwater drain from
leakage, spillage or other mishap.
1.9.2
The occupier shall comply with the requirements of the
Dangerous Goods Act and Regulations.

1.10 Breaches and remedies
1.10.1 Defect notices
In the event of a breach of statutory or other legal requirements,
the KDC may serve a defect notice on the customer advising its
nature and the steps to be taken within a specified period, to
remedy it. If, after the specified period, the customer has not
remedied the breach, the KDC may charge a reinspection fee.
If however the breach is such that public health, or safety
considerations, or risk of consequential damage to KDC assets is
such that delay would create unacceptable results, the KDC may
take immediate action to rectify the defect, and recover all
reasonable costs as set out in 1.10.2.
1.10.2 Remedial work
At any time after the specified period of 1.10.1 has elapsed, the
KDC may carry out any remedial work required in order to make
good the breach, and to recover from the person committing the
breach all reasonable costs incurred in connection with the
remedial work.
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POLICY FOR THE DISCHARGE AND ACCEPTANCE OF WASTEWATER
2.1

Introduction
2.1.1
The discharge and acceptance of wastewater is subject to a
number of Acts, Regulations, Bylaws, Codes and Standards the
most relevant of which are listed below.
(a)

Statutory Acts and Regulations

Building Act 1991 [BA]
Building Regulations 1992 (including the New Zealand Building
Code) Dangerous Goods Act 1974
Dangerous Goods Regulations 1980 & 1985
Health Act 1956 [HA]
Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992
Land Transfer Act 1952
Local Government Act 1974 [LGA]
Plumbers, Gasfitters and Drainlayers Act 1976
Property Law Act 1952
Rating Powers Act 1988 [RPA]
Resource Management Act 1991 [RMA]
Water Supply Protection Regulations 1961
(b)

Codes and Standards

New Zealand Building Code [NZBC]
NZS 9201 Model General Bylaws, Chapter 22(lnt): 1 995,
Wastewater Drainage [WDBJ
NZS 9201, Model General Bylaws, Chapter 23(lnt):l 995, Trade
Waste [TWB]
NZS 9201, Model General Bylaws, Chapter 7:1994, Water Supply, Part 2
NZS 4404 1981 Code of Urban Land Subdivision
Kaikoura District (Water Supply) Bylaw 1996
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2.2

Domestic wastewater

2.2.1
"Domestic" wastewater is defined in the Bylaw as that discharged
from premises used solely for domestic residential activities or
wastes of the same character discharged from other premises,
provided that the characteristics of the wastewater are an
acceptable discharge. Such activities shall include the draining of
domestic swimming and spa pools subject to a maximum
discharge restriction (refer 2.13.4) and 1.6.1 of the Wastewater
Drainage Bylaw.
No domestic wastewaters shall:
(a)

Exceed the substance limits scheduled in "New Zealand
Standard Model Bylaws Chapter 23 (Int) Trade Waste".

(b)

Contain the substances prohibited in "New Zealand
Standard Model Bylaws Chapter 23 (Int) Trade Waste

2.2.2
Where part of domestic premises is used as an office or other
trade related activity from which no trade waste could be
produced and which no other persons apart from those living at
those premises use, then it shall be treated as domestic premises.
Any trade activity which produces or has the potential to produce
a wastewater shall be treated as being from trade premises.
2.3

Acceptance and duration
2.3.1 General
The KDC shall continue to accept wastewater from domestic
premises once an approved connection to the public sewer has
been made. Disconnection of the sewer, or restriction of the water
supply are not options available in the event of non-compliance
with the law and/or bylaws by the customer. Refer to 2.15 for
remedies which are available.
For the customer's obligations refer to 2.13.
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2.3.2 Change of ownership
In the event of domestic premises changing ownership, the new
owner shall automatically become the new customer of that
premise.

2.4

Application to connect
2.4.1

Application

2.4.1.1 Domestic wastewater
Every application for a wastewater service connection shall be
made in writing on the form provided in Schedule C together with
the prescribed charges. The applicant shall provide all the details
required by the KDC. An application shall be made whether or
not a public sewer has already been laid up to the point of
discharge.
2.4.1.2 Domestic wastewater and trade waste
Where an application has been accepted by the KDC which
requires a new public sewer connection to be constructed from the
existing public sewer to the point of discharge, the customer shall
pay such charges as fixed by the KDC for this work. The KDC
shall supply and install the public sewer up to the point of
discharge except as provided for in 2.4.2.
2.4.1.3 Payment of connection charges.
Refer 2.14.
2.4.2 Subdivision
Where a new public sewer is required as part of a subdivisional
development, the developer shall provide all the drainage works
subject to the approval of the design and construction of the
works. These will be covered by Transitional Provisions of the
Resource Management Act, or by way of Rules in the District
Plan.
2.5

Point of discharge
2.5.1 General
The point of discharge from a customer shall be the point on the
public sewer which marks the boundary of responsibility between
the customer and the KDC, irrespective of property boundaries.
Unless otherwise approved there shall be one point of discharge
only for each premises, and any private drain shall not extend by
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pipe or any other means to serve another premises unless it is a
common private drain.
2.5.2 Single ownership
For single dwelling units the point of discharge shall be located at
the point of physical connection to the public sewer, whether it be
within a road, other public lands, or private land.
The approval of more than one point of discharge must be by the
KDC and also recorded on the drainage plan.
Location of points of discharge are shown in figure 2.1.
2.5.3 Layout
The typical layout at a point of discharge is shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1 - POINT OF DISCHARGE LOCATION
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Figure 2.2 - LAYOUT AT POINT OF DISCHARGE
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2.5.4 Multiple ownership
2.5.4.1
The point of discharge for the different forms of multiple
ownership of premises and/or land shall be as follows:
(a) For company share/block scheme (body corporate) - as for
single ownership-,
(b) For Leasehold/tenancy in common scheme (cross lease),
strata title, and unit title (body corporate). Where practicable
each owner shall have an individual drain with the point of
discharge determined by agreement with the KDC. If not
practicable there shall be a common private drain which shall
be incorporated as an additional provision in the lease
agreement. In specific cases other arrangements will be
acceptable subject to individual approval.

2.5.4.2
Each owner's point of discharge must be approved by the KDC
and recorded on the drainage plan. Other arrangements shall be
considered only where there are advantages to the KDC.
2.5.4.3
For multiple ownership connections. If no arrangement is
recorded then treat as for new connections.
2.5.5

Common private drains

2.5.5.1
Common private drains shall serve a maximum of 7 single
dwelling units, providing that the grade of the drain is not less
than 1:100 and may also have one point of discharge only (in
common).
2.5.5.2
Common drains shall be covered by a certificate from the KDC
recording the rights of each party, which is registered against the
certificate of title.
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2.6 Level of service
The KDC shall provide wastewater services in accordance with
the level of service contained in the annual plan of the Council.
For those periods where the level of service allows noncompliance with the specified value(s), the KDC will make every
reasonable attempt to achieve the specified value(s).
2.7 Liability
The KDC shall endeavor to meet the level of service requirements
of 2.6, but it shall not be liable for any loss, damage or
inconvenience which the customer (or any person within the
premises) may sustain as a result of deficiencies in the wastewater
collection system.
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2.8 Emergency
2.8.1
Natural hazards (such as floods or earthquakes) or accidents
beyond the control of the KDC which result in disruptions to the
ability of the KDC to receive wastewater, will be deemed an
emergency, and exempted from the levels of service requirements
of 2.6.
2.8.2
During an emergency the KDC may restrict or prohibit the
discharge of wastewater for any specified purpose, for any
specified period, and for any or all of its customers. Such
restrictions shall be publicly notified. The decision to make and
lift restrictions, and to enact additional penalties, shall be made by
the Council, or where immediate action is required the officer of
the KDC authorized for that purpose subject to subsequent
Council ratification.
2.9 Maintenance and repair
Where it is not practical to notify the customer of a maintenance
interruption to the point of discharge before work commences, the
KDC may shutdown the point of discharge without notice, and the
customer shall be advised as soon as possible.

2.10 Blockages
customer whose gully trap is overflowing or has other reasons
to suspect a blockage, shall first call a drainlayer to clear and
remove any blockage in their private drain.
A

If the drainlayer finds that the blockage is within the public sewer,
then the drainlayer shall contact the KDC who shall clear and
remove the blockage and clean up all affected areas. Provided
that the blockage has not been forced downstream into the public
sewer in the act of clearing it from the private drain, or that the
customer has not been negligent in discharging non-acceptable
wastewater, then the KDC shall reimburse the customer for actual
and reasonable drainage costs. If otherwise, the KDC shall
recover the costs of the unblocking work from the customer.
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2.11 Trees
In the event of the roots of any tree on a Customer’s premises
causing or being likely to cause damage, interference to the flow,
or blockage to a public sewer the KDC procedure shall follow that
set out in LGA s.468.
Note that the law does not differentiate between a public sewer on
private or public and, i.e. the occupier or owner cuts down or
removes the tree at their expense with no compensation payable.

2.12

Working around buried services

2.12.1
The KDC shall keep and maintain drainage plans of the location
of its buried services. This information shall be available for
inspection during normal business hours at no cost to the user.
Reasonable charges may be levied to cover the costs of making
copies available.
2.12.2
Any person proposing to carry out excavation work shall view the
as-built information to establish whether or not KDC services are
located in the vicinity. At least 3 days notice in writing shall be
given to the KDC of an intention to excavate in the vicinity of its
services. Where appropriate the KDC may mark out to within
±1.0 m on the ground the location of its services, and may
nominate in writing any reasonable restrictions on the work it
considers necessary to protect its services.
2.12.3
When excavating and working around buried services due care
shall be taken to ensure the services are not damaged, and that
bedding and backfill is reinstated in accordance with the
appropriate KDC specification. Excavation within roadways is
also subject to the permit process of the appropriate roading
authority.
2.12.4
Any damage which occurs to a KDC service shall be reported to
the KDC immediately. Repair costs may be charged for.
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2.13

Customer's drainage system

2.13.1 General

2.13.1.1
The customer's drainage system is governed by the Building Act
from inside the building to the point of discharge. The KDC may
not impose anything on the customer which is more onerous than
is contained in the New Zealand Building Code.
2.13.1.2
The customer's drainage system shall be designed, installed and
maintained, both in its component parts and in its entirety, to
ensure that it complies with the Building Act and the New
Zealand Building Code.
2.13.1.3
Drainage from premises constructed, or for which construction
was commenced, prior to the coming into force of the Building
Act, does not need to be upgraded to meet the requirements of the
New Zealand Building Code. If however any work is required on
the customer's drainage system, arising from
(a) The issuing of a defect notice,
(b) Alteration to the premises-,
(c) Change of use of the premises;
then any such work shall meet the requirements of the New
Zealand Building Code.
2.13.1.4
Customers with discharges from premises not covered by the
Building Act and the New Zealand Building Code shall
nevertheless have a drainage system which complies with the
Building Act and Code.

2.13.2

Inflow and infiltration

2.13.2.1
Stormwater shall be excluded from the wastewater system by
ensuring that:
(a)

There is no direct connection of any stormwater pipe or
drain to the wastewater system - unless the wastewater
system has been specifically designed as a combined
wastewater/stormwater system;
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(b)

Gully trap surrounds are set above stormwater ponding
levels (refer New Zealand Building Code G13), or
secondary overland flow path flood levels;

(c) Inspection covers are in place and are appropriately sealed.
2.13.2.2
Stormwater which is contaminated may be accepted as a trade
waste discharge.

2.13.2.3
For large impervious areas (e.g. stock yards or truck washing
facilities), specific provision shall be made for a permanent barrier
which will prevent water from outside the confines of the facility
from entering the wastewater system. This could be by way of a
nib wall, speed humps, or appropriately graded surrounds.
2.13.2.4
Where it is impractical to cover a large impervious area,
consideration shall be given to a system which detains run-off
from the ‘first foul flush’ for ultimate disposal to the wastewater
system, with subsequent run-off disposal as stormwater.
2.13.2.5
Private drains shall be kept and maintained in a state which is free
from cracks and other defects which may allow infiltration.
2.13.3

Pump stations

2.13.3.1 General
Private wastewater pump stations will be approved only where
there are no practical alternatives for a gravity flow discharge to
the public sewer.

2.13.3.2
Single ownership
A private wastewater pump station for a single dwelling unit
represents an alternative solution in terms of the Building Act. As
such, the Customer (owner) will be required to demonstrate that
the pump station complies with the provisions of the New Zealand
Building Code when seeking a consent.
2.13.3.3
Multiple ownership
A private wastewater pump station serving more than one
residential dwelling unit requires a compliance schedule as well as
an annual building warrant of fitness in order to meet the
requirements of the Building Act.
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A "Common Pump Station Agreement" shall be required between
the parties, including appropriate maintenance of rising mains. It
shall be registered against the Certificate of Title of each party.
The combined rate of discharge to the public sewer shall not
exceed the rate specified by the KDC.
2.13.4 Swimming pools
Customers with swimming or spa pools shall be required to
demonstrate that the pool drain has been fitted with a flow limiting
device to ensure the discharge does not exceed the maximum
instantaneous flow requirement of 2.0 litres/sec.
2.14 Payment
2.14.1
Payment for the discharge of wastewater and related services shall
be in accordance with the KDC schedule of rates and charges.
2.14.2
Because of the procedures involved in setting charges as part of a
bylaw, the items included in the schedule of rates and charges, and
the terms on which they will be charged shall be made by
resolution under the annual plan of the Council. Refer to
Schedule D for an example list of payment items and terms.
2.15

Breaches and remedies
2.15.1 Powers
2.15.1.1
Powers to enforce penalties relating to the discharging of
wastewater by customers are given to the KDC by a number of
acts. The Local Government Act deals specifically with trade
wastes. Other relevant pieces of legislation are more indirect in
application. The Rating Powers Act allows for action to be taken
when rates are unpaid, and payment for discharge can be treated
as a rate.
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2.15.1.2
The relevant legislation includes:
Local Government Act 1974
Local Government Act 2002
Rating Powers Act 1988
Health Act 1956
Building Act 1991

Section 493, PartXLIV
Part VIII
Part 11
Part XI

2.15.2 Failure to pay
Any money owing for charges and rates for wastewater services
becomes a charge on the land. An example of a Memorandum of
Encumbrance and Deed of Covenant is given in Schedule A and
Schedule B. The memorandum, once registered, will run with the
land, and will bind successive landowners. Further, the
memorandum specifically provides that when a person, bound by
it, transfers the land, then that person ceases to have any liability
or obligations under the memorandum.

CONFIRMATION OF BYLAW

IN WITNESS WHEREOF these presents have been executed the day and year first
before written.
SIGNED BY

)
Mayor

in the presence of

)

THE COMMON SEAL of

)

THE KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL

)

was hereto affixed in the presence of )
Chief Executive
The above resolution was confirmed as a special order at a meeting of the
Kaikoura District Council held on ??????
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SCHEDULE A

MEMORANDUM OF ENCUMBRANCE FOR SECURING A SUM OF MONEY

.................................................. of ...............................................................
(hereinafter together with his/her successors, assigns and personal representatives
called "the Owner") being registered as proprietor of an estate in fee simple
subject however to such encumbrances, liens and interest as are notified by
Memorandum underwritten in that parcel of land containing by admeasurement
......... square metres more or less being Lot ............ Deposited Plan ............... and
being all the land comprised and described in Certificate of Title
AND desiring to render the land available for the purpose of securing to and for the
benefit of the KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL the rent charge hereinafter
mentioned does hereby encumber the land for the benefit of the COUNCIL with
the annual rent charge of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000) (plus GST) to
be raised and paid at the times and in the manner following, that is to say in one (1)
annual sum on the lst day of ................... 202.. and on the lst day of .........................
in every year thereafter PROVIDED ALWAYS that if during the twelve (12)
months immediately preceding the lst day of .......................in any year there shall
have been no breach of any of the obligations of the Owner under the Deed, a copy
of which is attached hereto, then the annual rent charge payable on such 1st day of
.................. shall be reduced to ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) AND the Owner
covenants that he/she shall at all times perform and observe all the obligations and
covenants as set out in the Deed.
AND PROVIDED ALSO that if and whenever the obligations of the Owner under
the Deed shall have been duly and wholly complied with or shall by effluxion of
time or otherwise become no longer enforceable then this Memorandum of
Encumbrance shall be wholly discharged by the KAIKOURA DISTRICT
COUNCIL.
AND PROVIDED ALWAYS that if and when the said ...........................or the
registered proprietor for the time being of the land sells, transfers or transmits their
interest in the land or any part thereof, then all liability of the said
.............................. or the said registered proprietor thereof for the time being shall
immediately cease and he/she or they shall be released as from the date of the said
sale, transfer or transmission TO THE INTENT that the liability under this
Memorandum of Encumbrance and Deed is only to run with the registered
proprietor for the time being of the said land or part thereof.
AND SUBJECT AS AFORESAID the KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL
shall be entitled to all the powers and remedies given to Mortgagees and rent
chargees by the Land Transfer Act 1952 and the Property Law Act 1952.
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SCHEDULE B
DEED OF COVENANT

THIS DEED

BETWEEN

AND

made the ............................. day of ...............................202......

..................................................... of .................................................
(hereinafter together with his/her successors, assigns and personal
representatives called "the Owner") of the first part
THE KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL (hereinafter with its
successors and assigns called "the Council") of the second part

WHEREAS
A

The Owner is the registered proprietor of an estate in fee-simple in the land
described in the Schedule hereto ("the land") and

B

A carport has been erected on part of the land and

C

A stormwater sewer and a foul sewer of the Council runs through the land and
partly under the area over which the carport has been erected

D

The carport's position partly over the said sewers is a contravention of and
constitutes a continuing breach of the bylaws of the Council as the Owner does
hereby admit and by reason thereof the Council would not ordinarily agree for
the carport to remain in its present position but has nevertheless agreed for the
carport to remain in consideration of the Owner entering into these premises in
manner hereinafter appearing.

NOW THIS DEED WITNESSES that in consideration of the aforesaid premises
the Owner hereby agrees with the Council as follows:
1

THE carport covering the said sewers shall remain in its present position and
shall not at any time be covered in. The Owner shall not make any alterations or
modifications to the said carport except pursuant to this Deed or in accordance
with a permit issued by the Council.

2

EXCEPT in the case of an emergency (as determined in the sole and absolute
discretion of the Council), any work carried out by the Council pursuant to this
Deed will be carried out during the normal working hours of employees of the
Council.
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3

THE granting of the permission by the Council for the said carport to remain in
its position is on the strict condition that all the agreements and provisions
hereof on the part of the Owner shall be complied with faithfully in all respects
and is without prejudice (in the event of any default by the Owner hereunder) to
the right of the Council to exercise all or any of the rights, powers and remedies
whether civil or criminal conferred upon the Council by the Council's bylaws or
by statute or otherwise.

4

THE Owner hereby agrees to indemnify the Council from and against all costs
(including costs as between Solicitor and client), damages and expenses, claims,
actions and proceedings of or against the Council in consequence of or arising
out of any breach by the Owner of the agreements and provisions hereof and/or
the exercise by the Council of any rights, powers and remedies available under
this Deed.

5

IN addition to clause 4 hereof the Owner accepts that the Council will not be
liable for any damage to the said carport arising directly or indirectly from a
partial or total collapse of either or both the sewers, and will be responsible for
the removal of the carport or parts thereof in the event of any such damage as
requested by the Council.

6

ALL costs (including costs as between solicitor and client) of and incidental to
this Deed (including the preparation thereof) and the Memorandum of
Encumbrance aforesaid (including the preparation and registration thereof
against the Title of the land) shall be borne by the Owner and shall be paid prior
to and as a condition of the Council's granting of the permit aforesaid.

7

IT is hereby acknowledged and declared by the Council that if and when the
said ............................................................ or the registered proprietor for the
time being sell, transfer or transmit their interest in the land or any part thereof,
then all liability of the said ............................................................ or the said
registered proprietor thereof for the time being shall immediately cease and
he/she or they shall be released as from the date of the said sale, transfer or
transmission TO THE INTENT that the liability under this Deed of Covenant
and Memorandum of Encumbrance made in pursuance thereof is only to run
with the Owner for the time being of the said land or part thereof.
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SCHEDULE C
APPLICATION FORM FOR DOMESTIC WASTEWATER SERVICE CONNECTION
THE WASTEWATER AUTHORITY OF THE KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL

APPLICATION FOR DOMESTIC WASTEWATER SERVICE CONNECTION
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
(use and attach additional sheets as required)
ADDRESS OF PREMISES:
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.........................................................................
POSTAL ADDRESS OF OWNER:
Name ....................................................................
Address: ................................................................
.....................................................................................

CONTACT NAME FOR FURTHER INQUIRIES
CONCERNING THIS APPLICATION
Name ..........................................................................
Phone................................... Email...............................
Connection with Development: (eg. owner, builder,
drainlayer)
..................................................................................
APPLICATION MADE BY:
Name......................................................................
Owner

Authorized Agent

.............................................................................
ARE THE PREMISES ALREADY
CONNECTED TO PUBLIC SEWER?
Yes

No

Signed .................................. Date .......................
DATE CONNECTION REQUIRED BY:
.
.................................................................................

CONNECTIONS REQUIRED:
Size ............................... No ................................

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
APPLICATION:
Received by: ................................... Date ..................

Size ............................... No ................................

Evidence of Agents Authority

(Note: Minimum size 100mm)
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT
(eg. house, 3 townhouses on cross lease title, block
of flats etc.)
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.........................................................................
DIAGRAM FOR CONNECTION LOCATION
See overleaf
VALUATION NO:
...........................................
LOT NUMBER:
............................................
DP NUMBER:

.............................................
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sighted
not applicable

Referred to ....................................... Date ................
Connection

Approved
Not Approved

By .................................................... Date ................
PROPERTY LINK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
..................................................................................
BUILDING CONSENT NUMBER
...................................................................................
CONNECTION CHARGES
No ....................... @ $ .................... = ____________
No ....................... @ $ .................... = ____________
Total Fee/Advance Payment
____________
(Delete as appropriate)
Cashier Receipt No
.................................
File No
.................................
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DIAGRAM FOR CONNECTION LOCATION
(Show distances from boundaries, driveways)
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SCHEDULE D
PAYMENT ITEMS AND TERMS - EXAMPLE LIST

Item Terms (guideline only)
Uniform annual (sewer or drainage) charge

A separate charge for wastewater
drainage and disposal which is
uniform within the KDC area, or
for areas within it.

Rates

Wastewater charges included in
property rates.

Uniform WC levy ("pan charge")

A uniform levy on each WC or
urinal in each premises.

Connection fee

Payable on application for
connection to discharge point.

Public sewer fee

Payable where a new public
sewer connection is required
from the existing public sewer to
the point of discharge. Flat fee
providing public sewer in street
adjacent to property.

Deposit

Additional fee payable on
applicable for connection to
discharge if required.

Special rates for loan charges

Additional rates for servicing
loans raised for the purposes of
constructing or improving the
KDC wastewater system.

Reinspection fee

A fee payable for each
reinspection visit by the KDC
where a previously issued default
notice has not been remedied by
the customer.

Disconnection

A
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fee payable for disconnection
of a discharge connection.
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Financial contribution
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payment to be made on
connection to the sewer for offsetting the impact of
development on the system
capacity. Such payments shall be
defined in the District Plan of the
Council and shall be for the
purpose of improving system
capacity (reticulation, pumping,
treatment).
A
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KDC Policy for Building over Services Reticulation
Note: This is provided for information only and does not form part of the Drainage or Water
Supply Bylaws.
1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Council owned pipes carrying water, storm water and wastewater are provided for the benefit
of the associated community, and in some cases these pipes cross private properties.
In almost all cases such ‘public’ pipes that serve multiple properties have a legal right to be
where they are, that is either created by registration of an easement for that purpose, or through
a process of ‘statutory easement’ whereby such legitimately constructed infrastructure that has
been in place for an extended period without any objections being raised becomes entitled to
remain there, and to be accessed as necessary.
Construction of permanent, privately owned structures over existing public water, sewer or
stormwater services reticulation (pipes or drains) is considered by Council to be
disadvantageous in two respects:
i.

The cost associated with future maintenance or renewal of reticulation beneath such
structures is likely to be substantially higher than would otherwise be the case.

ii.

There is potential for future conflict with or between property owners or occupiers if it is
necessary to remove or otherwise substantially interfere with overlying structures to carry
out essential reticulation maintenance or renewal work. For example, if a large buried pipe
fails in a central position under a house the only practical means of remedying it may be to
remove the house, which would obviously be hugely disruptive to its residents, and is likely
to be strongly opposed.

Because of this Kaikoura District Council actively discourages building over such reticulation, and
in general construction of any new privately owned structure of a type that requires a building
permit will not be permitted within 1.5 metres of the centre line of any public water, sewer or
storm water reticulation
It is however recognised that in some cases an absolute prohibition of building over all such
pipes may unreasonably limit the use of land, and that in some cases options should be provided
to enable building over pipes provided that specific conditions are met that mitigate the
disadvantages identified above.
It is however stressed that the provision of these options is not intended to free property owners
of any burdens that may be associated with the presence of public pipes on their land, and in all
cases the exercise of these options is likely to have a significant cost (in most cases expected to
be at least $3,000, and potentially much more) which must bemet by the property owner.
The options that are provided for building over pipes are also only applicable to storm water and
waste water (sewer) pipes in which flow is gravity driven.
No permissions will in any case be given to build over any public pressurised water services since
it should always be possible for these services to be re-routed in a manner that avoids the need
to have structures over them. Where such re-routing is undertaken the property owner will be
required to meet all associated costs, which may include the registration of an easement for the
re-routed section of pipe.
No permissions will be given to build over manholes or other pipe junctions because of the likely
need for access to these features in the future.

It should also be noted that Council can only give approval in respect of building over Council
owned reticulation. Issues relating to building over ‘private’ reticulation (other services or pipes
and drains which serve a single property or otherwise fail to meet the criteria required for
‘public’ classification) must be resolved between the owners of the relevant properties and
reticulation.
Finally it should be noted that the restrictions created by this policy in respect of building over
Council owned reticulation do not apply to existing structures that had been formally approved
by Council prior to the adoption of this policy, though the restrictions would apply to future
replacements or extensions of those structures.
2. CONDITIONS FOR BUILDING OVER COUNCIL OWNED RETICULATION
Construction of permanent privately owned structures over Council owned sewer or storm
water reticulation will only be approved where all of the following conditions (a to f) are met
and associated works are conducted to standards that are to the satisfaction of Council’s
Engineering Manager:
a)

The flow in the pipe is motivated by gravity, not external pressure.

b)

The proposed structure is of a form and design such that the loads imposed by the
structure on the in-situ reticulation are considered by Council’s Building Inspector and/or
Engineers to be sufficiently low as to pose no threat to the structural stability of the
reticulation. Factors to be considered by Council staff in making such an assessment will
include ground conditions, the diameter, materials, and burial depth of the reticulation
and the size and design of the structure and the form of load-bearing foundations. Council
may request that an engineering report on these issues is provided by the applicant.

c)

Arrangements are made to ensure that future maintenance and renewal of the pipe is not
compromised by the presence of the proposed structure through one of the following 3
methods:
Method 1: Applicable to sections of sewer or storm water pipes without changes in
direction or junctions (including manholes), for which an agreed viable alternative
alignment for those pipes exists within that property which could be utilised for a future
replacement of these pipes:
•

If the reticulation in question is assessed by Council Engineers on the available
information to have a likely remaining serviceable life of less than 30 years, then the
entire section of reticulation that exists within 1.5 metres of the proposed structure
shall be renewed, to appropriate standards defined by Council, and;

•

Manhole(s) or (if acceptable to Council’s Engineering Manager) rodding eye(s) shall
be installed within 20 metres of the proposed structure on the downstream side,
unless suitable access point(s) to the reticulation in question already exist within this
proximity. These manholes or rodding eyes shall be maintained in a readily
accessible state

•

An easement is registered in favour of Council for the alternative future alignment of
the pipe.

It should be noted that where this method is proposed, and it is judged necessary to
renew the existing pipes, it may be more appropriate to immediately install a pipe along
the alternative alignment.
Method 2: Applicable to sections of public sewer or storm water pipes without changes
in direction or junctions (including manholes):

•

If the reticulation in question is assessed by Council Engineers based on the available
information to have a likely remaining serviceable life of less than 30 years, then the
entire section of reticulation that exists within 1.5 metres of the proposed structure
shall be renewed, to appropriate standards defined by Council, and;

•

Any structure constructed above the pipes shall be designed in a way that permits
the entire length of pipe below to be readily exposed for maintenance or
replacement. Where the external diameter of the pipe is greater than 300mm
diameter the design and use of the structure must be such that a 12 tonne excavator
and trucks could readily gain access along the line of the pipe for the purpose of
undertaking such works. Where the external diameter of the pipe is 300 mm or less,
the design and use of the structure must be such that an appropriately sized
excavator could readily gain access along the line of the drain for the purpose of
undertaking such work, or (where the depth of cover over the pipe is less than 1
metre) appropriate access is available for hand digging, and;

•

Any floor constructed over the pipe has removable lift out sections suitable for
facilitating access to the pipe.

Making the structure removable may be considered to meet the above requirements in
respect of design for this method provided that such removal is very straightforward
and/or responsibility for the property owner to arrange and meet the costs of this is
clearly defined through a legal encumbrance.
Method 3: Applicable to sewer or storm water pipes of 225mm diameter or less without
changes in direction or junctions (including manholes), and for which the length of pipe
to be built over is not more than 12 metres.
•

The length of pipe or drain to be built over is re-laid using a length of pipe that
contains not more than one joint, sleeved inside an appropriately laid and properly
bedded Z class concrete pipe with an internal diameter that is at least 50mm greater
than the external diameter of the pipe that will be inside it, in such a way that the
internal pipe can be readily replaced within the sleeve, and;

•

To ensure that the sleeved pipe is readily replaceable there must be continuing easy
access to both ends of the section of built-over pipe to facilitate connection and
disconnection, including a length of clear open and unobstructed space at one end
of the sleeve that is not less than half of the length section of pipe that is being built
over plus 1.0 metre, to accommodate the internal pipe prior to insertion or for
subsequent replacement.

d)

A legal encumbrance is placed on the title of the property that absolves Council of any
responsibility for additional costs, damage or disruption that may occur if current or
future owners of the property fail to ensure continuing compliance with the relevant
requirements of section 2c that compromise the ability of Council to undertake repairs or
replacements of the sections of covered pipes.

e)

All physical works undertaken to meet the requirements of the methods outlined in
section 2c must be undertaken by a relevant Council approved contractor or a party who
has been formally approved by Council as being competent to undertake the works to the
standards expected for public reticulation.

f)

The applicant shall be responsible for all works, services and costs associated with the
requirements of sections 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d.

g)

The applicant shall make a formal application to Council, fully identifying the section of
pipe that is proposed to be built over, the form of the proposed structure including

foundation details, and which of the methods outlined in section 2c of this policy will be
adopted.
A fee based on the actual time spent by Council Staff shall be payable to Council for the
processing of this application.
Physical works towards the building over of the pipe shall not commence until a formal
approval is granted in writing.
3.

COUNCIL ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY – FUTURE WORKS
Approval by Council for building over sections of publicly owned reticulation under this policy
shall be given in writing, and will be taken to be an acceptance by Council of the financial
responsibility for future maintenance or renewal works relating to those sections of reticulation,
providing that the agreed conditions of section 2c have continued to be met.
Written approvals for over-building shall be included in the information kept by Council in
relation to the relevant properties.

4.

UNAPPROVED BUILD OVERS
Where built structures are constructed over Council pipes without Building Consents and
associated build-over approvals, Council will accept no financial or other liability in relation to
disturbance or damage to the structure that may result from Council carrying out its normal
duties in respect of the relevant reticulation under the Local Government Act.
Structures will be required to be removed if access is required to the pipe for maintenance,
repair or renewal. All such structures, including those that do not require a Building Consent,
should therefore be constructed in a form that makes them readily removable.
Council will accept no responsibility for costs that may be associated with the removal, repair,
reinstatement or replacement of such structures, with the exception that where a section of a
driveway for essential access to a garage on the property and an associated vehicle ‘turn-around’
area has to be excavated to obtain access to the pipe, Council will reinstate at its own cost the
excavated section of driveway at the completion of works to the general standard that is being
applied for such works.
This exception shall however be limited to an extent that is deemed reasonable for essential
access to a first garage. Where the extent of the surfaced area is substantially larger than that
required for essential purposes, Council may only take responsibility for reinstating part of the
area that may be excavated.

5.

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW PUBLIC RETICULATION ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
In cases where it is necessary for Council to construct new public sewer or storm water
reticulation through private property it may, if appropriate, enter into agreements with property
owners to provide partial exemption from the requirements of this policy.
Such agreements shall however only be entered into with the approval of Council, and shall be
limited to the greatest practical extent.
Such agreements shall be recorded in writing and included in the information kept by Council in
relation to the relevant properties.

6.

OVER-BUILDING OF PRIVATE RETICULATION
Council also discourages construction of permanent, privately owned structures over existing
water, sewer or storm water reticulation of a private nature because this also has potential to
result in conflicts or increased costs in the future.
Council does however believe that the responsibility for the control of such construction over
privately owned reticulation lies entirely with the owners of the private property and
reticulation concerned, and Council will accept no liability whatsoever in respect of any issues
that may arise as a result of structures being built over ‘private’ reticulation.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Should you require further information, or wish to discuss this policy, please contact Kaikoura District
Council’s Works and Services Team.

Kaikoura District Council
Statement of Proposal
Making of Drainage Bylaw 2020
1.

Introduction
Kaikoura District Council adopted a Waste Water Drainage Bylaw in 1999.
Bylaws need to be periodically reviewed in accordance with Section 158 of the Local
Government Act 2002 (the Act).
The Act empowers Council to make Bylaws for its district for one or more of the following
purposes (Section 145):
a.
b.
c.

Protect the public from nuisance
Protect, promote and maintain public health and safety
Minimise the potential for offensive behaviour in public places.

The Act also requires Council to consider whether a Bylaw is the most appropriate way of
addressing the relevant issues, whether the Bylaw is in the most appropriate form, and that it
does not give rise to any implications under the NZ Bill of Rights Act.
2.

Purpose of this Statement of Proposal
The Council must follow the Special Consultative Procedure contained in the Local Government
Act for community consultation and comment in respect of a review or making of a Bylaw.
As part of the Special Consultative Procedure the Council must produce a Statement of Proposal,
which contains a summary of information that is a fair representation of the major matters in
the proposal and make it available to the community. This document is the Statement of
Proposal. The information contained in this Statement of Proposal has been approved by Council
for notification and consultation.

3.

Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999
This Bylaw was intended to impose controls on the discharge of waste to drainage systems
operated by Kaikoura District Council, and the form and protection of those systems.
The main provisions of the 1999 Bylaw can be summarised as follows:
a.

Controlling discharges to wastewater drains

b.

Definition of point at which responsibility for wastewater drains transitions
between private and public

c.

Enabling protection and maintenance of drains, including control of
construction over drains and other interference

It appears that this bylaw had generally been implemented with little difficulty or objection from
those affected and has clear potential to contribute to public health and reduce public nuisance
and hence was considered to be in accordance with Section 145 of the Act.

4.

Proposal
Whilst the content of the Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999 is considered to be largely
appropriate to current and likely future needs, there are two minor deficiencies which are
considered to need remedy. Towards this end it is proposed:
That the content of the Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999, subject to minor amendment and
updating, be retained in a new Bylaw, titled the Kaikoura District Council Drainage Bylaw 2020,
with only the following significant changes:
a) That additional provisions to control discharges to the public stormwater system are
included.
and;
b) That existing controls over interference with public trunk sewers and rising mains (including
construction of buildings above them) are extended to also cover other public sewers and
storm water drains.
Since a key focus of these amendments is to provide controls of storm water systems in addition
to wastewater systems it is considered that a new Bylaw with a more appropriate broader title
of ‘Drainage Bylaw’ should be created.

5.

Report under Section 155 of the Local Government Act 2002
In proposing a Bylaw, Section 155 of the Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to:
a.

determine whether a Bylaw is the most appropriate way of addressing the "perceived
problem", and

b.

if so, determine whether the proposed Bylaw is the most appropriate form of Bylaw, and
whether it gives rise to any implications under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990

The perceived problem in this case is that without appropriate controls the operation of sewers
and storm water drains can result in adverse effects in respect to public health, environmental
impact, financial burdens to the community and nuisance.
The making of Bylaws for such a purpose is specifically authorised under sections 145 and 146
of the LGA the making of such Bylaws by local authorities is widespread and generally accepted.
It appears that the Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999 had not been subject to any significant
challenges since it was introduced. This suggests that the content of that Bylaw was generally
appropriate.
Bylaws cannot be inconsistent with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act.
The proposed new Bylaw is considered to be consistent with the NZ Bill of Rights Act. It is not
considered to impose any unreasonable restrictions on individuals and is not discriminatory.
It is therefore considered that the proposed Drainage Bylaw 2020, having similar functional
content to the Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999, meets all of the tests set by the Act.
Dave Clibbery
Senior Manager Operations

Proposed Advertisement

Making of Kaikoura District Council Drainage Bylaw 2020
Kaikoura District Council (KDC) introduced its Waste Water Drainage Bylaw 1999 to provide controls
on discharge of waste to drainage systems operated by Kaikoura District Council, and the form and
protection of those systems. Without such controls operation of wastewater drains can result in
adverse effects in respect of public health, environmental impact, financial burdens to the community
and nuisance.
The content of this Bylaw has been reviewed, and its content is believed to meet statutory
requirements and - with two proposed significant amendments - the likely needs of the community
currently and into the future. These two amendments are:
a) That additional provisions to control discharges to the public storm water system are
included; and;
b) That existing controls over interference with public trunk sewers and rising mains (including
construction of buildings above them) are extended to also cover other public sewers and
storm water drains.
The 1999 Bylaw was largely focussed on wastewater issues, whilst the proposed new bylaw is intended
to have broader effect, including storm water drains. For this reason it is proposed that a new more
appropriately titled Bylaw – the ‘KDC Drainage Bylaw 2020’ – is made that has the similar functional
content to that of the 1999 Bylaw, other than the amendments above.
A more detailed Statement of Proposal, a copy of the proposed new Bylaw and associated information
are available from Council on request.
Submissions in respect of the making of the KDC Drainage Bylaw 2020 can be made in writing, and
should be addressed to:
The Chief Executive
Kaikoura District Council
PO Box 6
KAIKOURA 7300
Submissions must be received by Monday 5 October 2020.
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Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Input sought from:
Authorised by:

Council
1. 25 August 2020
Potential Development of Old Pool Site
2. Dave Clibbery – Senior Manager Operations
Angela Oosthuizen

1 SUMMARY
An invitation for expressions of interest process is proposed to explore potential uses for the former
swimming pool site.
2 RECOMMENDATION
That the Council:
Invites expressions of interest for potential uses of the former community swimming pool site, in
accordance with the contents of this report.
3 BACKGROUND
In recent times there have been a number of suggestions made by particular individuals or groups
regarding potential future uses of the site of the old community swimming pool on the Esplanade in
Kaikoura.
With the recent announcement of funding from the Provincial Growth Fund that will fill the remaining
financial gap in respect of the development of a new aquatic facility off Scarborough Street, it now
appears timely to give consideration to what should be done with the former pool site.
A local party has recently contacted Council wishing to discuss a particular development proposal for
that site, but it is believed that before any such discussion with that party takes place it would be
appropriate to explore what other proposals may exist through an open invitation for expressions of
interest in the use of that land.
4
SITE DETAILS
The suggested area for use is shown in the following figure. It includes the current footprint of the
pool complex and also the triangular grassed area to the north. The areas together have
approximately 100 metres of street frontage and an area of approximately 1800 m2.
The land is classified as Recreation Reserve, the purpose of which is defined in section 17 of the
Reserves Act 1977 as follows:
For…. providing areas for the recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment
of the public, and for the protection of the natural environment and beauty of the countryside, with
emphasis on the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreational
tracks in the countryside.

The land is administered by Kaikoura District Council but it is possible for it to be leased to an person,
body voluntary organisation or society subject to the conditions of section 54 of the Reserves Act,
which require the land to be used for a purpose consistent with section 17.
5
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
In considering what should be done with the old pool site it is suggested that preference should be
given to proposals that minimise the associated financial burden on the community, in both the short
and longer terms.
As such it is considered desirable that proposals are put forward, developed, implemented and
managed by parties other than Council, to minimise impacts on community rates.
It is therefore suggested that expressions of interest should be sought from parties who themselves
have a plan to deliver those proposals without significant assistance from Council.
Expressions of interest should have sufficient accompanying detail to enable Council to make
meaningful initial evaluations of the options presented. A list of criteria that is proposed to be
considered in such an evaluation would include the following:
• Nature of proposed use
• Description of expected benefits to the local community
• Identification of proposed developing and operating parties
• Relevant experience and track record of those parties
• Estimated level of capital investment required
• Proposed source of capital
• Development timeframe
• Description of post-development operating model
• Estimated annual operating costs
• Intended source of operating revenue

It is envisaged that such an invitation for expressions of interest would only be the first stage of a
process to determine what is done with the site. Further information on potential proposals is likely
to be required, and given the special and prominent location of the site it is likely that some form of
public consultation on favoured proposals would be undertaken prior to Council making any final
decision.
Potentially commercially sensitive information would be treated as confidential during the initial
stages of the evaluation process, but broader disclosure would be necessary before a decision is made.
To provide an adequate opportunity for presentation of well-developed proposals with adequately
considered business cases, 19 October is suggested as a closing date for submissions of expressions of
interest.
The following is the suggested public notice of this process:-

Invitation for Expressions of Interest
Development and Use of Former Swimming Pool Site
Expressions of interest are invited for development and use of the old community swimming pool site
and an adjacent area on the Esplanade in Kaikoura.
The prominent and special site has a total area of approximately 1800 square metres and is classified
as Recreation Reserve, requiring it to be used for purposes such as recreation, sporting activities and
the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public. The site can potentially be leased subject to
compliance with conditions set out in the Reserves Act 1977, and as such could be used for commercial
recreational purposes.
Expression of interest are sought from parties who themselves have a plan to deliver their proposal
without significant assistance from Council. Proposals should be presented with information to address
a range of evaluation criteria, details of which can be obtained from Council on request.
Council is seeking proposals that are soundly based, with adequate consideration having been given
to the associated business case, to ensure that financial burdens do not fall on the community.
Expressions of interest should be provided to Council at PO Box 6, Kaikoura by 19 October 2020.
Enquiries should be directed to dave.clibbery@kaikoura.govt.nz.

4.
COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relates to the community outcomes below, but it is recognised that
the nature of the discussion poses questions regarding whether some outcomes should be reviewed.
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’ s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.
Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our District is economically
diverse, attractive to investment
and provides certainty around
business and employment
continuity.
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Council
1. 16 August 2020
South Bay Forest Future
2. Dave Clibbery – Senior Manager Operations
Angela Oosthuizen

1 SUMMARY
Options for the future of the South Bay Forest are discussed.
2

RECOMMENDATION
a) That the South Bay Forest should be harvested during late summer or autumn in the current
financial year, to be followed by replanting for a further rotation of pinus radiata in the same
area.
b) That should Council wish to further explore the potential for a permanent removal of the
forest rather than harvest followed by replanting that a Special Consultative Process is
conducted with the community regarding this.

3 DISCUSSION
There has been recent further discussion of how the South Bay Forest near to the Ocean Ridge
development should be managed, with a suggestion made that the forest should be permanently
removed.
The forested land, shown on a following figure, has an approximate total area of 12.6 Ha planted with
radiata pines. Most of the land is Recreation Reserve owned by KDC, but some is Foreshore Reserve
that is under the control of DoC. It is however considered unlikely that DoC would claim the ownership
of the trees on their land, since the trees were planted by KDC.
The trees are a mix of good quality but past maturity specimens on the road frontage, good, recently
mature trees in the centre of the forest (comprising 4.8 Ha), and very old and poor (perhaps wilding)
trees on the seaward side.
This is not the first time that a request to remove the trees has been received by KDC.
There were discussions in 2006 between KDC and the original Ocean Ridge developer RD Hughes Ltd
about Council’s South Bay forest and adjacent land. The developer proposed at that time that the
forest be removed to provide unobstructed sea views for Ocean Ridge. The forest age at that time was
considerably earlier than maturity, but the developer offered to pay Council for the value of the forest
at maturity and also to pay for planting the coastal strip between the Kowhai River and the South Bay
turnoff in indigenous species.
Council agreed to a Restoration Management Plan for the coastal strip between the Kowhai River and
the Maori Leap Caves being developed and that council staff liaise with RD Hughes Ltd and appropriate
parties in the drafting of that plan, and a resultant plan that reflected the proposal of the developer
was subsequently approved by Council, but a number of people objected to the forest being cleared
and the proposal did not proceed further.
The current proposal arose from an approach to Council in 2019 by Mr G Robertson, and at Council’s
meeting of 31 July 2019 it was agreed that ownership of the South Bay Forest trees should be explored,
a valuation obtained and a suitable harvesting date identified. It was also agreed to explore the
options for what was to be done with the area in the future.

South Bay Forest Value
The value of the forest is considered to in three ways – as timber, a carbon sink and a recreational
resource – in the following sections.
a). As Timber
The value of the trees for timber purposes was estimated by Merrill and Ring NZ Ltd to be $157,000
before tax. With the youngest trees 26 years old all were considered due or past due the optimum
time for harvest.
At the time of that valuation the PF Olsen Log Price index was at around $130/tonne, whilst at present
it is around $115/tonne. This price level is however still considered fairly reasonable, having recovered
from lows of around $85 in 2014.
On the basis of current log prices the probable value of the forest is probably less than $140,000,
because there are some other complexities in harvesting – for example need to work around power
lines in some areas, need to reinstate cycle and walking tracks afterwards – that would create
additional costs that may not have been factored into the Merrill and Ring Assessment.
The log price trend is shown in the following figure and as can be seen over the last 2 years the
previously relatively stable upward price trend has been replaced by much more volatility, and based
on this and associated commentary it does not appear realistic to make accurate predictions of where
log prices might be going in the future or when would be an optimum time to sell based on market
prices.

Another significant factor influencing the value of the forest as timber, if it is to be replaced by some
other land use, is a carbon liability. KDC has not as yet registered the forest under the Emissions
Trading Scheme, and as such the younger (26 year old) trees do not have an associated carbon liability
but there is an area of older trees that were in place before 1 January 1990 and are therefore
automatically subject to the ETS, and for which a carbon credit liability would be created if they were
to be removed.
Until recently Carbon credits have until recently been fairly stable at around $25 per tonne, but since
June the price has rapidly risen and in early August were trading above $33. The Ministry of Primary
Industry tables indicate that pre-1990 pinus radiata forestry in Kaikoura would be assessed as
sequestering at least 572 tonnes of carbon per hectare and as such if the 7.8 Ha of older trees was
completely deforested it would be expected to incur a carbon credit liability of at least $147,000.

On this basis the harvesting of the entire forest without replanting is unlikely to yield any significant
nett value, but it may be that if the carbon credit price subsequently declines to something similar to
its previous long-term value the carbon credit liability might decline to around $110,000, though
whether or not this will occur is of course conjecture.
A better financial outcome would be obtained if the forest was harvested but with replanting with a
further round of pinus radiata following. In that case the retention of carbon held in in the stumps and
soil from the previous trees would be expected to reduce the immediately payable carbon credit
liability to between $70,000 and $90,000. With replanting costs probably in the order of $1,000 per
Ha, the net return to Council after replanting might be in the order of $70,000; ($157,000 – ($80,000
carbon liability + $12,000 planting cost).
Another factor – though very tenuous – that might influence optimum timing is whether the timber
from the forest could be potentially milled locally for use in the Esplanade Boardwalk if funding for
that project was to be obtained from the Provincial Growth Fund. This, if achievable would appear to
offer a number of attractive synergies, but has a very high level of uncertainty associated with it.
b). As a Carbon Sink
Value can potentially be extracted from new forestry through the carbon credits it creates during
growth, but this may be offset by liabilities created through subsequent loss of carbon from the forest
through harvesting or other forms of loss (including decay due to old age) if this occurs within 100
years of planting. In the case of pinus radiata evidence suggest that tree lives are typically between 60
and 100 years, but rarely longer than that. As such unless the tree species used is one with a relatively
long life (such as hardwoods) the use of forestry to generate financial benefit through carbon
sequestration is subject to significant risks and may not be effective in the long term.

It is also recognised that the trees of the South Bay Forest were not planted with the intention of being
a persistent forest for acquisition of carbon credits, they were planted as commercial forestry to be
harvested for timber at an appropriate time.
Whilst at present enrolment of the 4.8 Ha of younger (26 year old) trees in the ETS has the potential
to create carbon credits worth around $80,000 at current carbon prices, it would be unwise to sell any
significant proportion of those credits, since a future greater liability would almost certainly be created
in future unless a low-risk strategy is available to reinvest the revenue from sale of the credits that
would cover such future liability.
As noted previously a safer approach towards obtaining revenue from carbon credits is planting in
longer living hardwood species, but the downside of this is that the rate of sequestration of carbon by
such species is typically only half of that of pinus radiata.
Regardless of what species is planted, the quantum of financial return from use of the South Bay Forest
as a carbon sink is however likely to be relatively small. Even using pinus radiata the average total
annual value of carbon sequestration from the entire 12.6 Ha is less than $8,000 per annum, most of
which is likely to be offset by associated liabilities, and it is suspected that the potential nett value as
a carbon sink might be only $1,000 to $2,000 per annum.
A more favourable approach might be planting in hardwoods that could remain in place for 100 years
or more, but evidence – in particular the almost complete absence of substantial native trees in nearshore areas around Kaikoura – suggests that the nature of the South Bay site is unsuitable for such
species. On this basis it is suggested that the value of the forest as a carbon sink should be considered
as negligible.
c). As a Recreational Resource
The South Bay Forest is considered to have recreational value as the closest significant area of forest
to the Kaikoura urban community. Whilst not native vegetation nor an outstandingly attractive forest,
it is the only sizeable area in close proximity to Kaikoura where there is an opportunity to walk,
exercise dogs, run, cycle or otherwise recreate under the shade of a full tree canopy. On hot summer
days in particular this shade provision of shade for a length in excess of 1.2 km is a welcome relief for
persons walking along the track from South Bay.
It seems likely that if the existing forest was permanently removed the land would revert to the type
of sparse and low scrub that is present on coastal land between the forest and the South Bay turn off.
The open and exposed nature of this coastal strip and its poor sandy soil is unlikely to be an
environment where many types of vegetation other than such scrub or hardy softwood species such
as pinus radiata would survive, yet along thrive.
It is understood that a previous attempt to establish different types of native planting on the coastal
strip was unsuccessful, with the plants apparently succumbing to a lack of moisture, and it has been
suggested by a landscape architect that if the area was deforested it would be better to rely on natural
regeneration rather than undertaking a planting program with native plants.
Whilst the scrub that is present on the coastal strip between the South Bay Forest and the South Bay
turn-off may represent the natural vegetation for the area, such vegetation is neither particularly
attractive or in short supply, with similar plants also in place along areas to the north of the town.
A permanent removal of the forest would therefore be likely to represent a significant and probably
irreversible loss in respect of the diversity of recreational opportunities that are available in Kaikoura,
and there do not at this time appear to be any other areas where a comparable replacement forest
could be created.

Whilst not ecologically remarkable in any way, the South Bay Forest is considered to have value to the
community simply because it offers environmental diversity, it is somewhere that people can easily
access to have a different experience. To permanently lose it would be to diminish the depth of what
Kaikoura can offer to both residents (existing and potential) and visitors.
The forest also represents a recreational opportunity that can be provided to the community at very
low cost, whilst many other recreational assets operated by Council (even if just mown grass areas)
incur significant ongoing expense.
At this time with an intense focus by Council on cost efficiency it would not appear appropriate to
permanently relinquish such a resource.
Conclusion
The South Bay Forest was planted with the intention of it being harvested and with the trees now at
or past the optimum age for harvest it would make sense to do so in the near future. Some of the
trees are already well past the optimum harvesting age and it should be expected that as trees become
senescent there will be an increased frequency of tree and branch falls that could create hazard and
nuisance in an area that is being used for recreation.
If this is accepted the question that follows is what should be done with the area after harvesting,
including consideration of whether a better use for the land than production forestry can be found.
At this point such a better use does not appear to have been identified. The benefits of the suggestion
that it is planted in native vegetation are not yet clear, since it seems that the type of native vegetation
that might be established there would probably be scrub rather than forest, and as such would not be
advantageous in terms of either commercial productivity, carbon credit generation or recreational
value.
Even if it was to be financially incentivised, the short term financial benefit that might come from
permanent removal of the South Bay Forest would need to be considered against the cost of a longterm loss of a recreational resource to the community that can be provided without substantial
operating costs. It is therefore proposed that following harvest the area is replanted with pinus radiata
so that a forest can again develop for the community to enjoy.
Should Council believe that the potential permanent removal of the South Bay Forest warrants further
consideration it is suggested that hearing the views of the community on such a proposal would be
essential. Unlike harvesting followed by replanting a permanent removal of the forest would represent
a significant change of land use, and it is believed that this would warrant consultation with the
community through the Special Consultative Procedure of the Local Government Act.
4. COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
The issue discussed in this report relate to the following community outcomes:
We value, protect and enhance
Kaikōura’ s unique natural
environment and biodiversity and
sustainably manage disposal of
waste.
Our community is resilient, safe and
well and has their essential needs
met
Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able to
withstand our natural hazards.

Our District is economically diverse,
attractive to investment and provides
certainty around business and
employment continuity.
Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way that
benefits our future.
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PUBLIC
1. August 2020
2. CEO Update Report
3. Angela Oosthuizen, CEO
4. Angela Oosthuizen, CEO

1. PURPOSE:
To provide Council with an update on work streams and other activities.
2. RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receives the report and notes Council focus areas.
That Council agrees to appoint Lynette Buurman as the Kaikōura District representative on the
Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust.
3.

COUNCIL ACTIVITY – KEY FOCUS AREAS:
1. Focus on COVID-19 Resurgence
2. Undertaking the Public Hearings and Submissions for the Draft Annual Plan 2020/2021
3. Long term Plan 2021 to 2031
4. Three Waters Reform
5. PGF project
6. Internal Risk workshop

COVID-19 Resurgence
Council continues to monitor the COVID-19 resurgence and to liaise with the Canterbury Health
Board to ascertain what assistance is required from Council. Council has QR codes visible and contact
tracing registers in place. Staff have had police checks and privacy training to ensure if a resurgence
occurs in our community we remain prepared. The Communications Officer has been assisting with
community communication.
Ronnie Gibson, the Regional Commissioner Advisor from MSD has made contact regarding the Poha
Project and we are anticipating a meeting with Caring for Communities.
New funding available from the Ministry for the Environment
As part of the Jobs for Nature programme, the Ministry for the Environment has announced two
new funds to help restore the mauri of Aotearoa’s freshwater. $30 million, through the targeted Te
Mana o Te Wai fund, will also be available to iwi and Māori with priority given to Māori landowners,
hapū, whānau and marae groups. Te Mana o Te Wai is expected to open to applicants later this
year. In addition, $55 million, from the Freshwater Improvement Fund (FIF), is open to anyone who
meets the eligibility criteria and will be available to apply for over two rounds:
o

the first is a short six-week open period, accepting applications between 7-21 September, and will
prioritise investment ready projects, the second longer period will accept applications from 27
January-10 February to allow applicants more time to spend developing their proposals.

Draft Annual Plan
• Staff have made substantial progress and have lowered the rates increases further to 4%.
• To date personnel and related costs have been reduced by $272,000, and staff have had
their roles disestablished. In the meantime, certain projects and their funding sources have
also now become clearer
• The final roadshow was held at Takahanga Marae on Monday 27 July. Council remains
thankful to the Runanga for opening the Marae for a public meeting.

•

Submissions closed on 31 July and hearing and deliberations were held for the 11 and 13
August 2020.
• 46 submissions were received, raising just under 115 issues across 11 groups of topics.
• Feedback on the Refuse and Recycling was quite mixed
• Submissions showed clear preferences for the Clarence Valley Access and the Aquatic
Centre.
• Rubbish and Recycling submissions were mixed with many submitters wanting more
information before choosing an option.
• In addition to the topics identified in the consultation document, the submissions raised a
number of additional subjects including;
o The desire for a toilet at Churchill park and support for the Kaikōura Cricket Club.
o Rates - referencing the increase for farming/rural community.
o Concerns about the allocation of overheads for the East Coast Water Scheme
o There were a number of submissions that discussed environmental/biodiversity
issues; such as a cat bylaw, whale count, and a marine centre.
o Council was updated on Whale Count
• A discussion report was tabled on the allocation of overheads to the various water Schemes
and this resulted in further work being undertaken by the Finance team on overhead
allocation methodologies.
• A discussion report was also tabled on Rates Contribution by Area including Northern
Community. The equitability of rates can be viewed from many perspectives. This paper
provided a view of rates from several perspectives.
• On the basis of the information supplied in this discussion paper, it does not appear that the
northern communities are disadvantaged in comparison to other ratepayers – looking at the
total rates paid, or their proportion of overall rates or their rates increases.
Submission content by group of topics
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Long term Plan 2021 to 2031
A workshop was held with Council and the following was undertaken
• Environmental Scan to better understand the context for the Long Term Plan and external
influences, opportunities and challenges for Council and our community
• Key Strategic priorities for the District and Council and a stocktake of progress on the
Re-imagine Kaikōura Recovery Plan. It was pleasing to note that substantial progress has

•
•

already been made with upcoming developing at Wakutu Quay, the harbour feasibility
study, the development of the Sudima hotel and substantial progress in rebuilding our core
community facilties.
Review of the current community outcomes
Review of the Council’s current vision

Once we have a draft document Council plans to undertake further pre-engagement with various
community groups and leaders to seek their feedback, thought and contributions.
Substantial work remains ongoing to gather and create robust asset management data in the Adapt
Management System.
Three Waters Reform
As mentioned last month the Government has indicated that its starting intention is public multiregional models for water service delivery with a preference that entities will be in shared ownership
of local authorities. The proposal is for less than 12 entities, perhaps between four to five entities. •
Initial funding will be available immediately to those councils that sign up to the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) and associated funding agreement and delivery plan for the first stage of the
three waters reform programme.
The MOU covers the first phase of the programme and commits central and local government to
partner and work towards the reform of three waters service delivery.
It has been recently announced that as part of the proposed national reform of waters service delivery
all councils will be granted amounts of funding to support improvements to those services. In the case
of KDC it has been indicated that the value of the first tranche of funding (including both the direct
$0.94 million allocation to KDC and a similar pro-rata share of the regional allocation) will be $1.88
million.
Councils are required to indicate to government by 30 October how they propose to use this funding
with associated works to have commenced by not later than March 2021 and to be completed by not
later than March 2022. The funding must be used for new works or works that have been deferred as
a result of impacts from COVID19.
A full report is on this agenda for a decision. The CEO and Mayor have been attending a DIA Roadshow
and various Zoom conferences on the Three Waters Reform with the Canterbury Mayoral Forum and
Zone 5.
PGF project
A blessing was held on 11 August before demolition commenced at Wakutu Quay. The Governance
Group have advertised for the project lead and applications have now been received and are in the
process of being considered. Council has worked with the Governance group to finalise a
Memorandum of Understanding and a detailed terms of Reference. A report detailing theses
documents is tabled for Council approval.
Internal Risk workshop
A review of the risks framework and assessment has been undertaken with the executive Leadership
team and the management team. Work is progressing to finalise this.
Financial Sustainability Report
The final review reports will be presented to Council in September for IT review and Strategy
Planning and Policy, Building and Regulatory and Finance Service Assessments. Work is continuing to
finalise the scope for the District Plan Roadmap and to develop proposal for implementation for
Records Management. The Executive Leadership team continues to meet with the BTMR to finalise
this project.
Annual Report
Good progress is continuing to be made in finalising the Annual report by the Finance team.

Responsible Camping funding
The Ministry for Tourism has announced $8m for funding for dealing with responsible camping for
20/21. Funding is limited to operating costs only. Operations staff are busy compiling an application
for this funding. The planning team is also anticipating holding a responsible camping forum on the
24 August.
Staff
The Finance are to be commended on finalising the Draft Annual Plan, Annual report and Quarterly
reports simultaneously. Likewise, the Operations team have been extremely busy – working on asset
management, wastewater bylaws revision, Wakutu Quay demolition and Three Waters Reform
Delivery Plan. Ian Woodward a long standing Council staff member receives a great award for his
commitment to the Kaikōura District from the Kaikoura Men’s Lions.
Staff training is planned for September with the training directed at Working better together –
building great and Collaborative communication - Creating a Culture of Connection. This is to follow
up on the areas listed as improvement areas in the staff engagement survey.
Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust
The Whale Trail project is managed by the Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust (MKTT).
Council approved the Trust Deed and appointed Kauahi Ngapora to the Trust in November 2017 as a
representative for the Kaikoura District, Kauahi Ngapora has subsequently resigned from the Trust.
Discussions with the Trustees have been held with the Runanga and Lynette Buurman has been
identified as representative for the Trust as the Kaikoura representative.
The Trust works to all the benefits a new cycling and walking trail can possibly bring, the Trust's work
is underlined by an ambition to demonstrate true leadership and innovation in New Zealand's
sustainable tourism and outdoor recreation sectors.
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Council
File #
1. 26 August 2020
Community Services Update
2. Susi Haberstock – Community Development Manager
Community Services Team
Murray Dickson – Corporate Services Manager

SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to keep the Mayor and Councillors informed of the activities delivered
by the Community Services Team. The sub-categories are;
• Recovery
• Customer Services
• Community Development
• Community Events
• Kaikōura District Library
The report this month includes the following updates:
1. Alert Level 2 – Kaikōura District planning and COVID update
2. Customer Services
3. Community Development
4. Events Kaikōura
5. Library

2

RECOMMENDATION

THAT the Council receives this report.

3

ACTIVITY UPDATES FOR JULY

1. COVID-19 Level 2:
District Planning:
The Kaikōura District Council is working closely with Kaikōura Health to pre-empt increases in
alert levels, ensuring we as prepared as we can be. A learning from the first lockdown was that
Kaikōura Health needed to call for more assistance at their premises to free up their staff for
priority activities. To this end, 10 Kaikōura District Council staff have been Police vetted. In
addition, most of the Community Services team went to Kaikōura Health for Health Information
privacy training on Friday 14 August and signed a confidentiality agreement, ready for
immediate deployment. KDC is also sharing our Communications Officer to support with
consistent and regular community updates across all media and social media platforms.
The Emergency Management Officer position was advertised, and a fixed-term appointment will
be made soon. The role is fixed term as regional Civil Defence is expected to be restructured
within the next year. In the meantime, Murray Dickson and Susi Haberstock are the Council
points of contact for civil defence. We are currently attending all CDEM and Welfare
Coordination Group (WCG) ‘teams’ meetings.
Further planning is underway in the Welfare space across Canterbury, connecting with all
agencies and organisations who provided services during lockdown. In Kaikōura, everyone is on
board and systems are working well.
Update:
• As of midday Wednesday August 12, the Auckland region (Auckland Council area) moved to
Alert Level 3 for 3 days until midnight on Friday 14 August. The rest of New Zealand moved
to Alert Level 2. This has been extended a further 12 days to Wednesday the 26 August.

Guidance on council services under COVID-19 Alert Levels:
• The attached guidance on council services and operations across the COVID-19 Alert Levels
can be found on the COVID-19 Local Government Response Unit webpage:
https://www.dia.govt.nz/Local-Government-COVID-19-Response
• In the Prime Minister’s statement, there was a message regarding masks: “We know now
that these can be effective in reducing spread. If you are in Auckland, we ask that you use a
mask when you are accessing essential services. For the rest of the country, we advise their
use if you’re in a place where social distancing is difficult. The full media release can be
found here: https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/pm-comments-auckland-covid-19-case
• They will work with the All of Government COVID-19 team to assess whether their guidance
needs to be updated to reflect this and will update us should this Guidance need to be
updated. In the interim, the COVID-19 webpage has updated guidance on masks here:
https://covid19.govt.nz/health-and-wellbeing/masks/
Key messages to people outside Auckland:
• Auckland has new cases of COVID-19 and moves to Alert Level 3
• The rest of New Zealand moves to Alert Level 2
• There will only be essential travel to/from Auckland
• Don’t panic buy, all businesses outside Auckland are open with social distancing in place.
• Keep a 2-metre physical distance and wear a mask when in public when you can’t distance.
• Stay home if you’re sick, wash your hands, cough or sneeze into your elbow, clean surfaces
• If you are sick call your GP or Healthline to book a free COVID-19 test, and get tested if asked
• Keep a record of where you have been, use NZ COVID app.
• The latest information can be found on www.covid19.govt.nz or the Unite Against Covid
social media channels
Other useful resources:
• The All of Government communications team will be updating the Unite Against COVID
digital channels, including boosted social media posts, Radio and TV information, and the
website www.covid19.govt.nz with the following key messages for people in the area of
Auckland.
• You may find posters to support the key messages here: https://covid19.govt.nz/updatesand-resources/posters/
• In July the Government set out the “Stamp it Out” framework for responding to new cases of
community transmission, should these arise.
This situation is fast-moving and further updates will follow.
2. Customer Services update:
Our IT and phone requirements are all ready to go and we will be able to work the phones from
home if and when needed in any COVID lockdown.
We have updated our notice board at the reception area to include more relevant Council
information. We have also updated the natural hazards maps and they are displayed at
reception for residents to check if their property is affected.
3. Community Development update:
KDC continues to facilitate the monthly Housing Forum in collaboration with Ministry of Social
Development. The Forum continues to explore solutions for different areas of demand and
need. We are looking at organising a housing campaign for all community to look at future
housing options that Kaikōura residents can afford.

4. Events Kaikōura update:
Jo York is the main contact for all event enquiries at KDC. The relationship with Destination
Kaikōura, the I-site and KDC is working well and includes a working google document that
contains all events and regular meetings. This ensures good communication and support around
events between all three entities. The events website is up and running and being reloaded
weekly. Also, the events Facebook page is up and running again and posting regularly. Other
work underway is event development and an Event Toolbox.
Events Kaikōura and Destination Kaikōura are further looking at working with the Great Whale
Migration team and growing this for next year to tie in with a winter/spring festival at the end of
it. KDC is planning to attend Meetings NZ with the I-site to promote Kaikōura as a team building
destination.
The Kaikōura Winter Festival was cancelled due to Level 2 restrictions; however, the Rainbow
Storytime is still going ahead, and KDC has been working on Level 2 restrictions with all event
organisers. Instead of the Winter Festival, we are organising a Spring Festival on the 2nd, 3rd and
4th October. The Seaward Women’s Lions are working with Jo directly to hold Lip Sync the same
weekend. The pool fundraising committee has also changed their Car Scavenger Hunt to the
Sunday of this weekend. Further Spring Festival ideas:
• A carnival parade to celebrate spring/summer
• A community group to be nominated to work with a school or preschool to assist with
carnival
• Late Night Shopping
• Live Music by locals/Kids Disco
• Various blow up and fun games
• Markets and Farmers Markets
• Encourage shops to decorate for the weekend in a spring/summer theme
• Fundraising stalls and games for various local charities
• General spring gala theme
• Marketing to go out to South Island and Wellington
• Jo to work with local motels and food venues to look at accommodation and food
specials
• Live food demos from local produce
• A call to the community to be involved with a view to grow this yearly as either a winter
festival or spring festival.
Kaikōura Hop: A meeting between Police, Council, Doug, NCTIR and Downer was held. NCTIR is
taking responsibility for all the traffic management for SHW1. This will include getting two lanes
ready for the event along Churchill Street. Doug is working with SprayMarks on a traffic
management plan for South Bay and Kowhai Ford Road for burn outs. We are looking at shuttle
buses running from town to the event for all those people that haven’t entered. The idea is that
this will reduce traffic and encourage people to shop in town. KDC is working with all businesses
to encourage them to open and support the Hop. Police are happy with the plan.
Dotterel Group – KDC is working with this group to ensure the birds are cordoned off and
protected for all events not just the Hop. This will include visible signage and adequate barriers
around nesting sites.
The Porsche Club - arrives on Sept 4th. They will have a private viewing of 48 hours at the library
on the evening of the 4th. They will then support local food outlets for their evening meal.
Saturday 5th, they will be showing the vehicles at the White Morph and Esplanade for
community to view. That evening they are having a meal and award ceremony at the Memorial
Hall with local business catering with the help of Council staff. Sunday 6th they will be doing local

activities followed by early drinks at the Groper Garage. Businesses have been encouraged to
open this weekend, as they will be purchasing 3 meals a day around town. An information
booklet has been created for them which includes all attractions and some specials from local
businesses.
Fusion Events - will now be holding a triathlon in Kaikōura in January - date to be confirmed. This
could bring between 400-700 people to the town. It was to be held in Tekapo but did not go
ahead. Local sports groups, including the cycle club, have been introduced to Fusion and are
assisting with the course. Kaikōura Kayaks will be compensated for providing safety boats and
there is also the opportunity for local schools and community groups to be paid as marshals etc,
which will help with fundraising efforts. This is a yearly event. Fusion is responsible for traffic
management and Jo is working with them as Event Coordinator as a go between for KDC, ECAN,
DOC, Community groups etc.
Gap Filla – KDC is currently in discussions with Gap Filla Christchurch about getting a Dance O
Mat here in town. This is a fun game that would be in a permanent position. Christchurch has a
few. It will be used for our youth and groups, but also as another draw card for the town centre.
Americas Cup Fan Zones - are still going ahead, and we will be part of that as a town with the
screen set up in various places for each race. This can also be followed by a family outdoor
movie weather permitting.
Jo continues to meet regularly with local community members, businesses and groups building
good relationships. A lot of work has been done in this space with positive results as people now
contact Jo directly to discuss their events and how best to deliver a successful event in Kaikōura
or dovetail into events that are already happening.
5. July Library report
The library has attempted to increase their events and foot traffic through the library this month
with resounding success:
Kids Club Holiday Program
Our Kids Club was a highlight over the last month. We had around 30 kids attend each day (not
including parents). The Library was happy chaos with the kids playing games, doing crafts and
having a movie morning in the theatre we set up in our Matariki room. We had excellent
feedback from parents who were grateful to have Kids Club during the holidays while they
juggled childcare and work, as well as parents who were happy to have activities organised, they
could enjoy with their children.
Afterschool Kids Space
Our Afterschool Kids Space has been another great initiative that we have started this term. We
have had up to 15 kids each day join us in the Library after school. We have been doing
homework support, played games, had reading with Lucee and more. We have a great group of
kids that come in, they feel comfortable and familiar enough with the space to have fun and
they treat it and the staff with respect.
Skinny Jump
We have done around 8 Skinny Jump setups over the last few months for vulnerable older
members of our Community and families who would have not previously been able to afford
internet connection. This has been an invaluable service for our Community, especially over this
time where internet connection has been essential with things like schooling.
Tech Thursday
Tech Thursday has become tech every day, with members of our Community popping into the
Library frequently with device questions. This has been great as most issues are quick fixes,

which has enabled the user to get the most out of their devices, whereas previously they were
not confident enough to explore any issues they were having. With the release of ebooks we
have also been assisting patrons with their eBook set up.
Other regular community activities
• Embroidery Group – 2 sessions held during July 2020, 16 attended
• Board Games in the library – 2 sessions held during July 2020, 6 attended
• Yoga – 5 sessions held during July 2020, 57 attended
• Techno Thursdays – Bring your device into the library between 1-3pm, 2 attended
• Sit & be fit Fridays, 10am-11am with Kim Foy, 4 sessions held July 2020, averaging 10 -15
people (the proceeds go towards the Kids Club)
• School visits:
o St Josephs enjoyed 2 class visits with 22 children and 14 children visiting
o 24 Kaikōura Primary School year 6 students also enjoyed a class library visit.
July statistics
• Issues = 2879
• Returns = 2736
• Renewals = 320
• 29 New library memberships registered
• Matariki Meeting Room was booked and in use 22 times for the month.
Literacy/ Reading Activities
• Jump Start Spark – 20 Registered since providing this service through Spark Jump Internet
• Toddler-Time – 4 sessions
• Read with Lucee – Reading to dogs at the library 2 sessions held on the 8 & 22 July
• Ancestry – 3 Ancestry family history drop-in sessions held at the library during July.
Library Displays
• You gotta fight, for your right, to party display
• Mindful Clothing display offering tips on reduce, reuse and repurpose
• Our sumptuous cooking books display for those cooler days were put out with newer
publications favoured.
Circulation statistics
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Staff Library Training
• ACE Excel Essential Training 13 July 2020
• ACE Word Time Saving Features 15 July 2020
• Library Information Studies (Level 5) with the Open Polytechnic.
Operational
• Our e-books are finally available to the public! When you are next in the library, pick up a
brochure with instruction or go to our website or go to the following link:
https://www.Kaikōura.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Step-by-Step-Website-EBooks.pdf
• We have applied for NZ Partnership funding and are keen to take part in the Secondment
Programme.
• Nonfiction Signage - The Library team are working on making our nonfiction section more
user friendly. We are highlighting the main sections such as baking, sewing and sport with
signs to help our community when searching for something specific.
• Survey - The Library has put a survey out to our Community. We have had some good
feedback and some great suggestions on where we can improve which we will be working
through and implementing where we can.
• Gascoigne Wicks has taken an open-ended lease of the Matariki room every fortnight to
help our community with any legal assistance.
• Weeding – 17 children’s graphic novels collection and the Children’s puzzle books collection
were weeded. (Weeding is the systematic removal of resources from a library based on
selected criteria. Weeding is a vital process for an active collection as it ensures the
collection stays current, relevant, and in good condition. Weeding should be done on a
continuous, on-going basis).
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

We continue to monitor national COVID-19 trends at level 2 and are working closely with Kaikōura
Health to be prepared for a second outbreak. KDC welfare support is back in monitoring mode even
though there is an understanding that agencies will be picking up emergency welfare needs.
Community Implications
KDC continues to support various community activities to support the community becoming
‘resilient safe and well’ with ‘their essential needs met’ (community outcome).
Risk Management
Monitoring staff workload with restructure almost in place.
Health and Safety
Complying to all Worksafe requirement as we progress through the alert levels.

5

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002.
In 2016 the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 was amended to strengthen the
legislative framework for recovery to help communities get back on their feet more quickly after
an emergency.
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COMMUNITY OUTCOMES SUPPORTED
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that benefits our future.
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accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Residents and visitors enjoy an
improved quality of life in our
District.
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Council
1. 26 August 2020
Kaikōura Youth Council
2. Kaikōura Youth Council members
Sarah Beardmore
Angela Oosthuizen

File #

SUMMARY

Youth Council is organising events for different age groups at Kaikōura High School to provide some
fun and connection outside of a school setting, and to give a response to some of the many different
opportunities and events that have been cancelled since Covid emerged.

2

RECOMMENDATION

2.1 THAT the Council:
Receives the report

3

BACKGROUND

Kaikōura Youth Council (KYC) are a group of young people making a difference to the Kaikōura
community. They have been active in Kaikōura since 1999 and meet regularly after school at Te Hā o
Mātauranga – Learning in Kaikōura, to work on youth issues, organise events and bring Kaikōura’s
youth together.
KYC aim to help Council engage with the youth of Kaikōura by facilitating a pathway of
communication and representing youth in Council matters. All their work is to improve the ways of
wellbeing (social, environmental, cultural and economic) for the youth of Kaikōura.
KYC’s vision statement is; Kaikōura youth are optimistic, confident and make valued contributions.

4

DISCUSSION

4.1 Junior Event
We are teaming up with Elbie Burnett who is running a weekly youth group on Friday nights at the
Scout Hall, to run an end of term party for Year 7-10 students. Some of our members attend this
group weekly, enjoying lots of different games, challenges and kai. With a move to Level 2 and social
distancing the games have become non contact. We are hoping that the alert level will have moved
back to level 1 by end of term so that we can get some of the more boisterous games going again.
4.2 Year 10 Event
We are working with Whaea Casey, the middle school Dean, to organise a Year 10 trip to Hanmer
Springs towards the end of term 3. We are hearing that it is likely that any school camps will be local
rather than based away and we want to give the Year 10’s a last fun excursion away as a group
before they move on to Year 11 next year, where they don’t have year group camps or trips. We
have costed the trip based on using the Rolfe Trust vans and the Tukete Trust van and will subsidise
this so that it becomes affordable.
4.3 Senior Event
We are holding a Halloween Ball on Saturday 31st October at The Old Kaikōura Winery. They are
sponsoring the event with providing us the cellar for our use. There is a lot of detail to organise over
the next few weeks, however we have a timeline in place for ticket sales, a budget worked out and
kai planned.
4.4 Development Opportunities
Our dates for a weekend hui with Hurunui and Waimakariri Youth Councils keep changing – however
we are now looking at an end of year timeframe. We intend this to provide learning opportunities
including facilitation skills and learning to run ice-breakers within groups. We also believe the
connections with each other will be really valuable. We hope to take part in some Kaikōura activities
as well.

4.5 Community Activities
We are still keen to work with Jo York across the events and activities she is planning.
4.6 Annual Plan follow up
NCTIR are meeting with our coordinators around the point in our submission regarding the school
buses running late due to the roadworks. Thankyou to Councillor Roche for following up on this.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

Nil

6

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

6.1 Wellbeings
The Local Government (Community Wellbeing) Amendment Bill currently before Parliament will
reintroduce a focus on wellbeing to the purpose of local government, and in about a dozen places
elsewhere in the Act.
We support the recommendation made by SOLGM that
● That central and local government agree on a joint wellbeing strategy that assigns
responsibilities to central and local government.
● That this strategy set out jointly determined criteria for determining the national good
element of funding for local government.
6.2 Community Outcomes Supported
The work is in support of all community outcomes.
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improved quality of life in our
District.

COMMUNITY VIEWS

7.1 Groups and Organisations
Kaikōura Youth Council currently have 12 members attending meetings. These youth are aged 11 to
18 and most attend Kaikōura High School. KYC survey all the Kaikōura High School students at least
twice per year to obtain wider youth views. They also offer opportunities for youth feedback
through informal consultation sessions.

Rebuild Programme Manager’s Report
Report to:

Kaikōura District Council

Date:

26 August 2020

Subject:

Rebuild Programme Report

Prepared by:

William Loppe
Natasha Wells: Comms / Community and Stakeholder Engagement
Construction Photographs

Attachments:

Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to provide the Kaikōura District Council with an overview of the key activities
for the month and the proposed activities for next month.
Recommendation
That the Kaikōura District ELT receives the Rebuild Programme Manager’s report of 21st August 2020.

Rebuild Programme Update
1.1

Monthly Summary of Key Activity

• Key financial: The KDC shortfall has been brought down from $196k to $16k
• Forecast to Programme Completion:
The current programme completion has been pushed from October to December 2020, to see the following
projects to completion (see details further down). Note: this date now includes an additional month to close
out Accounts Payable and claiming to DMPC:
- Lyell Creek Pump Station
- Esplanade Watermain renewal – SP2
The following projects will need to be handed over to BAU in the new year:
- Lyell Creek Pressure Sewer System easements registration
- Peninsula reservoir lining
Note: Actual Individual Employment Agreements or Engagements still do not coincide with the current
estimated completion date. This risk has been identified in the Risk Register.
Major Project Update (completed projects are excluded)
• Lyell Creek Pump Station: Evaluation of the tender submissions was undertaken 7th Aug with Brian
Perry Civil identified as the preferred contractor. The most likely project estimate has been increased by
roughly $300k to accommodate:
o Increase in scope – Most likely contract works cost to include “good to have” Provisional
Items (revamp and epoxy wet well, trafficable and flood-prone valve chamber, SH1 guardrail
extension, etc.)
o Expected extra Contract Management involvement (CM3)
o 20% contingency.
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A negotiation and clarification workshop took place with BPC on 19th August. Contract award is expected
last week of August with works expected to start mid-September until the end of November. The BAU team
have been engaged early as they will be required to take over the delivery/close out of the contract
following demobilisation of the Rebuild Team in September.
• 3-Waters Reticulation/Manhole Repairs: With the closing out of all major 3W projects this month,
washing up of associated contingencies and significant scope reduction in the wastewater reticulation
repairs scope, we are now in a position where we can afford some of Separable Portion 2 of the reticulation
repairs package (Water retic replacement along Avoca St and Torquay St). This package was put aside
pending further clarity around the overall programme budget. The additional scope totals approximately
$300k, therefore likely to extend to November 2020.
Preliminary agreement with Mainpower has been reached to share our watermain renewal trench to install
duct and futureproof undergrounding of the powerlines in the area.
• Lyell Creek Pressure Sewer System easements registration: GIS data is being used to draft deposited
plans which are in turn used to register easements where KDC assets are situated on private property. The
registration process is just starting, and while we are expecting the bulk of it to be done before the end of
the programme, it will very likely need some level of KDC coordination in the new year. The process is being
led by Greenwood Roche. This activity is 100% betterment funded.
• Peninsula Reservoir Lining: The contractor Mainmark has applied for a travel exemption for one of their
technology specialists from Australia to lead this project and train the necessary resources. Unfortunately,
this was declined by Immigration NZ - despite the person being from Queensland, where there are no COVID
cases. They have also reached out to several local contractors and applicators, however there was no
interest in taking on this work. Currently, we don't see a way forward to progress until the government
implements a more meaningful business travel system between Australia and NZ. Details of the project are
being handed over to the BAU team to undertake as a “turn key” project as it is now a certainty that the
project will start after programme completion, likely in the new year.
• Fords Reservoir: The new reservoir continues in service. We have a cost share agreement with the
contractor on a remedial works proposal to address condensation, liner and durability concerns. The
contractor is remobilizing for these works in mid-September.
• Lyell Creek Sewer Upgrade: AJ Drainage has been hired to implement an odour issues mitigation design
for the vent stacks in September.
• Mackles Bore Repairs: The alternate bore has been trialed on the urban network and proven that it
could cover winter need or in case of emergency. McMillan Drilling is coming back to decommission 3rd bore
(old bore) in September.
Clarence Valley Access
Based upon feedback from Council’s deliberations on Annual Plan submissions, discussion has commenced
on the process to procure an option 2 solution. A first stage of this is to define the procurement scope,
schedule and process. External resources are currently proposed to be employed to undertake this as
neither the KDC rebuild or engineering BAU teams have the capacity to do so at this time and there is
considered to be a need to move this project forward as quickly as possible.
Health and Safety
There were no injury accidents reported during the period.
1.4

Environment and Heritage

The reticulation project is being closely monitored by an archaeologist due to works being carried out near
previous archaeological finds. The contractors are expected to move back into high risk works inside the
scope of the authority and will therefore require archaeological monitoring.
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Te Runanga o Kaikōura have expressed their requirements to have a cultural monitor present during
excavations during the Lyell Creek Pump Station earthworks, as well as water main renewals on the
Esplanade.
1.5

Quality

Contract administration and MSQA (Management, Surveillance and Quality Assurance) resources from
consultants Stantec are performing well, closing out projects and supporting the delivery of the reticulation
repairs and procurement of Lyell Creek Pump Station refurbishment contract.
1.6

Monitoring and Assurance

Reimbursement of three-waters recovery costs is proceeding with monthly claims lodged with NEMA
(National Emergency Management Agency) – previously DPMC. Claims to date including Budget Bid and
Betterment now total about $12.9m. Betterment claims to date total $1.6m from the available Betterment
fund of $2.4m. The Budget Bid fund has been exhausted.
Note that following previous discussions with Rob Rouse, KDC is still working on the assumption that
Betterment and PLA funding is available until JUN21.
Betterment Funding
Betterment funding of $257,000 has been fully claimed for the two BAU projects with Betterment Priority
5 & 6, “SCADA/Telemetry upgrading” and “Asset Management System (part a)”.
Review of Rebuild Projects
The Rebuild team reviews the Rebuild programme planner on at least a monthly basis. The monthly review
includes the following:
• The latest post-tender/contract values and estimates.
• Re-assessment of individual project contingencies.
• Re-assessment of timeframes including start/finish dates for projects, handover to BAU.
Rebuild Programme Financials
Financial tables below provide an update of the Rebuild Programme financial situation, based on:
1. All financials are consistent with Crown/Council eligibility and funding policy.
2. Four Cashflow graphs: (i) Total Programme; (ii) Roading only; (iii) 3–Waters only;
3. November 2017 baseline is retained for comparison only on the Total Programme cashflow chart.
4. Clarence Valley Access construction project is excluded from all of the Cash Flow charts.
5. Project Contingencies are assessed project by project.
6. The Crown’s 3-waters financial assistance (BBID) for KDC’s 40% share is capped at $2.2m.
7. Income from Council’s insurers for 3-waters material damage/LAPP is fixed at $4,431,057.
8. The Crown’s 3-waters Betterment financial assistance is capped at $2.4m.
Key Financial Comments
• This month’s financial review of the Rebuild Programme has seen a significant decrease in the 3 Waters
most likely estimate, due to:
Significant scope reduction on the Wastewater reticulation package, due to re-assessment of
needs or proposed adoption of other lower cost solutions.
Washing up of contingencies on multiple large contracts closed out in August.
Recovery of consultants costs through Liquidated Damages.
This has allowed the following:
KDC 3 Year Plan total budget variance (Delta 3YP) is now estimated at $15,945 (shortfall). This
has decreased by $180,602 since last month’s report.
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-

Increase of the Water retic package (SP2), potentially upto a value of $300k. The actual value
of this increase will be tailored to ensure that there is no shortfall against budget at the end of
the programme

-

Funding of the Lyell Creek PS project estimate increase of approximately $300k. This in turn
removes the need for this project to be deferred or to be partially funded using some of the
grant funding associated with the 3 waters reform, as is currently reflected in another report
in this agenda.

It is recognised that such an apparent substantial favourable revision of the outcome of the rebuild
may be unexpected but the team is confident that it is realistic and it reflects the conservative
approach taken to managing the entire program. Caution will nevertheless be exercised to ensure that
there are no subsequent unexpected and less favourable surprises.
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Rebuild Programme Financial Overview - 08/2020

CV to JUN20
Rebuild Programme Mgt & Others
Programme overhead to DEC19
Programme overhead to AUG20
Programme overhead to OCT20
Alternate sources of funding
Provision for betterment
Roading
Sealed Roads EQ Damage Assessments
Unsealed Roads EQ Damage Assessments
Drainage EQ Damage Assessments
Streetlights EQ Damage Assessments
Footpaths EQ Damage Assessments
Bridges EQ Damage Assessments
Roading Programme - Footpaths
Roading Programme 16/17 - Management
Roading Programme 16/17 - Sealed
Roading Programme 16/17 - Unsealed
Roading Programme 16/17 - Drainage
Roading Programme 17/19 - Management
Roading Programme 17/19 - Sealed
Roading Programme 17/19 - Unsealed
Roading Programme 17/19 - Drainage
Roading Programme 17/19 - Traffic Services
Roading Programme 17/19 - Environmental
Roading Programme 19/20 - Management
Roading Programme 19/20 - Sealed
Roading Programme 19/20 - Drainage
Bridges replacement (x6)
Bridges repairs (x14)
Clarence Valley Southern Access Route
Clarence Valley Access (IBC/SBC/CD)
Water
Post EQ - Temporary Water Safety Plans & Samplings
Water Assessment / Retic
Water Assessment / Structures
Water 16/17 Emergency repairs - Retic
Water 16/17 Emergency repairs - Structures
Water - 17/18 EQ OPEX repairs - Retic
Water - 17/18 EQ OPEX repairs - Structures
Mt Fyffe Water main and road reinstatement
Water - East Coast - Structures - Reservoir
Water - Ocean Ridge - Structure - Reservoir
Water - Urban - Reticulation
Water - Urban - Structure - Fords
Water - Urban - Structure - Peninsula
Water - Urban - Structure - Mackles Bore
Stormwater
Stormwater Assessment - Retic
Stormwater 16/17 Emergency Repairs
Stormwater 17/18 OPEX Repairs
Stormwater Repairs - Reticulations
Sewerage
Sewerage Assessment / Retic
Sewerage Assessment / Structures
Sewerage 16/17 emergency repairs - Retic
Sewerage 16/17 emergency repairs - Structures
Lyell Creek
Aeration Lagoon
Lyell Creek PS
Pump Station - Esplanade
Pump station - Mt Fyffe Meadows
Sewerage Manholes
Sewerage Pipework Esplanade
Sewerage Pipework Beach Rd catchments
Sewerage Pipework South Bay
Sewerage Pipework Mt Fyffe Hawthorne
Sewerage Pipework Ocean Ridge
Sewerage 17/19 OPEX - Retic (repairs)
Sewerage 17/19 OPEX - Structures
Sewerage 19/20 OPEX - EQ maintenance and powering
CV to JUN20 Total
CV from JUL20
Roading
Clarence Valley Access (DD/Construction)
CV from JUL20 Total

Roading

ML
Programme
Estimate

LTD

$ 2,492,332
$ 1,578,693
$
339,747
$
84,108
$
230,167
$
259,617
$ 17,101,697
$
14,347
$
22,293
$
18,914
$
22,490
$
23,639
$
78,043
$
2,295
$
417,281
$ 1,801,309
$ 1,697,635
$
435,613
$
318,601
$
833,141
$
686,079
$ 1,052,840
$
18,663
$
538,641
$
99,904
$
272,834
$
674,027
$ 5,065,835
$ 1,802,389
$
350,915
$
853,969
$ 4,576,211
$
34,915
$
103,457
$
48,820
$
371,321
$
151,322
$
23,151
$
5,931
$
986,557
$
71,288
$
28,184
$
690,615
$ 1,484,556
$
344,891
$
231,203
$
377,660
$
58,401
$
6,047
$
24,542
$
288,670
$ 14,060,559
$
501,870
$
18,934
$
458,605
$
644,125
$ 7,213,100
$ 3,003,701
$
996,224
$
39,500
$
372,936
$
90,756
$
17,392
$
253,373
$
151,213
$
12,715
$
144,746
$
1,005
$
104,434
$
35,929
$ 38,608,458

$ 2,427,211
$ 1,578,693
$
329,627
$
29,108
$
230,167
$
259,617
$ 16,757,463
$
14,347
$
22,293
$
18,914
$
22,490
$
23,639
$
78,043
$
2,295
$
417,281
$ 1,801,309
$ 1,697,635
$
435,613
$
318,601
$
833,141
$
686,079
$ 1,052,840
$
18,663
$
538,641
$
99,904
$
272,834
$
624,027
$ 5,065,835
$ 1,604,861
$
254,209
$
853,969
$ 3,412,884
$
34,915
$
103,457
$
48,820
$
371,321
$
151,322
$
23,151
$
5,931
$
986,557
$
71,288
$
28,184
$
9,454
$ 1,347,894
$
61,372
$
169,219
$
141,620
$
58,401
$
6,047
$
24,542
$
52,630
$ 12,300,661
$
501,870
$
18,934
$
458,605
$
644,125
$ 6,923,554
$ 2,794,743
$
82,548
$
39,500
$
372,936
$
69,595
$
17,392
$
77,128
$
72,438
$
12,715
$
73,210
$
1,005
$
104,434
$
35,929
$ 35,039,839

$ 12,200,000 $
$ 12,200,000 $
$ 12,200,000 $

ML forward

-

NZTA 95%

$
65,120 $
945,623
$
- $
790,967
$
10,120 $
154,656
$
55,000 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
344,234 $ 15,823,714
$
- $
13,630
$
- $
21,179
$
- $
17,968
$
- $
21,365
$
- $
$
- $
74,141
$
- $
$
- $
396,417
$
- $ 1,711,243
$
- $ 1,612,753
$
- $
413,832
$
- $
302,671
$
- $
791,484
$
- $
651,775
$
- $ 1,000,198
$
- $
17,730
$
- $
511,709
$
- $
94,909
$
- $
259,193
$
50,000 $
640,325
$
- $ 4,414,282
$
197,528 $ 1,712,270
$
96,706 $
333,370
$
- $
811,271
$ 1,163,327 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
681,161 $
$
136,663 $
$
283,519 $
$
61,985 $
$
236,040 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
236,040 $
$ 1,759,897 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
289,546 $
$
208,958 $
$
913,676 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
21,161 $
$
- $
$
176,245 $
$
78,775 $
$
- $
$
71,536 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$ 3,568,619 $ 16,769,337

KDC to
Roading (a)

NZTA 51%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 12,200,000 $ 11,590,000 $
$ 12,200,000 $ 11,590,000 $
$ 12,200,000 $ 11,590,000 $

3W - Eligible

3W - Betterment

203,113
203,113
203,113
-

Betterment

KDC to
betterment Eligible costs
(b)

$
50,130 $
259,617 $
$
41,990 $
- $
$
8,140 $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
259,617 $
$ 1,074,870 $
- $
$
717 $
- $
$
1,115 $
- $
$
946 $
- $
$
1,124 $
- $
$
23,639 $
- $
$
3,902 $
- $
$
2,295 $
- $
$
20,864 $
- $
$
90,065 $
- $
$
84,882 $
- $
$
21,781 $
- $
$
15,930 $
- $
$
41,657 $
- $
$
34,304 $
- $
$
52,642 $
- $
$
933 $
- $
$
26,932 $
- $
$
4,995 $
- $
$
13,642 $
- $
$
33,701 $
- $
$
448,440 $
- $
$
90,119 $
- $
$
17,546 $
- $
$
42,698 $
- $
$
- $ 1,151,115 $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $ 1,151,115 $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
989,268 $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
100,000 $
$
- $
96,928 -$
$
- $
792,340 $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$
- $
- $
$ 1,124,999 $ 2,400,000 $
$
$
$

610,000 $
610,000 $
610,000 $

-

3W - Non eligible

$
$
$

0
0
135,441
135,441
203,884
0
203,884
339,325
-

$ 1,006,796
$
745,737
$
176,951
$
84,108
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 3,061,502
-$
0
$
103,457
$
48,820
$
290,797
$
144,580
$
21,282
$
5,931
$
882,453
$
71,288
$
28,184
$
690,615
$
198,000
$
344,891
$
231,203
$
375,752
$
57,128
$
5,412
$
24,542
$
288,670
$ 12,614,943
$
500,344
$
18,934
$
410,080
$
581,491
$ 7,107,071
$ 2,899,710
$
$
39,500
$
367,969
$
90,756
$
17,392
$
253,373
$
151,213
$
$
144,746
$
$
32,364
$
$ 17,058,993
$
$
$

-

60%

40%

PLA 60%

BBID to 40%

Insurers to
40%

$
604,078
$
447,442
$
106,171
$
50,465
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 1,836,901
$
$
62,074
$
29,292
$
174,478
$
86,748
$
12,769
$
3,559
$
529,472
$
42,773
$
16,910
$
414,369
$
118,800
$
206,935
$
138,722
$
225,451
$
34,277
$
3,247
$
14,725
$
173,202
$ 7,567,815
$
300,206
$
11,361
$
246,048
$
347,744
$ 4,264,242
$ 1,739,826
$
$
23,700
$
220,782
$
54,453
$
10,435
$
152,024
$
90,728
$
$
86,848
$
$
19,418
$
$ 10,234,245

$
337,615 $
$
280,903 $
$
49,837 $
$
6,875 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
56,949 $
988,170
$
- $
$
204 $
41,179
$
0 $
19,528
$
1,254 $
115,065
$
0 $
57,832
$
- $
8,513
$
- $
2,373
$
54,405 $
298,576
$
0 $
22,963
$
0 $
11,273
$
- $
158,764
$
1,086 $
79,200
$
- $
98,977
$
- $
73,927
$
5,902 $
144,399
$
5,901 $
16,950
$
1 $
2,164
$
- $
9,817
$
- $
115,468
$ 1,799,534 $ 2,815,964
$
- $
200,138
$
- $
7,574
$
- $
164,032
$
622 $
230,413
$ 1,611,061 $
947,622
$
110,310 $
959,435
$
- $
$
- $
15,800
$
65,509 $
81,678
$
2,206 $
23,600
$
- $
6,957
$
- $
101,350
$
- $
41,820
$
64 $
$
- $
35,545
$
- $
$
9,761 $
$
- $
$ 2,200,000 $ 3,948,533

$
$
$

$
$
$

-

-

$
$
$

-

KDC to 40%
(c)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

65,100
17,390
20,943
26,767
179,481
5,551
117,482
1,085
38,979
18,554
431,626
2,710
284,145
90,139
10,495
18,665
64
22,353
3,183
676,207
-

Non Eligible
costs

Insurers to
NE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

230,167
230,167
228,153
34,915
80,524
6,742
1,868
104,104
1,908
1,273
636
252,464
1,527
48,525
62,634
6,030
7,063
4,967
12,715
1,005
72,070
35,929
712,692
-

$
$
$

228,153
34,915
80,524
6,742
1,868
104,104
1,908
1,273
636
252,463
1,527
48,525
62,634
6,030
7,063
4,967
12,715
1,005
72,070
35,929
482,525
-

Alternate
sources
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

KDC to NE (d)

347,918
347,918
347,918
-

-$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$

117,751
117,751
117,751
-

KDC Total
(a+b+c+d)

KDC 3YP
Budget,
Revised for
AP 19/20

-$
2,523 $
52,921
$
59,379 $
41,990
$
29,082 $
10,931
$
26,767 $
-$ 117,751 $
$
- $
$ 1,074,860 $ 1,087,437
$
717 $
26
$
1,114 $
1,115
$
945 $
946
$
1,124 $
1,124
$
23,638 $
23,639
$
3,902 $
4,043
$
2,295 $
38,444
$
20,864 $
20,864
$
90,065 $
90,065
$
84,881 $
84,882
$
21,780 $
21,781
$
15,930 $
15,930
$
41,657 $
41,657
$
34,303 $
34,304
$
52,642 $
52,617
$
933 $
933
$
26,932 $
26,996
$
4,995 $
1,672
$
13,641 $
17,128
$
33,701 $
31,019
$
448,439 $
471,968
$
90,119 $
44,146
$
17,545 $
21,443
$
42,698 $
40,697
$
314,922 $
134,356
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
5,551 $
$
- $
$
117,482 $
$
134,356 $
134,356
$
38,979 $
$
18,554 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
635,509 $
732,109
$
- $
$
- $
$
- $
$
2,710 $
$
284,145 $
732,109
$
90,138 $
$
203,884 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
10,495 $
$
- $
$
- $
$
18,665 $
-$
64 $
$
22,353 $
$
- $
$
3,183 $
$
- $
$ 2,022,768 $ 2,006,823
$
$
$

610,000 $
610,000 $
610,000 $

Delta 3YP

-$
$
$
$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$

55,444
17,389
18,151
26,767
117,751
12,577
692
1
1
0
1
141
36,149
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
25
0
64
3,323
3,487
2,682
23,529
45,973
3,898
2,001
180,566
5,551
117,482
38,979
18,554
96,600
2,710
447,964
90,138
203,884
10,495
18,665
64
22,353
3,183
15,945

214,100 $
214,100 $
214,100 $

395,900
395,900
395,900
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Programme Overview
Full Rebuild Programme
Activity

Total Programme
Estimate to date

Most Likely Nov 17

Total spent to
date

2016 / 2017

2017 / 2018

2018 / 2019

2019 / 2020

2020 / 2021

Year 16/17

Year 17/18

Year 18/19

Year 19/20

Programme
Estimate 20/21

Rebuild Programme Mgt

$

1,061,087 $

2,492,332 $

2,427,211 $

-

$

161,465 $

1,200,562 $

1,043,101 $

139,937

Water
Stormwater
Sewerage
Roading
GRAND TOTAL

$

3,911,218 $

4,576,211 $

3,412,884 $

1,556,105 $

344,639 $

532,423 $

968,256 $

1,166,276

$

645,193 $

377,660 $

141,620 $

7,320 $

24,542 $

645 $

68,327 $

276,000

$

11,636,332 $

14,060,559 $

12,300,661 $

1,406,052 $

1,020,959 $

1,347,073 $

8,084,243 $

1,783,605

$

21,405,376 $

29,301,697 $

16,757,463 $

4,417,831 $

2,720,147 $

2,000,585 $

6,311,681 $

1,722,763

$ 38,659,206

$

50,808,458

$35,039,839

$ 7,387,307

$ 4,271,752

$ 5,081,288

$ 16,475,609

$ 5,088,581

CASH FLOW CHARTS
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Programme Risks and Issues
Rebuild Risks Register
Only medium, extreme and high risks are included in the Risks Register table below.
Subject
Category

Event

Financial

Rebuild programme scope not fully
defined resulting in increased
programme estimates

Financial

Programme
management

Inherent Scoring
Inherent
Inherent Inherent Risk
Risk Control/Mitigation
Consequence Likelihood Level

Major

Likely

The programme is not delivered on time Significant
or cost

Likely

Major

Physical delivery The programme is not delivered to
appropriate quality standards

Major

Stakeholder

Loss of community and stakeholder
confidence in and tolerance to ongoing
rebuild work

Significant

Community/Stakeholder expectations
are not achieved with programme
outcomes.

Significant

Stakeholder

Programme
management

Likely

KDC ability to meet financial obligations Major
- cashflow and budgets

Physical delivery The programme is not delivered safely

Possible

Possible

Possible

Lack of internal resources or loss of key Significant
resources

possible

Possible

Likely

Financial

Possible

Timely access to Crown funding leading Major
to cashflow issues - BAU staff not
familiar with DPMC claiming processes
could lead to loss of confidence from
funder or simply expenditure not being
claimed
Rebuild information not provided to
Significant
stakeholders in a timely way

Physical delivery Environmental or cultural consenting
requirements impacting programme

High 21

High 21

High 17

High 18

High 18

Med 13

Asset investigation undertaken and incorporated.
Programme contingencies reviewed and project
estimates updated. Project scope agreed.

Scoring - After mitigation
Residual Residual
Residual
Conseque Likelihoo
Risk Level
nce
d

Significan Unlikely
t

Further Mitigation required

Since last
month

Med 9

P
r
i
o

Further Control

Risk of Contingencies being exceeded is reducing as projects reach
completion.
=

Thorough review through the 3YP process. Business
Significan Unlikely
case preparation for additional support. Confirmation t
of additional budget bid funding.
Appropriate programme management and fit for
purpose reporting.

Minor

Appropriate safety standards defined and
implemented for the programme. Appropriate
monitoring and assurance to ensure compliance.

Major

Quality standards and requirements defined for the
programme. Appropriate monitoring and assurance.

Major

External communications plan developed and
implemented. Timely response to rebuild queries

Significan Unlikely
t

Med 9
=

Possible Med 8
▼

Unlikely

Med 14
=

Unlikely

Med 14
=
Med 9

Roading programme completed - projects closed out and
contingencies reduced accordingly

Risks successfully mitigated of exceeding Council's budget. However
programme completion pushed 2 months

H&S standards included in IDAP panels, and follow through into
physical works tenders. Compliant with all Covid-19 construction
requirements.

Standards & requirements to be managed through appropriate project
control and MSQA.

Response to Feb 2020 resident satisfaction survey, 59% satisfied with
progress of rebuild to date.
=

Physical delivery Lack of external resources to deliver the Significant
programme

Programme
management

Action

Significant

Physical delivery Opportunity for legal challenge on key Major
projects e.g. Lyell Creek, Clarence Valley
Access

Possible

Likely

Possible

Med 13

Med 13

High 17

High 18

Med 13

High 17

High 18

Clearly articulated rebuild programme objectives,
regular stakeholder engagement.

Significan Unlikely
t

Med 9

Timely engagement of appropriate resource, backfill
resource as required. Agreement for additional
support.

Significan Likely
t

High 17

Timely communication of rebuild programme to
market and appropriate procurement strategy in
place. Market testing and appropriate packages
identified.
Streamlining claiming process and ensure funder's
confidence in KDC's claim preparation processes
forward.

Significan Unlikely
t

Med 9

Rebuild communications planned and implemented
with regular stakeholder updates

Significan Unlikely
t

SLA with MKT, Archaeological authority application
and work being undertaken with ECan

Significan Possible Med 13
t

Legal advice sought as required

Major

Good stakeholder engagement during physical works delivery.
=

▲

=

Significan Possible Med 13
t

Remaining two staff employment agreements in place to end of
Sep 2020. This risk needs to be addressed to align with Programme
completion, estimated to December.
Contractors and consultants engaged and commited for all
programme tasks

Ensure proper handover of claiming processes to BAU team post
October 20 for October expenditure
=

Unlikely

Med 9
=

▲

Med 14
=

Response to 2019 resident satisfaction survey, 62% satisfied with
Council comms.

Archaeological authority application for extra water retic works
submitted Mid-August. Turn around 20 working days should be
just fine assuming there are no comments from HZN
High profile CVA project, but otherwise unlikely for balance of
programme.
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Communications / Community and Stakeholder Engagement
The Rebuild team are managing content and delivery of its communication to stakeholders as prescribed in the
Rebuild Communications Plan.
The purpose of Programme Communications is to keep stakeholders informed and mitigate any risk to
Kaikōura District Council’s reputation in the community. This is achieved in five prime areas:
- Project specific updates primarily by letter drops or addressed letters to landowners/occupiers.
- Customer Service Response to public enquiries and issues in a timely manner.
- Wider community updates via the KDC website/newsletter/engagement meetings, when required.
- Communicate key milestones, stories, issues and exceptions at local and national level as required.
- Provide regular internal communication within the Rebuild and Works & Services teams.
The following recent communication has been distributed to achieve the above aims.
Output

Audience

Channel

When

Customer Service Requests
Programme update

Community residents
Newsletter subscribers (over 2000)

Email / Phone
Electronic newsletter

Ad hoc
30/07/20

Middle Creek Bridge update

Subscribers to the KDC Facebook
page
Clarence Valley residents and
stakeholders
Online network of author, Leon
Hansen.

Facebook

29/07/20

Email

3/08/20

LinkedIn

29/07/20

Public

KDC website – Rebuild
Programme

27/07/20

Notes following Clarence
Valley access presentation
Article by Aquatec regarding
works carried out for the Lyell
Creek Pressure sewer system
project
KDC website update/revamp
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Attachment:

Stormwater reticulation on the Esplanade

Construction Photographs

Stormwater reticulation on Austin Street

Kaikoura urban water scheme alternative bore readiness works on Mt Fyffe Rd
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Reticulation works on West End

Reticulation works on the Esplanade
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WWTP inlet main tie-in at Middle creek Bridge
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R.2. Roads
R.2.10. Management 17/19
R.2.11. Management 19/20
R.2.20. Sealed pavements 17/19

KDC Rebuild Programme W orking Breakdown Structure
rev19 - AUG2020

R.3. Bridges

J04300:002 Mt Fyffe Rd

R.3.1. Bridge Repairs

J04300:003 Hawthorne Rd
J04350:001 Bridges repairs
J04300:004 West End speed bump

On-going task

J04350:002 Middle creek
R.2.21. Sealed pavements 19/20

Not started

R.3.3. Bridges Replacement (x6)
R.2.30. Unsealed pavements 17/19

1/4 completed / Concept Design

J04350:003 Evans
R.2.31. Unsealed pavements 19/20

1/2 completed / Detailed Design

J04350:004 Gillings
R.2.35. Clarence Valley Southern Access Route

R.1. Assessments

Completed / Handover

R.2.40. Drainage 17/19

J04350:006 Hawthorne

R.2.41. Drainage 19/20

J04350:007 Rorrisons

R.2.50. Traffic Services 17/19

J04350:009 Wards 2

R.1.1. Bridges Assessment

R.3.5. Clarence Valley access

R.2.60. Environmental 17/19
R.1.2. Roads assessments
R.1.3. Streetlights and
Footpath Assessments

R.0. Emergency Works
R.0.1. Emergency
Works16/17

3/4 completed / Construction / On-going

J04350:005
Scotts

J04390:002 SAR Maintenance

J04390:001 Clarence Valley Rd Protection
R.2.70. Footpaths& Cycleways

SW.0. Emergency Works

J04351:001 IBC/SBC

SW.0.1. Emergency Works 16/17

J04351:002 Prelim Design

SW.0.2. OPEX Works 17 Forward

R.Roading

SW.3.
Reticulations

SW.1. Assessments
SW.1.2. Reticulations

SW.3.1. Pipework

SW.Stormwater

Rebuild
Projects

A. Overheads
A.0 Programme contingencies

A.1. Rebuild Directorship
A.1.1. Claimable as Programme overheads

W.0. Emergency Works
SW.0.1. Emergency
Works Retic 16/17

A.1.2. Non Claimable
A.1.3. Claimable as 3W Overheads
A.1.4. Allocation for Betterment
A.1.5. Alternate sources of funding
J04439:001 Spark Duct
J04439:002 True-line material disposal

WW.Sewerage

W.Water

SW.0.2. Emergency
WorksStructures 16/17

W.1. Assessments
W.1.1. Reticulations

SW.0.4. OPEX Works
Structures 17 Forward

W.3.
Reticulations

W.2.1. Urban Source
W.3.1. Pipeworks

W.1.2. Structures
W.1.3. Temporary WSP

SW.0.3. OPEX Works
Retic 17 Forward

W.2. Structures

J04010:001
KK Urban J04009:001

WW.0. Emergency Works
WW.0.1. Emergency
Works Retic 16/17
WW.0.2. Emergency
WorksStructures 16/17

W.2.2. Fords Reservoirs
W.3.2.Fyffe Main Supply
J04010:002
J04009:002
W.2.3. Peninsula Reservoir
J04010:003
W.2.4. Ocean Ridge Reservoir
J04012:001
W.2.5. East Coast Reservoir
J04014:001

WW.0.3. OPEX Works
Retic 17 Forward
WW.0.4. OPEX Works
Structures 17 Forward

WW.1. Assessments

WW.2. Structures

WW.3. Reticulations

WW.1.1. Reticulations

WW.2.1. WWTP

WW.3.1 Lyell Creek sewer

WW.1.2. Structures

J04110:001

J04100:001

WW.2.2. Lyell Creek PS

WW.3.2 Mt Fyffe/Hawthorne

J04110:008

J04100:004

WW.2.4. Esplanade PS

WW.3.3 Esplanade

J04110:004

J04100:002

WW.2.6. Totara ln PS

WW 3.4 Ocean Ridge

J04110:006

J04100:005

WW.2.7. Manholes

WW.3.6 Beach rd catchements

J04110:007

J04100:008
WW.3.7. South Bay
J04100:007

Report to:
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Input sought from:
Authorised by:

Council
25 August 2020
Building and Regulatory Update
Mark Mitchell
Mike Russell
Angela Oosthuizen

File #

SUMMARY
This is a routine report on recent activity in the BCA and regulatory areas of Council.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Council:
Receives the report.
RECENT ACTIVITIES
Building Control
The following apply for the period from 1st July to 15th August:• 17 Building Consent applications received
• 19 Building Consents issued
• 23 Code Compliance Certificate applications received
• 17 Code Compliance Certificates granted
• 139 Building Inspections conducted
• 69% pass rate for inspections
• 31% fail rate
• Main source of inspection failures were slab inspections
Kaikoura District Council have maintained their accreditation, and done so in Our next scheduled
audit is March 2022.
Sale and Supply of Alcohol
For the month of May there have been: • 1 New Manager applications
• 2 Renewal Manager applications
• 0 Special License application
• 0 On-License renewal application
• 0 New On-License applications
• 0 Club License applications
The Licensing Inspector: Reported on 3 applications;
• Liaised with Police and MOH to ensure applications are reported on in a reasonable timeframe.
• Liaised with and provided advice to Brian Giles who proposes an On-licence to sit alongside the
Kaikoura Seafood BBQ at Jimmy Armers Bay.
• Worked on organising the next tri-agency meeting and agenda.
The alcohol administrator (Bonnie):
• Received 4 applications and issued 0 licences/certificates.
Health Act 1956
No Health Act 1956 related complaints where received during this month.

Food Act 2014
Since coming out of Covid-19 code Levels 3 & 2 the FHS and verifier role has settled down considerably
with more routine work being undertaken over the month. FHS continues to receive queries from the
food businesses in the district. We have continued to assist the food industry community during the
recovery from Covid-19.
FHS management and staff have participated in regular fortnightly webinars for TA managers and
verification agencies. The webinars are designed to keep everyone up to date with Food Act
developments and consistency in performance across NZ. FHS has been involved in certain MPI
projects including the establishment of a registration Authority portal which will be utilised by TA’s,
verification agencies and the food industry. This portal provides good guidance for the various
components of registration of food businesses and what action options are available in respect of any
breaches such as failure to pay the registration fees. Another MPI project is covering a potential
extension to Remote Verifications (in certain circumstances).
FHS sister company, Auditing Solutions NZ Ltd, which provides the accredited third-party verifications
and approved verifiers to FHS and the Council underwent its annual IANZ surveillance assessment this
month and came through it very well with 5 corrective actions which were minor in nature. The
organisation has retained its full accreditation.
•
•
•

Creation of new Food Act 2014 registration forms for the KDC website.
CAR follow-ups and close-outs were completed.
Admin & scheduling by FHS administration team.

Water Safety
• Routine water sampling as per KDC’s approved Water Safety Plan.
• Lisa Shaw completed the sampling frequency part of the annual drinking water supply survey.
Parking
• 2 Parking infringements (Inconsiderate Parking) issued for this period. General car parking is
currently not being monitored by the Regulatory Officers.
• Gardens are being cut back to give greater vision for vehicles when exiting Westend carpark
• Parking machine revenue is $1111.13, up from $1070.37 in the same period last year.
South Bay Ramp
• Ramp fees $981.74
• South Bay Ramp monitoring is being done by Regulatory Officers
• Repairs to the tar sealed angled parking area is complete.
• Problems have started re the new requirement for all Blue Cod to be landed whole. Fish frames
are now being dumped in and beside rubbish bins. KDC, IWK and Charter operators are working
on solutions to overcome the issue.
Freedom Camping
• There are currently few Freedom Camper issues.
• Responsible Camping working Group meeting on the 24th August.
• South Bay (Pohowera) area has NO CAMPING signs in place until the end of February.
• Regulatory officers are patrolling all areas daily.
Dog Control
For the month of July there have been:• 3 dogs impounded, fees/infringements for these $575
• 7 x roaming/ barking Dog complaints
• Unregistered dogs 173 in the area. Infringement notices will be sent out on the 1st September

•

Annual registrations are 993 dogs, with $52.200 of registration fees collected so far.

Other Animal Control
Investigations undertaken included:• Roaming stock – 1 x cattle
Noise
• For the month there have been 1 noise complaint.
RMA Investigations / Actions
• Resource consents for Air BnB continue to be followed up.
• Visitor Accommodation infringements issued x 3 $900
COMMUNITY OUTCOMES SUPPORTED
The work is in support of all/the following community outcomes.
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1 PURPOSE:
This report provides a general update of what is occurring in the Planning Department. The report is
for information only.
Key aspect to note are:
• Current resource consent status – with notes on consents
• Update on community response to Natural Hazards mailout
• New Government direction of Resource Management?
• New Government funding round for Responsible Camping
• Kotahitanga mō te Taiao Alliance in receipt of COVID-19 funding, and other Alliance issues
2

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Council receives the report

3

BACKGROUND/UPDATE:

3.1 Resource Consents:
Appendix 1 includes a list of resource consents that are currently in progress.
A resource consent application for the corner Inland Rd and State Highway 1 has been received after
this report was prepared. Staff are reviewing this.
3.2 District Plan – Natural Hazards Chapter Review:
A total of 2065 letters have been sent to properties which are subject to hazards or flood hazard
awareness areas. In response council staff have received approximately 60 phone calls.
In general, most people what to know what the actual rules will say and how this will impact their
property. Some parties have expressed they believe the technical reports are not correct. Others are
suggesting that Council should be spending money on the stop banks as opposed to the technical
reports.
The draft rules are currently being constructed. Once drafted provision will be provide in confidence
to the advisory group and then Council will be provided with their recommendations.
3.3 Tourism Infrastructure Funding (TIF) – Kiwa Road Feasibility:
Contact has been made with Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura. Council have been granted a further extension
until the end of September.
3.4 Visitors Accommodation:
Four Infringement notice have been issued. Council has also received additional consents for
visitors accommodation.

3.5 Kotahitanga mō te Taiao Alliance Update
Council staff are keeping a watching brief in this area. The Alliance has received a three-year $100k
operational allowance through Jobs for Nature (COVID-19 funding). The alliance will be allocated an
amount for projects this may be up $12M projects through “Kaimahi for Nature”.
The Alliance’s next meeting is on 25th August 2020, additional details will be provided at the
meeting.
Jobs for Nature is the $1.3 billion environmental jobs package announced in Budget 2020. The
Department of Conservation (DOC) has been entrusted with half a billion dollars of Jobs for Nature,
which includes Kaimahi for Nature. Kaimahi for Nature is the $200 million fund focused on working
with businesses who are looking to make staff redundant. Kaimahi for Nature aims to reach workers
before they become unemployed – giving businesses battling COVID-19 an opportunity to
temporarily redeploy their staff into environmental projects in their own region.
As previously noted, with the Alliance and related Runanga issues, the ability for KDC to source
funding for the District is not clear.
Regarding Councils representation in Kotahitanga mō te Taiao Alliance, this has historically been
attended by staff – which has meant resourcing issues due to the staffing levels and other priorities.
It was suggested/proposed that a Councillor could be used. The informal feedback from the Alliance
is that the Alliance has apolitical representation around the Alliance table. Whereas councillors
bring considerable expertise, they are in political roles. We need to further discuss this within KDC.
3.6 Environment Legislation Update
Following on from last month’s report Councillors would have received the 531 page publication from
the Resource Management Review Panel; “New Direction for Resource Management in NZ” the
document is also available on the Ministry for the Environment website. This document highlights the
desire for change to the resource management system. The Planning Team will intend to update
Council in the September meeting on the potential impact on our community.
The roadmap proposed for a revised District Plan (through FCS funding) will now have to take account
of the RMA’s uncertain future.
•

Resource Management Amendment Act
No change from last month.

•

New National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management. No change from last month Specific dates are not set yet, however funding is now open for Freshwater Improvement Fund
is again opening in September.

•

Biodiversity National Policy Statement.
No change from last month.

•

National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020.
Council staff intend to have a report to the September meeting.

3.7 Responsible Camping Update
A responsible camping working group meeting has been set for 24th August 2020. Signs have now
been checked and install for the upcoming season.
Council have also been advised that “The Minister of Tourism has confirmed up to $8 million will be
made available to local authorities to manage responsible camping during the 2020/21 summer
season.” The application requirements have been received and are currently being reviewed. We will
be making applications by the 28 August deadline.

4

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:
We value, protect and enhance
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continuity.

Our community is resilient, safe
and well and has their essential
needs met

Our community participates in
decisions and planning in a way
that benefits our future.

Our infrastructure, housing and
community facilities are easily
accessible, cost effective and able
to withstand our natural hazards.

Residents and visitors enjoy an
improved quality of life in our
District.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISION:
Report for information only

6

RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
RMA 1991, LGA1974 and LGA2002

7

COMMUNITY VIEWS:
The community has been, and will be further, involved with District Plan Natural Hazards.

APPENDIX 1: RESOURCE PLANNING
1. Active and deferred Resource consent applications from 20th July 2020 to 13th August 2020
“Deferred” applications are applications which have been placed on hold either on a request by the applicant or by Council requesting further
information to better understand the effects of the proposed activity. Where applications are deferred the statutory processing clock (working days)
is placed on hold.
RC ID

Applicant Name

RC Description

RC Location

Status / Notes
Deferred(s92) Assessment from a Traffic Engineer is required. The
applicant agreed to supply this information (Jan 2020), on 23rd July
applicant has advised a traffic assessment is currently being produced
for NZTA.
Deferred (s92). Further information was requested on 19th April 2016
including Engineering Assessment of the stability of the hillside
behind the section, Flood risk Assessment & compliant effluent
disposal system. Flood Risk Assessment was provided in May 2016.
On 9th June 2020 the applicant confirmed that they still wish to
proceed with the application and additional information will be
supplied to the Council.
Deferred (s92). Waiting for further information (Lighting assessment
& Neighbours approval) Request for information made 29th
November 2018. Site specific lighting plan was received on the 23rd
of March 2020. An Assessment of effects on Huttons Shearwater &
neighbours’ approval is still required.
Deferred (s 92). Peer review of the Geo Tech report is required.

18.2.606 Kaikoura Hire
Company Ltd

Land use- Change of
Conditions

170 Beach Road

1400

Vendbos Holdings
Ltd

Subdivision

2009, SH1

1561

McKeon Group Ltd

Establish a 24hr self92, SH 1
service fuel facility within
a rural zone

1564

Subdivision

74, Torquay St

1609

Prestige Homes
(Canterbury)
Linda Faye De Vine

Visitors accommodation
activity (Existing)

151 Beach Road

1614

Vivien Perkins

Land use (Extension to
the existing Childcare
Centre)

47-49 Ludstone
Road

Deferred (s 92). Waiting for further information. Existing cabin sought
for accommodation without building consent. The applicant was
informed to apply for a building consent for the existing cabin and
provide that information to start this application process. (Dec 2019)
Deferred (s 92(2). Waiting for further information (New Integrated
traffic assessment required) Assessment was requested on 5 Feb

1615

Land Use (Visitor
Accommodation)
Land Use (Visitor
Accommodation)
Land Use (Mixed use
building development)

2020. The applicant is currently discussing this matter with Council’s
engineer (June 2020)
133/A South Bay Deferred (s 92). Waiting for further information. Neighbours approval
parade
required Site plan has sent to the neighbours to sign (8 June 2020)
65 Shearwater
Deferred (s 92). Waiting for further information
Drive
26-36 West End Deferred (s 92). Waiting for further information Neighbours approval
was requested in Sep 2019 Further information was requested in
October 2019. A reminder was sent to applicant on the 20/07/2020.
No response was received.
63 Kiwa road
Active

1620

Judy Mclean & Phil
Mclean
Peter Woods

1632

D & R NZ Ltd

1634

Cezanne Lyons

Land Use (Homestay)

1646

Morris, Tania & Glen

Land Use (Visitor
Accommodation)

1658

Richard King

Subdivision

1660

Leanne Taylor

5 Kotuku Road

1664

Craig Chapman

1665

Raylene Clearwater

1672

Helen & Lance Percy

(Land Use) Visitor
Accommodation
(Land Use) Visitor
Accommodation
Establish & operate cafe
and visitor
accommodation
Subdivision

1675

Eyssen Juan

Land Use Dwelling in
Flood Zone

238C Mt Fyffe
Rd

131
Scarborough
Street
530 Waipapa
Road

769 Mt Fyffe
Road
5 Tui Road

871 Inland Road

Deferred (S.92) Waiting for further information on parking location

Deferred (s 92). Waiting for further information regarding water take
from existing streams. Discussion between ECAN & Applicant is
underway. (30 June 2020)
Active
Deferred(s92)
Deferred(s92), Further information required A new parking plan was
received on the 10th of Aug. Council engineers requested more
information on that.
Active- Notified publicly. Hearing will be held on the 31st July 2020.
The decision shall be made by the independent commissioners by 21st
of August
Deferred (s92) Further information) Further information was
requested on the 15th April 2020 seeking plans and elevations of what
is proposed.

1677

Sandford
MacFarlane

Extension of time &
Variation of Consent
Conditions
Subdivision

5781, SH1

Active

1678

A M P Chapman

1370 SH1

Land use for NCTIR
Operation
Visitor Accommodation

137 Red Swamp
Road
45B Deal Street

Active- Notified publicly Two lot subdivision within the rural zone
0.1875ha and 0.2979ha Submission close 14th August 2020. No
submissions were received to date.
Deferred(s92) Further information requested on 24th July. Processed
by an external consultant.
Active, Retrospective consent for 2 guests per night

1679

Craig Mackle

1680

Donald Alexander

1681

Kaikoura transport

Land Use-Commercial
Activity in the Rural Zone

Harris Lane

1683

Bryan Abernethy

Visitor Accommodation

1434

Chiwis Café &
Takeaway
Louise Edmonds

46 Torquay
Street
114 Beach Road

1684
1685

Land use; Insufficient
parking
Land use, Dwelling in
Flood hazard Zone 2
Scarborough Heights Visitor accommodation
Ltd
for max. of 9 guests

1687

Craig Mackle

1688

Gillian Gascoigne

1689

A.J. Murray & J.L.
Joseph

Certificate of Compliance
under to retain earth
bund and hard stand
area
Land Use for rock
protection structure
Subdivision, (Boundary
Adjustment)

Deferred (s92) Further information was requested on 15 July 2020,
Transport assessment received, landscape plan required, Reminder
sent on 11th August
Active, Accommodation for 6 visitors
Active.

57 Wilderness
Road
111
Scarborough
Street
137 red Swamp
Road

Active

188 Torquay
Street
200 Clarence
valley Road

Active

Active

Deferred, Base application fee required. Informed applicant on the
29th July 2020. Application will be processed by an external
consultant.

Active

1690

Prestige home
(Canterbury ltd)

1691

Linda May

1692

Derek & Heather
Jones

Land use; Dwelling. NonCompliance with
recession planes & road
boundary setback.
Land use; Dwelling in
Flood Zone
2 Lot Subdivision

74 Torquay
Street

Active

304 Mill Road

Active

28 Avoca Street

Deferred, Base Application fee required.

2. Notified consents
• (SU 1672), 2 Lot Subdivision at 871 Inland Kaikoura Road application has been notified publicly. The submission period ended 15 June 2020.
Hearing was held on the 31st July 2020. The decision is due by 21st of August.
• (SU 1678), 2 Lot Subdivision at 1370 State Highway 1 has been notified publicly this is a small rural allotment(Old School Site) located between
the railway and state highway. Proposed allotments are 0.1875ha and 0.2979ha Submission closed on 14th August 2020 only one submission
has been received.
3. Monitoring
Monitoring of Resource consents is ongoing.
4. General
• Project Information memorandum processing is ongoing
• Land Information memorandum processing is ongoing

